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r QU E HQ U E, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 14, 1902
family residence,
South Walter
of criminal appeals in the Third
fttttltttt.ttttttttttt..tttltt,ttttti.ftttttttttttttf. the
trict, affirming tne Judgment of the
street. Rev. T.
Beattie officiated.
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T SESSION
Senate Committee Defers Statehood Bill.
Passed

Bill

A

to

Validate

Bonds.
Preliminary
'

NUMBER 172

A LB

Hearing of Col. Lynch,

Charged With Treason.

lower court in the case of Harvey t
of Greenville, convicted of oper
ating a bucket8hop or dealing in fu
tures, every bucketshop in the state
will have to close, it is said.

Washington, June 14. The sen- - 0
0 ate committee on territories to- -- 0
0 day decided to take up for consld- - 0
the om- 0
0 eration early next session
0 ninus statehood hill, admittingof 0
0 into the union the territories Arl- - 0
0
0 Okla'ioma, New Mexico and
The decision was reached 0
0 zona.
Nelupon
of
Senator
0
the motion
0
end the notion was adopted 0
0 son,
repubo
vany
vote,
the
0 a strict
0
0 licans voting In theIn affirmative
the nega-- . 0
0 and the democrats
was preceded by 0
0 tive. This onvotemotions
made by 0
0 two votes
to 0
0 democratic members looking
0 the consideration of the bill dur- - 0
0 ing the present session. The first 0
question next 0
0 was to take up the was
made by 0
0 Wednesday. This
and was voted 0
0 Senator Baterepublicans
voting 0
0 down, the
and 0
0 unanimously inInthe negative
the affirmative. 0
0 the democrats
Bailey to report 0
0 A motion by Mr.
0 the bill today met a like fate op-by- 0
vote..
The democrats
0
0 party
the 0
0 posed Mr. Nelson's motion on pre- 0
would
adoption
0 ground its
of consider- - 0
0 elude thebillpossibility
at this session.
0
0 Inn the
O
0
0000000 00 0 000000000
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Fire and Kerosene.
Kansas City, June 14. Four persons
were burned, two perhaps fatally, here
today by an explosion which followed
ot a
an attempt by Mr. Julia Hawkes, to
light a kitchen fire with kerosene. Mrs.
Julia Hawkes. aged 30. will die. Thos.
Blown Up.
Hawkes. aged 7, Mr. Hawkes' nephew,
is probably fatally Injured.
Cannot Be Compelled to Work on the A
Double Murder In Indian
Street.
The case cf the Territory vs. J. E.
Laverty at Carlsbad, Eddy county, was
Territory.
decided recently in favor of he der,
I
fendant. The complaint wa based on
the refusal of Laverty to work the Miss Curtis' Refused to Leave
the
streets, after having been notified
thrre times by the supervisor.
Colored

House

Well Known and Prominent Lodge Man
of Silver City.
Special to The Citizen.
-- ilver City, N. M., June 13.
A tele- gram was received in this city today of
the death of Mr. Spalding in San Antonio, Texas, where he had been for
his health. He was a member of the
Elks lodge in this city ani also had
numerous iriends and acquaintances in
the territory. Mr. Spalding had quite a
history in the civil war and was a
member of a company in the union
army, of which all were killed in two
!aUle8, except two or three members.
YALE

Section.

TELEGRAPHIC

Princeton for the Intercollegiate Base Ball Championship.
New York, June 14. Yale defeated
Princeton !n the final game of the
series for the intercollegiate base ball
championship of 1902 at the Polo
grounds today by a score of 5 to 4. It
was a well played game throughout.
The score:

SUBURBAN

II

HANDICAP.

Hazelfon, Pa.. June 14. The home
New York Money.
James Applegate, in West Hazelton,
New York, June 14. Money on call of
badly battered today by an exploeasy at 34 per cent. Prime mercantile was
sion of dynamite placed near the buildpaper at 4 4 5. Silver. 62.
ing by unknown person. The family
escaped injury. Applegate has been
St Loui Wool.
employed as special officer at CranC
11"
Tnnn
Wsml
...... inula
uu
..u.,
uuuio,
territory and western medium. 14 ms1 berry colliery since the strike went
Into effect. Cran!erry colliery offered
a reward of $500 for the arrest and
14 ',4c.
conviction of the dynamiters and blood
hounds will be put on the track. ApChicago Grain.
Chicago,
June 14. Wheat June, plegate, while returning from Cranberry colliery, whither he had gone to
72V4c: Sept .. 7()c.
report the explosion, was held up by
Corn June, C3c; Sept.. 58c.
two men and relieve d of his revolver.
Oats June. 41c; Sept.. 28c.
Pork June. $17.62V4; Sept.. 17.624 He knows the men and tney will be arrested.
Lard June, $10.22; Sept..
Kins June, $10.40; Sept., $10.27.
May Reduce Force.
New York, June 14. So confident
Kansa City Live Stock.
Kansas City June 14. Cattle Re are the mine operators of winning the
ceipts, 7,000 head; market steady to struggle with their employes in the anthracite region, that a statement has
10c lower; native steer, $4.7507.65;
Texas and Indian steer. $3.204.45; been Issued at Wllkesbarre to the efTexas cows, $2.75(3.95; native cow fect that when operations shall have
and heifers, $2p6.80; Btockers and been resumed fewer men will be emIt is planned to reduce the
feeders. $3.15 5.50; bulls. $2.255.75 ; ployed. of
number
miners one-thirand Incalves. $2.76T5.25.
Sheep Receipts, 12.000 head; mar crease wages by one-thirket steady; muttons, $45.30; lambs,
Story is Denied.
range wethers, $4(65.65;
$4. 107.10;
Wllkesbarre, Pa.. June 14. A stateewes, $4.255.20.
ment printed today and alleged to be
from an official close to the large roal
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, June 14. Cattle Receipts, companies, to the effect that the strike
16,500 head; market steady; good to is teaching operators to economize the
that
prime steers, $7.25 7.75; poor to me- working force at their mines, and 100,-000
dium, $5.257; Btockers and feeders. after the 6trlke is over, les than
men will le used in the mines, 1
$2.505.25; cows. $1.50(5.60; heifers
as a fake. General Manager
$2.506.50; canners. $1.5002.50; bulls denounced
Warren, of the Lehigh Valley Coal
$2.505.50; calve, $2.50 6.50; Texas company,
said today neither his comfed steers, $57.
nor the New Jersey Central railSheep Receipts, 17,000 head; mar- pany
of the story.
ket steady; lamb steady; good to way knew anything
President MitchelPsays the idea
choice wethers, $4.256.16;
fair to
in the statement is absurd, even
choice mixed, $4.5005; western sheep
$5.2506.15; native lambs, $5.2506.75; from the operators viewpoint.
Today ends the fifth week of the anwestern lambs, $5.2507; spring lambs,
thracite coal miners' strike. Neither
$7.i0.
side has weakened an inch and each
side stands just as firmly as it did
PROF. RAMSAY.
thirty-fivdays ago. The entire region
is quiet today. President Mitchell today received advices from West Virwhich says it is extremely favor
ginia
in
He is Insane and His Wife Also
a
able to strikers.
Bad Fix,

et..,.

0O20O12OOB

14

j

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Favors Irrigation for the Great Wet and Will Sign the Irrigation Bill.

ALUMNI

FOR THE

BANQUET.

PLAINTIFF.

Another performance will be given Annual Meeting of the Association Judgement Was Rendered Against
this evening; doors open at 7:30 and
Held Last Evening- Michael Donahoe for $7,200.
the tents will no doubt be packed
again.

Emilio

MARKETS.

New Yor Metai.
New York. Jun 14.- - Lend
Copper
12.2512. 60.

WON.

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Princeton
Batteries Marvin and Winslow;
Underhill, Stevens and Greene.
Tent Packed.
Howe's Great London shows arrived
in the city this morning and gave the
street parade promptly at 10:30.. 'lhe
show exhibited this afternoon to packed tents and the large audience were
unstinted in their applause. Many of
the acts are new and the whole performance is of a high order and well worthy the patronage of the citizens of

Watchman

j

Defeated

Yale

T

The child died yesterday afternoon.

DIED IN TEXAS.

TO ANNEX CUBA.

O

C.

d

Stole a Bicycle.
was this morning
Chaves

sent to the county jail for ninety days
by Judge Crawford for stealing a bicy
cle. Emilio said a man came up to
BONDS.
TO VALIDATE
him yesterday and asked him to take
charge of the wheel during the day
Act of Territorial Legislature Approv while he went to work. Emilio waa
arrested in the afternoon. The handle
ed by the House.
bars had been altered and the saddle
Washington, June 14. In the house changed.
today a bill was passed to validate certain acts or the territorial legislature
Car Ran Over Hi Legs.
of New Mexico relative to the issuance
While trying to climb under a standof bonds. Mr. Hay, of Virginia, called ing train of cars at Lordsburg, Grant
nn a resolution which had been re county. Fred Peel was caught under
ferred to the committee on Insular af- the wheels and bad one leg badly
fairs but not acted upon within the crushed and the other broken at two
unrinrt nrpucrihed bv the rules. Calling places. He was sent to the Grant counupon the secretary of war for a state- ty hospital at Silver City.
ment Bhowing "the amount of money
expended by the United States since
BOARD.
May 1, 1898, for reserving for the Phil- SHEEP SANITARY
ippines, for the maintenance of lvoth
the military and civil government in
tsaid island; for transport service to the An Important Meeting Being Held in
islands; for the maintenance of the insular bureau of the war department;
This City.
and for any other purpose connected
with the occupation and possession of
the Philippine islands by the United GOVERNMENT INSPECTORS HERE
States."
On motion of Mr. Crumpacker. of Indiana, the resolution was laid upon the
The Sheep Sanitary board was in ses
table. Mr Cannon, from the committee on appropriations, reported the sion this morning discussing and de
general deficiency bill and gave notice vising means for stamping out the dis
at an early day next week he would ease of scab from the sheep of
the ter
call it up.
ritory of New Mexico.
Government Inspectors Drs. Castor
LIKE A MAN.
and Metsker met with the board
with
valuable
advice
Colonel Lynch was on Trial for High and aided long
from their
experience in other
Treason.
London, June 14. Bow street police sections. Drs. Castor and Metsker asthe board that the government
court was crowded this morning when sured
with the terinvestigation of charge of high trea- will assist and
son brought against Colonel Arthur ritorialan authorities in every way, but
effort must be
Lynch, formerly of the Boer army, was that by active united
the sheep growers themselves
begun. Solicitor General Sir Edward made
but little can be accomplished.
Carson, in opening for the prosecution, or No
scabby sheep will be allowed to
Lyneh's
Australian
briefly
to
alluded
leave the territory, and that if any
birth, his resideuce iu Paris and de- sheep
should pass inspection and after
parture theye to the Transvaal in
ward develop scab, it will result in the
January. 19ilu7
being quarantined.
"The case for the prosecution." said territory
' The
board expected to hear from a
iiir Edward, "will be that on arriving in meeting
of tne sheep growers called in
South Africa, Lynch took service with
county for the purpose of
the Transvaal government, raised a Gnndalupe
regiment of which he acted as com- making recommendations to the board
mander, to fight on hehalf of the Boers, especially adaptable to that section,
but such icconimendations have been
and actively fought against General delayed
in ltadiing the board. As soon
Buller's operations." Hon. Chase Russell, second son of the late lxvrd Chief as they do. however, prompt action
be taken.
Justice Baron Hussell, of Kilowen. on will
It being an annual meeting a great
behalf of the defendant, paid Lynch deal
of routine work was disposed
had faced the proceedings like a man. of, paying
etc., the selection and
What he had done had been done open- appointmentbills, new
of
inspectors, etc.
ly, and he desired to facilitate the InMembers (f the board report that
quiry as much as possible. After the
police furnished evidence of the pris- losses in some sections have been quite
and
the lamb crop, taking
oner's arrest, he was remanded to heavyterritory
as a whole, will probably
the
June 21.
not cxr ecd Iai er cent. They also report that a grtater interest is being
To Annex Cuba.
Washington. June 14. When the taken by he sl.ee growers In stampsenate met today, Mr. Elkin, of West ing (nit ('.ihease in the different secVirginia, introduced a joint resolution tions than ever before and that the reproviding for the annexation of Cuba sults of the "fforts of the board in this
and its admission as a state of the respect are very pleasing.
union. The resolution, at Mr. Elkins'
suggestion, was allowed to lie on the
PRESIDENT COMING.
table. Consideration was begun of the
appropriation bill. Will Start for the Southwest During
listrict of Columbia
The senate agreed to the house
October.
amendments to the Irrigation bill. This 0 Washington. June 14.
The O
passes the measure and sends the bill O president will
start on a some- - 0
The senate also
to the president.
what extended trip through the 0
passed the District of Columbia appro- O west
northwest during the 0
priation bill. It includes a provision 0 latter and
part of Sepvmber.. Some- - 0
Tor a personal tax to be levied in the 0
in October he will take a trip 0
district, iiie senate then took up the O time
through the southwest, the objec- - 0
Isthmian canal bill and Mr. Morgan 0
0 tive points being the fair at San 0
spoke.
0 Antonio, and a hear hunt in the 0
O swamps of Mississippi,
0
Will Close Bucketshops.
0
Austin. Texas,, June 14 As the re- O
0 0000000O0
sult of a decision rendered by the court
-

.
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,
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OFFICERS WERE ELECTED.

FORCIBLE ENTRY CASE.

The members of the University
Alumni association and a few guests
sat down to a charmingly served banquet at the Alvarado last night, and
thus closed the commencement festivities.
The guests were limited to the
members of the faculty and of the
board of regents and their wives.
Ii was 9 o'clock when the parlors
were deserted for the dining room.
wheYe a
table was arranged
in the center of the room.
It was
adorned with ferns..
The banquet itself was an elaborate
one and was served in six courses. An
hour aud a half was spent in discussing it and then Charles W. Ward, who
Eerved as toastmaster In the absence
of President Lewis G. Brooks, called

the banquetters to order.
Miss Bessie Menaul responded to
"The First Class" and then Mr. Van
Wagnen toasted this year's class and
passed around many bouquets. ' Professor and Mrs.. Hodgin and Dr. Tight
arrived late and as a penalty the first

was
recompelled
named
to
spond to "The Belated Guests." President F. W. Clancy of the board of regents spoke of "The University and
Statehood." He spoke of the advantage
to the university from statehood.
Miss Ethel Hickey delighted her
hearers with entertaining stories of
college experiences in responding to
"Wise and Otherwise." Professor
had a problem on his hands in
his subject, "Distractions, Attractions,
Subtractions and Contractions of College Life." He confined himself to the
last two divisions of the subject. "The
Alumni Association" was eloquently
toasted by Miss Mata Tway. ami then
Dr. Tight drew a glowing picture of
the future of the university. The program was concluded by calling on Dr.
J. U. Wroth without warning, who
spoke of tne mission of the university.
After the regular program was concluded a short business meeting was
officers were
held. The following
elected for the ensuing year:
Mag-nusso- n

President Thomas Keleher, Jr.
Vice President Miss Lucy

Hazle-dine-

Corresponding Secretary

Willie Turner.
Secretary-Treasure-

Tway.

r

.

Miss Mary

Miss

M

ata

In the case of T. B. Donahoe versus
Michael Donahoe was concluded yes
terday afternoon. The case as made
by the pialntltX, consisted largely of let
ters written by the defendant to plain
tiff, tending to corroborate the plaintiff
that the money received by Michael
was to be neld for safe keeping, and
an admission in writing by the defend
ant that he held the plaintiff's money
and he need not worry himself about
it. The.:)lalntlff also introduced evi
denoe to show that at the time he
started1 fnto the sheep business, the defendant was indebted to him for certain moneys which he loaned him to in
vest in California, which the defeudaut
unlawfully withheld.
The court, in
bumming up the case, held that the
burden of proof being on the defendant
to establish by a preponderance of the
evidence the agreement concerning the
alleged application of the $5,000 to
del ts due to the defendant from the
plaintiff, and It not being corroborated
but being denied by the piaintitt was
not established, but that on the conSAD NEWS TO FRIENDS.
trary the facts as testified to by th
plaintiff, were corroborated by the defendant's admissions in writing. The
The many friends of Prof. G. S. Ramcourt commented upon the fact that
defendant had not produced his books say will be pained to learn that It has
to show the numerous transactions in become necessary to commit him to
the case, when the defendant admitted tne insane asylum at Highlands, Cat.
that he had such books. Judgment was
This trouble commenced at
time
rendered against defendant, M. H. Don- of his leaving the New Mexicothe
universum
Frank
of
for
ahoe.
the
sity here. At that time his friends
who recently located here, as- watched him very
carefully for months,
for
Moore
the lest he take his own
sisted Attorney Horton
life.
pl:nn :ff.
Symptoms of mental trouble have
up
of
the case
The court next took
been showing themselves at different
Arthur Henry against Mr. and Mrs. G. times since, until some four
months
It. Benson, ct Bland, a suit in forcible ago,
the final crash came. His
entry and detainer of certain lot In case when
is reported as almost hopeless.
Bland t iwnslte. After hearing all the
Resulting from this. Mrs. Ramsay,
testimony the court held that plaintiff who
is here, was taken to a private
had not Fhown any forcible entry by
with severe nervous prosdefendants, hut rather that the proof sanitarium
tration, and. although reported better
showed that til.' Benson had been In today. Is still in a serious condition..
possession at hast prior to the time of
lli'iiry possesion, and had all along
Women's Championship.
been in actual and peaceable possesNew York, June 14. The tinai match
sion (it n part of the lot. The court tor the women's metropolitan golf
said that the case now decided did not championship was played today at the
ide in whom the legal title to the Kssex County Country club at West
bit was vested whic h could be settled Orange.
Mrs. A. 12. Manice, of New
in an independent action.
iork, defeated Miss Helen E. Hernandez, of Orange, 7 up and 0 to play,, and
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
won the championship.
Ack-t-rma-

Orator Miss Mabel Hunt..
Fred Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. S.
Chairman of the Executive Commitwho Is seriously 111 with typhoid
tee Prof. C. E. Hodgin.
!:!.
Those present last night at the sixth pin iimonia. is reported no better toannual reunion were: Hon. F. W. and day.
Mrs. Clancy. Dr. James II. and Mrs.
Pursuant to agreement the clothing
Wroth. President W. G. Tight. Miss .lores will not open doors tomorrow,
Josephine Parsons, Prof. William
so if you want anything In tuat line
..liss Ethel Hickey. Prof. A. make your purchases tonight.
Montoya. Mesdames C. E. Hodgin and
Mrs. C. W. Kunz and daughter, Miss
John Weinzirl. guests of the associa- Harriet, and son. Charles, left this
tion: Prof. C. K. Hodgin, Miss Eliza- morning for Kansas City and St. Louis,
beth Menaul. class of '94; Charles W.
Ward, '97; Prof. John Weinzirl, M. S., liny will bo absent several months.
t'apt. A. B. Fitch, of the Graphic
'98; Miss Maud Custi is, '99; Miss
Lucy Ha.ledine. '00; Misses Mary Wil- suu lter, passed up the road this morn-infor CerrllloH, where he goes to look
lie Turner, Frances Butts, Huby
Olivia Everitt. Elizabeth Powers. ovi r the smelter plant of the ConsoliMata Tway. Ida Johnson. Katie Vann. dated Mining and Smelting company.
James S. Wroth. '01; Misses Mabel He will return this evening and pro- Hunt. Lillian Huggett. Irma Tascher. t ed on south to Magdalena.
Kirk Bryan, oue of the bright sons
Minnie Craig. Norah Werner. Messrs.
. D. Bryan, left
Bruno Dieckmann, Kalph A. Halloran. of Prof, aud Mrs. It.
Oliver Van Wagnen, Linus Shields, ttiis morning for an extended visit
. among eastern relatives.
He will first
Thomas Keleher, Jr., Raymond
stop at Chicago and then go direct ta
'02.
New Jersey, visiting Orange and CotStruck by Lightning.
tage City. Before returning to the
The home of Pedro Cedillo at Santa city, he will visit New York city.
Rosa. Guadalupe county, was struck by
lightning during the recent hail storm
Funeral Today.
This afternoon, at 3 o'clock, the futhat passed over that section, but fortunately none of the inmates were neral of Hugh, the Infant son of Dr.
and Mrs. C. H. Connors, was held at
hurt.
Mag-nusso-

n

Cus-ters- .

Neil-son-

d

e

A

DOUBLE MURDER.

Woman and Girl Killed in the Creek
Nation.
MiiBkogee, I. T.. June 14. A woman
and girl were murdered at Ofuskee, a
village eighteen miles west of Okmulgee, according to information received
at the I'nited States marshal's office
today. No details were received. Ofu
ke is located in a wild part of the
Creek nation and the inhabitants are
mostly full blood.

FORFEITED BAIL
Miss Mary Curtis Failed to Appear for

Trial.
Alexandria, Va., June 14. Miss Mary
Curtis forfeited $5 collateral default
for her appearance before Mayor Simpson in police court on the charge of
violating the law proviuing for the separation of white and colored passengers on railways.
Miss funis was
taken in custody last night on a Washington and Alexandria car alter refusing to change her seat at the rear of
tile car, tiu portion reserved for colore i oeopie, to the front Bection. Id
deference to the position of tho rail-

road company, Mayor Simpson examined several witnesses.
The mayor
held the evidence showed the conductor, by causing Miss Curtis' arrest, had
Will Report the Bill.
strictly carried out the law. and he
'Washington, June 14. The commit- would have been amenable to the Jaw
tee on relations of Cuba of the senate himself bad be acted otherwise.
will meet Tuesday and it is the intenSuburban Handicap,
tion to report the reciprocity bill. ProbNew York, June 14. The suburban
ably there will be a conference of all
republican senators on that or the suc- bandit ap was ruu today, the opening
ceeding d.iy to consider the reciprociiy day of the Coney Island Jockey club at
Sheepstiead Buy. The race was run
matter.
aliotit 4 o'clock and all twelve anJulius Eisemann. a well known
nounced for the $S.immi prize started.
wool buyer who a few years Any one of half a dozen of the candiAdago took up his headquarters and dates bad a chance of winning.
home in Boston, Mass., is in the city vance Guard, Pentecost, Gold Heels
today, coming in from the Rock Island and Contend each had a large followsection of new Mexico last night. Jul- ing. Advance Guard leading as favius purchased several hundred thous- orite. Gold Heels won, Pentecost secand pounds of wool whilo in that sec- ond, Blues third. Time. 2:05 15.
tion, and while here expects to InAgricultural Conditions.
crease the amount to half a milliou
Dr. A. Golf, professor of agriculture
pounds.
at Bohn university, Germany, is here
Flag day is not being generally ob- to investigate agricultural conditions.
served here. Jesus Romero, at the old He is special agent for the German
town park commissioners, boistod ue government to find locations for Gernational emblem in the park there, and man immigrants who are seeking
this flag with that over the postotnee homes in the southwest. By request of
in the city with a few smaller ones in the United State agricultural departseveral other localities composed the ment he will make a special report to
flag display In honor of "Old Glory." It on agricultural conditions, climate
By the way, why don't the county com- and soils. He will visit Colorado, Calimissioners provide a United State fornia and Arizona before returning to
flag for the court house?
Germany.
e

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY JUNE 14, 1902
Speaking of her, the Detroit Tribune
said: "The vivacious Carroll, who is
oined as the world a greatest whistler,
makes a most pleasant Impression on
the audience. It can be truly said Liat
Miss Carroll s whistling is wonderful.
She adds to her act by a Spanish
dance, acompanying herself by her
own whistling."

The Alvarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

TOILil ARTICLES'
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BRiGGS

l--

i

THE MAN BEHIND THE GUN.

& CO., Prescription Druggist

Couple of Young Mexicans Exchange
Shots.
On Sunday evening, at a late hour.
two young Mexicans named respectively Jesus Trujillo and Palo Canton,
quareled over some trivial matter and
resolved to settle their difficulty hv
taking a shot or two at each other.
They forthwith went after their art n.
lery, and, when they returned, lost no
time in opening fire. The result of
the fusilade showed that they were
poor marksmen, as, after exchanging
five shots, each was standing behind
nis smoking gun. unharmed. About
this time the night marshal happened
along and took a hand In the game bv
arresting the belligerents. Next morn
ing Jesus Trujillo was brought before
Justice of the Peace Celso Chaves.
He waived examination and was remanded to the grand jury, bail being
placed at $300. Palo Canton, however.
took occasion to skip out during ....e
nignt. and has not since been heard
A

CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.

A
A

I

f
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lnriarnniPoH

IS GOING FAR AHEAD OF OUR EXPECTATIONS

CREASES.

ii

.iii

r
Tl
h I hp
root
J

AND EACH WEEK THE VOLUME OF BUSINESS

IN-

WE ARE GOING TO KEEP IT UP UNTIL EVERYONE WHO

BUYS DRY GOODS VISITS
develops, and the wool growers of the
OUR STORE, SEES OUR STOCK, AND LEARNS FOR THEMSELVES THAT NO STORE IN
Albuquerque Daily (Jifijct) i nited States become fully organized
ALBUQUER.
in Its behalf, it is proposed to establish
QUE OFFERS ANYWHERE NEAR SUCH GOODS AND PRICES.
IN THIS AD. WE ONLY MENTION A
and
scouring
mills
McCREIGHT, Publishers warehouses
HUGHES
throughout the United States. The
ITEMS, BUT OUR ENTIR E STOCK IS INCLUDED NOTHING IS RESERVED.
Associated Wool Growers' company
w
Thoe. hughes
Editor has a large advisory committee of wool
growers,
and every sheep man in the
W. T. McCreight, Mgr. and City Ed
United States may have a voice in its
management.
Publish. Daily and Weekly.
The purpose sought in this instance
is legitimate. Heretofore the wool
grower has been at the mercy of the
trusts, with their combination indl
Cosmopolitan
Associated Press afternoon dispatches vidua! sellers could not contend, but
Mail
Largest City and County Circulation this proposed company of wool grow
Paper
The Largest New Mexico Circulation ers win place the wool In stock and
Orders
Patterns 10c
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation ciin. to a large extent, compel payment
Promptly
01 iair prices.
None Higher
If any combination can be justified
Copies of this paper may be found
filled
on file at Wasnlngton in the office ot it i3 that of the actual producer, of the
our pecial correspondent, E. O. Sig ncn who create products. The Rocky of. Raton Gazette.
ners, 918 F street, N. W., Washington, Fdrd.. Colo.. Cantaloupe company is of
that kind and this wool company pro
Facts in the Pugh Case.
U C.
poses to roiiow like methods.
United StateB Marshal McCord came
New Mexico demands Statehood
down from Phoenix, bringing Charles
25c SERPENTINE GALLOON LACES CUT TO 10c
NEW MEXICO AND STATEHOOD,
tror , the
Congress.
LADIES' 35c LACE LISLE HOSE CUT TO 18c
W. Pugh, who is under sentence of two
his expense account
We published yesterday a courteous years for pad-.n- g
2,000 yards of Serpentine Galloons, up to 3 inches
800 pairs of Ladies' Black drop
Terms of Subscriction:
acknowledgment from Mr. Rodey, dele- while acting as government stock cen-custitched Hose; all
wide, all this Season's latest styles; laces for Dress
S uO gate in congress from New Mexico, of
Mr. Pueh wan an- Itotly, by mall, one year
seamless; sizes
enumerates
9 and 9'fc; a hosiery wonder
that
S UC
IaUy, by mall, six month
Millinery
pointed
purposes,
you
and
in
enumerator for the district
will not
white only;
the services rendered by the Renuli- baffles description; positively the best 35c hose ever
Dally, by mall, three Diomm
1 bo
Mean to the people of New Mexico in comprising a portion of Arizona. New
find a yard in the lot worth less than 25c; they all go
ally, y mall, one month
60
snown in this town; only 2 pairs to each
customer;
In the course
Daily, by carrier, one month
75 their efforts to secure the right to erect Mexico and California.
Monday and until sold, at yard
10c
they are yours Monday, at pair
Weekly, by mall, per year
t ou a state government, says the Denver of his official work in Arizona he hired
18o
THE DAILY CiTiZF.N will be delivered ltepuiiiu an.
livery team at Globe to go some dis
In the c.y at the low rate of M rents per
i
service tnus acknowledged was tance to a stock ranch, and had the
we?K. or tor iu cents per month, when
25c TOWELS CUT TO 12'2c
paid monthly. Tl se rates are less than no departure on the part of the Repub- liveryman sign a receipt in blank. The
CHILDREN'S $1.00 SHOES CUT TO 69c
tooae of any other dully paper in the lican from the course pursued for livery bill was $8. but when the vouch17 dozen of Unbleached Turkish Bath Towels; size
territory.
110 pairs of Children's Shoes; sizes 5
years. We have always recognized the er reached Washington it callled tor
to 8; in lace
20x52; It's the largest size made; regular price, 25c;
claims of New
upon the favor $68. This is what landed Mr. Pugh in
or button; vicl kid or satin calf; shoes which ordinarKose Melville, better known by her and good will ofMexico
go Monday and while they last, at
they
all
prison
the
as
territorial
a
government
public,
the
partic
and
12'2c
ily bring $1.00; Monday's price, per pair
other stage name of "Sis Hopkins." ularly or the national congress. It
69c
has convict. His trial was held before
nas heen granted a divorce from Harry been unjustly treated,
Judge
Doan, at Florence, when he was
against
and
Hardy and has had her maiden name many obstacles that would have been convicted and sentenced as
alreadv
LADIES' 10c GAUZE VESTS CUT TO 5c
of Smoch restored to her. Perhaps the removed by the
LADIES' $3.00 AND $4.00 HATS CUT TO 98c
establishment of a stated. Charles W. Pugh is very well
domestic life of Rose
2,500 Ladies' Gauze Vests, sleeveless, in cream
government,
known
throughout
state
it has struggled to
the territory, being
might have been happier if improve its condition,
85 Ladies' Shirt Waist Hats, absolutely
its re he editor and proprietor of the South
correct in
only; small and large sizes; limit 3 to each customshe had never permitted herself to e sources and elevate its develop
style and materials; hats worth from $2.00 to $4.00,
western
published
Stockman,
people.
Phoeat
er;
Monday,
on
known as "Sis." Or perhaps Mr.
at
sale
at
each
5c
nix,
and is, we believe, the first newsine only conspicuous thing the na
a price that's incredibly low; your choice while they
Hardy might have been reconciled if tional
paper
government
man
printer
has
done
for
to
and
New
be
incarcer
last, at each
his name had been used somewhere in Mexico since its organization as a
M
ter ated in the territorial prison. Yuma,
s
the advertising matter. Unknown
LADIES' 40c PANTS CUT TO 25c
ritory,
now more than fifty years ago, Arizona. Sentinel.
of well known actresses surely is the establishment of
the land Rrant
have their troubles. Most of them get court
22 dozen of Ladies' Jersey Knit Pants, umbrella
The Charles W. Pugh above mention
for the settlement of titles to the
15 pieces of 19 inch Japanese Silks,
tired explaining their right to be numerous
ed is a brother of Frank Pmrh who
style, in a splendid assortment of sizes; pure white
warranted pure
Spanish
Mexican
land
and
around.
grants that at one time covered a large once worked In The Citizen Job rooms
silk, in black and colors; every yard a 5oc value;
only; the kind that usually sells at 40c; Monday and
pait of the territory's area. This court nd was well known by many of our
while they last they go, at pair
Monday they will go at, yard
25c
;
THE BEAUTIFUL.
29c
has nearly completed its labors, and as citizens. Charles Pugh learned the
Opening a book th.? following lines a result of the rejection of manv al printing trade In Denver and was an
leged titles much land has been thrown perator of linotypes and considered
were found written on the fly leaf:
"Though you search the whole world open to public entry. This may now lie a very fine workman.
He was over
over for the beautiful, and have it not located for mineral or homestead come with nervousness, caused by too
claims, and the future should see the steady work and went to Arizona as
in you. you will not find it."
government employe in the census
How true. The love of the beau- development of the area in question
department.
tiful, appreciation for things and quali- stimulated on this account.
But congress should have done much
ties that are lovely, are lniorn.
EMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
Flowers so delicately shaded that more than this. It should have let New
Stage leaves Trtmble'a stable on Sec
one color is almost lost in the tint of Mexico into the union years ago, and if
another, are looked upon by many as it had done so the progress of the ter- ond street, every6 Tuesday, Thursday
indifferently as if the shades were dull, ritory would be far greater than it has and Saturday at a. m.; quick time. A
blurred and unsightly, because the ieen. The people of New Mexico have relay of stock is kept at Zia. Arrives
sense of the beautiful in color and awaited patiently for the right to gov- at tne Springs in time for supper. OOCXDCOCOCXXXXXJCOCOOCOCOCOO
Don't be deceived by people who tell
shade are lacking. So also many beau- ern themselves; and thousands of in- you
they will take you Just as quick
tiful lives, full of sweet charity, mark- telligent men through all those years
ed by good deeds and gentleness pass have from time to time been tempted as the stage,' for they won't. Nobody
away, unknown and unnoticed for want to despair of seeing the achievement of lse has any change of stock on the
of that internal quality in others which the ends at which they have labored. route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.
makes the eye to see that which the Many of these men are natives of
o
with Iron and brass bedsteads at prices
heart perceives. One born with a love states In the east or the south who setMrs. Albright, tne Artist,
t'C
of the beautiful in the heart, for all tled in New Mexico in the hope that it Is again
to
suit are special offerings at our store
In her studio, us North Third
love proceeds from the heart. Sees would not be held unjustly in leading
week. And they're going fast..
street.
this
who
Parties
wish
fine
In
work
beauty everywhere. To such, beauty strings by the Rational government,
is on every mountain top, in the green while other communities were per- artistic photography, should call and
Notable bargains to be picked up in
foliage of trees, in the song of birds, mitted to press forward with all the leave their orders for the new carbon
every department here now. Handthe tint of the flowers, the harmony of ambition and the vigor that come with photo, the latest In photographic are.
some and durable parlor suits $15. Ele.
colors, and in the harmonious lives of
o
Deming water is chemically pure
A NICE
BY
During the present session of conPURCHASING
the men and women who make the
gent couches, new metal construction,
world better by continuous
deeds of gress the house of repiescntatives has equal to Polan Springs.
A.
that are surpassing value for the
GOOD 3A1U fel'CNGE FOlv
o
klniiuess.
done its duty well; but the senate
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
money, $14.85. Well made, serviceable,
seems to be indifferent both to the
COLD SPONGE BATH.
first class furniture, all kinds, astonishNEW MEXICO'S LIVE DELEGATE. claims of justice and the appeals of the ROSENWALD BROS.
ingly cheap. Also a good line of in.
WE HAVE SPONGES AT
Bernard S. Rodey, New Mexico's del- people of the far west. Senator
chairman of the committee on
egate to congress, whose appreciative
grain and Brussels carpets.
o
ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
telegram to the News was printed in territories, is one of the worst offendthis particular, and we can acThursday's issue, has won a national ers in for
50c and up.
it only on the score that he
reputation as a territorial delegate that count
is ignorant of the true situation and
The
has not been exceeded since the days the
conditions as tfiey actually exist in
when Joe Chaffee, as Colorado's deleWEST END OF VIADUCT.
gate, fought the whole power and influ- the southwest.
;j, H O'RIELLY & CO,
ence of Grant's administration in the
Corner Second street and Coal avenue
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IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
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Leon B.Stern.proprietor

A

Fifty-Sevtnt-
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hus-iiand-

A
A

To Evey Purchaser, a Palm
Leaf Fan Ask For One.

FREE!

Separate
Bureaus.

JlOfelly&Co.
Keep Cool

Ilev-eridg-

Have You

Futrelle FurnitureCo.

Anything

historic McCook-Ell.er- t
the Denver News.

contest, says

NOT PLANNING INVASION.

In the struggle of
New Mexico. Arizona and Oklahoma Atchison Officials Deny Rumors af Calfor statehood Mr. Rodey has come to
ifornia Extensions.
the front as a national leader and has
A special dispatch to the Los Angeconducted a campaign that for skill les Times, from New York, under date
and tact and aggressive vigor has sel- of June 11, says:
dom been exceeded in the annals of
"There is absolutely no truth," says
congress.
a representative of the Atchison sysRodey was horn in Ireland in 18ii0, tem, "in the reports that the road is to
came to this country when quite young, be extended into the territory now
lived in Canada, Vermont and Boston, considered as the special ground of
and in 1881, at the age of 21 years., lo- the Southern Pacific and Rock Island
cated at Albuquerque and became the roads. The Atchison lias no present
private secretary or a railroad mana man Kiien an miinneil mill I enti kv
ger. He expounded the cause of state-- j with authority that no such scheme
hood with all the energy of his nature will be contemplated for a long time,
and soon drifted into politics. He be- It is not in the sphere ut our road to
came the stenographer of the Second undertake such building, and I cannot
judicial district, was admitted to the see that the Atchison would be repaid
bar, was elected city attorney, and for the outlay necessary to construct
later to the territorial legislature. He these extensions.
made his campaign for congress on the
"The changes and improvements
statehood issue, and as boon as he was which the Atchison is now making
elected began to flood members of con- will occupy the minds of the managgress with statehood literature. He ers ami funds of the company in the
has kept up the fight during the ses- immediate future. Such extensions as
sion, and will continue to do so until are reported
to lie in contemplation
he wins. Mr. Rodey speaks Spanish, would require endhss study and prepFrench and English "with a delicious aration, and it is absurd to say they
Irish accent." as one writer says, and will probably be made in the near fuis an authority on all matters touching ture. 1 am willing to predict
that at
the territory that he so ably
no time will the Atchison take the nec-

essary steps to construct these extensions, and it is certain that nothing
THE WOOL GROWERS.
would be done unless there was eviIt seems that an association has dence that greater return would result
been formed to give protection to to the road than can now be figured
those engaged in the production of out."
wool, one of the most important industries of the day.
The McComas Girls.
The following article taken from ne
We copy thf following from the
American Sheep Herders' Bulletin, an Ixs Angeles Times, refers to a family,
influential publication devoted to the resident of this city about fifteen years
ago:
interest of the sheep industry:
If "Judge" C. C. McComas had been
"The purpose of the Associated
Wool Growers' company is to concen- in Detroit last week he might have attrate the sale of the wools of the Unit- tended a reunion of his family. His
ed States through a single agency con- two daughters, who are traveling in
trolled by the growers themselves. So vaudeville
under different managemucn progress has already been made ments, Alice Beach McComas, who
occupies
company
now
the plays the piano for Fanny Rice, and
that the
build- Carroll, the whistler chanced to apwhole of a substantial
ing for its Boston depart ment, and has pear simultaneously at the same
its own salesmen who have disposed of theater. Mrs. McComas. who
Carroll, was there, too, of course.
sueh wool as has been sent them, the
past year to the full satisfaction of the Fanny Rice and Miss McComas were
growers No wool is sold to specula- the headliners, while Carroll, as usual,
tors or to any but actual manufactu- received more extensive press notices
rers. As the business of the company than any other performers on the billl.

To Exchange

s

Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave

THE

Have you a farm and do you
wnt to trade it for a grocery

store?

JOE RICHARDS,

Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange it for a
piano?

camera?

Have you a gun and
want to trade it for

case?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange it for
a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange it
for a baby carriage?
Have you a stove and do you
want to trade it for a
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a

rooster?
It Costs You only ic a word
In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns

Bank of Commerce

CIGARS

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange it for a

six-stor-

chape-rone-

Prescription

?

ALBUQUERQUE

IX3a West Railroad Avenue.

OFFICERS

Tailor.
.

STRICKLER,

V. P.,

President
and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

WM. MclNTOSH

V Vex.

J. U BALDRIDGE

MELINI & EAKIN
LIQUORS.

AND DIRECTOR

M. S. OTERO,
W.-S-

Automatic 'phone 574

WHOLESALE

$100,0001

Capital

Wm. Giaesncr,

216 South Second Street,
AlbuoTierone.

I

DEPOSITORY

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FF RAILWAY

CIG...6

We handle everything In our line

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Willia
JvOuisTille, Kentucky
111 ft. First St.. Albuquerque. N.

4

T1IIKD STREET
"I

Meat Market

B. A. SLEYSTER,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL. BLOCK,

Automatic Telephone

174.

Deming offers the same opportunities now that the most prosperous
cities In the west offered several yean
ago.

ISP

All kinds
ot

iresl. and salt Meats.

if LAM
K

SAUSAGE

fACTOCY.

MIL KLE1NWORT, Propi

IIASOMC BriLDING.

N. fTEIBD.BTBKHT

i
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Live stock on the Irrigated farms has
a value of $15,785,760, and on the un- -

VALUE OF IRRIGATION.

-

Tired, Tired

irrigated. $15,941,640. Irrigated farms
East view, Valencia County John
are, in. number. 74.1 per cent of the to
rrtTl.ctt
Worm an1 Hrv voathnr an1
crops need ratn. Rain would help grass Extracts Frcm Census Bulletin Treat" tal for the territory; in acreage. 56.4;
Tired. That one word tells
in value of land and Improvements, exbut it would stand considerable
buildings.
drought yet without material injury. ing on Agriculture and Irrigation. clusive of buildings, 78.2; in
whole story. No rest.
the
77.8: In implements and ' machinery,
The prospects for fruit are good, and
months'
killed
Hon
49.7,
in
three
total
had
and
head. The
75.9; in live stock,
HOLBROOK.
No comfort. No particular
with rain at the usual time there will
eld colt of his Tuesday.
farm wealtn, 64.5.
Stock water Is getbe an abundance.
THE RIVER SYSTEMS.
all tired out.
average
Prom the Argus.
disease.
size of all farms, exclu
The
ting scarce. Highest temperature, 87;
J. C. Paulsell Is In from Totito Da-siKINGMAN.
sive oi wiose held by Indians is 464
lowest, 44; no rain.
know-abou- t
acres, and that of Irrigated farms. 360 Fortunately, physicians
Folsim Jackson Tabor: A heavy,
following
a
conclusion
of
The
is
the
From
Los
Voshburgh
Miner.
from
came
in
the
J. J.
acres. The average area of Irrigated
soaking rain lasting almost twenty-fou- r resume of
Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. J. S. Withers, who has been visthe agricultural census sta- land In each irrigated farm Is twenty- Angeles.
hours' and amounting to 2.87
or
a
Angeles
for
month
Los
iting
Henning,
in
of Pinto,
Miss Alberto
For farms making use of They prescribe it for exinches, during the last week of May tistics of New Mexico recently pub six
more past, arrived In Kingman and has greatly altered the aspect of range lished by the census bureau and of es irrigation the average value of product
spent a day in town.
parents
several
for
J. R. Patterson, of St. Johns, has will visit with her
field conditions. There was some pecial interest to every resident of this not fed to live stock Is $2.13 per acre. haustion, anemia, depression,
days before returning to her home In and
Including the unirrigated portions of
been in town the past week.
damage from the floods.
territory:
An
H. J. Ramer' has been in town the Ash Fork.
All Irrithe farm. The unirrigated farms make general debility.
C. J. Collyer:
Frultland
following
principal
are
The
tribu
the
arDiego,
R. G. Patterson, of San
past week seeing to the shipment of
greater use of the public domain for
well, but the taries of the Pecos, many ot
matter what ails you nor what
No
growing
crops
are
gated
furthem
Mr.
pome horses.
rived in Kingman the other day.
purposes than do those which medicine you take, you cannot get well
cold .lights are not favorable to gara constant supply: Agua Ne- - grazing
are irrigated, and an Income is thus se if your bowels are constipated. CorJim Bowen is in from the range. He Patterson is interested in a large dens, etc. Corn and 1 cans are well up; nishing
Agua
gra,
Chiquita,
Rio
Hondo,
ivegra
Basin some corn has been cultivated. Cher- has not entlrly got over his attack of group of mines in the Gold
cured in addition to that obtained di rect this at once by taking Ayer's Pills,
.
IV.
v II V I 111,
111 I
UCIVItUW I I I I Q
country, now under bond to Minneap- ries are ripe,
ng south)i
rectly from the land owned and leased. just one pill each night. These are a
rheumatism.
early peas are
,
and
g
(north
the
and
rlver8
In the Irrigated districts large arras of great aid to the barsapaniia.
Win. Morgan and wife left for Show olis people, and will probably remain picKen. inr imh vi w
.'
"
Rocky
south).
Rivers,
Seven
21
public land are fenced by cattlemen, al4. C. AVER CO., Uwtll. HUM.
Low. Mrs. Morgan has been ill a few here until the bond Is taken up. Dur- cut: the best crop for some years past. Arroy0i Penasco.
and Black river8
ing the past two years he has been In Large fruit crop assured, from cherries
days.
, ,h we8terll ulateau region the though the title rests entirely with the
Charles Testerman and wife went to the gold fields of Alaska, but the old to winter apples. The range is dry nut tQta, nun,er ot ftrres irrigated is small government. Nevertheless, for unirri- top of a lofty parapet. On one of my
average value per visits to Blarney castle I pretended
Woodruff a few clays ago and report an home in Arizona is by far the more there is an abundance of water In the rnmnarp(, u.un thp
dl- - gated farms, the
otnpr tWo
congenial.
fed to live stock that I was going to undettake this
not
products
of
acre
temperature visions of the territory. Themain
abundance of fruit.
Highest
Juan
San
river.
waters is only $1.79.
This week the W. H. Taggart Mer- loo : lowest. 36: no rain.
Mrs. and Miss Hunter, wife and
feat. A pretty Irish girl standing near
aflording supply
this region are the
The average value per acre for irri- suddenly exclaimed with apparently
daughter of Sergeant Hunter, of Fort cantile comnanv sold to Lovin & Geronimo. San Miguel County N. M. San Juan and itsfortributaries,
Gila,
the
of
merchandise
general
the not the slightest idea of being witty:
land is $29.26, while that
Apache, came in from the east and left Withers all their
Good rain on the 3d. but a
Nelson:
Zunl. and the Mimbres rivers. The gated
stock, consisting of mining supplies, heavy hail on the 4th. Hailstones an the
best Irrigated alfalfa land is from $50 'Oh. man dear, don't kiss the Blarney
for the fort.
by
irrigated
San
river
Juan
lands
the
irricrockery
Harvey Colcord came in from Pleas- groceries, hardware, tinware,
inch in diameter. Fruit damaged con are in the northern part of San Juan to $li per acre. The value of the
stone while I'm here.' I promised her
planting is being county. The sources of the river are gated' fruit land frequently runs as I wouldn't." Chieftain.
stderably.
ant Valley. He broke his arm Just and pipe fittings and will hereafter
Late
high as $400 per acre, and occasionally
above the wrist while trying to get devote attention to dry goods, etc., and rushed.
in the San Juan and La Plata moun reaches $500.
AT GRADUn . ING TIME.
also to the Ice plant and bottling
Snrings James E. Whit tains
away from a rattlesnake.
Calllnas
affluents
Colorado,
in
the
and
James Scorse left for San Francisco. works. The retirement of this firm more: The hail and wind of the 3d which it receives from south are un
kidneys
The graduates are going forth
No good health unless the
ege Important.
We understand that they will remain from the business In which they have and 4th knocked off much fruit.
Near the Colorado line, the are Bound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes
The world to regulate.
cause
sin
long
will
so
associated
coming
go
to
been
is
Seattle
there awhile and then
tauies growing well. Grass
San Juan has a mean now of aiKiut b'jo the kidneys right. Alvarado PharTo steer the wobbly universe
cere regret among the old time miners on very well and cattle are improving. cul(lc
and then into British Columbia.
aug.
f(1(,t por Eecond.
l8
Tht8
macy.
In manner
s
Jim Donahue killed three bears In and prospectors of tnls county.
but there has not been sufficient rain mented by the waters of the Rio de
But much I fear they'll find that facts
A big Gila monster is on exniDition to plant temporal lands. Highest tern Los Pinos, which has an estimated flow
the mountains sometime ago. They
Don't always track with dreams;
BLACK DOESN'T KNOW.
were in the act of et. ng a cow when in the window of Cogin's saloon, on
nerature. 95: lowest. 43; rain. 0.22.
80 cubic leet per second. The most
And running this old earth Is not
window U
Gus of
County
Laguna. Valencia
he rode up onto them and killed them. Fourth street. In the "same chipmunk.
tributary
Is the L.as Animas
important
As easy as it Beems.
Report of Kendrick
He is In to get e bounty, which Is a chuckawala. squirrel and
Weiss: Very dry; rain is needed bad which has a normal flow, at a point be Has Heard Only
Resignation.
The squirrel and monster have a fight lv hut there Is not much suffering as low Aztec of 855 feet per second. The
quite a sum.
As seniors we are prone to think
W. J. Black, general passenger agent
nearly every day. but the bite of the yet. About half ot the fruit was spoiled Rio La Plata, another tributary, has an
Our wisdom is complete.
monster does not seem to seriously by late frosts,
are uoing wen estimated flow of 60 cubic feet per sec for the Santa Fe, returned from Chi
WILLIAMS.
We've but to ask the world will lay
was asked what
night,
cago
and
When bitten the at nresent.
last
effect the former.
Us trophies at our feet.
say in regard to the reported
squirrel buries the Injured part in the Los Alamos William Frank: Heavy ond.
From the News.
While the flow of all these streams he could
But school days done and work beContractor M. J. Kennedy came soil In the cage and remains there for hail the night of the 3d covered the is perennial, it fluctuates with the sea- resignation of Third Vice President
gun.
down from Flagstaff to look after the some time. It has made some inroads ground with leaves and blossoms, but sons, leing increased by the melting J. W. Kendrick. says the Toptka btate
We learn to our regret
Beans and snows In the spring and later by the Journal. "I dou't know anything alwut1
plastering of the new block. Next on the beauty of the monster and al- the damage not great.
The College of Experience
what has been reported.
Monday he will start a force of men ways appears to have the better of the squash vines frost-bittethe night of ral)18 v, u,n usually
in the latter It, except
report of the
We have not mastered yet.
the
whether
know
don't
to work on John C. Phelan's residence, fights. The chuckawala Is too quick
of August and In September.
Is
resignation
true."
' . II. Creswell. Jr.: Part
for the squirrel and puts him to flight
north of town.
Lower Penasco
In the drainage ot tne basin of the
Ambition beckons on to all,
Mr. Black was in Chicago attending
D. G. Payne resigned his position at at once.
Very dry. First alfalfa is harvested. gan Juan ,here are flfty.two ditches,
Passenger
And eagerly we press
doing
18
and
up
inches
Sellsman for M. Salzraan. the same De
about
Corn is
Ant- - a meeting of the Western
Las
On
aa
the
follows:
,ocated
Toward a distant, gleaming goal,
lng now filled by J. L. Summers, of From Mineral Wealth.
flnely. Fruit well advanced and a large niaB twenty ditches. Irrigating 7.132 association. At this meeting the miliTrux-toprincipal
of Success.
Miss Calfee is in the city from
,,.
Hackberry. Doug has resumed his old
crot) assured unless visited by hail.
,ho
innn ninptppn irr. tary rate pool was one of the pool was , The Temple
Indian school. The contract to Gardens doing well; strawberries and
It seems a pleasant journey at
subjects of discussion. This
position at the depot, and things look
La
on
Plata
the
3999
and
at.nK
acrc8i
build the new $12,000 school building cherries ripe A good many grasshop- by the withdrawal of the
The dawning of Life's day;
natural once more.
thirteen, irrigating 3.063 acres, 'lne "smashed"
Rose, of Los ners appearing of late.
from the association. In
But as we stumble on It grows
Island
Rock
Mrs. S. A. Pleasants and son. Junior, has been let to Wilcox &now
irrigated
by
Juan
San
the
area
total
busy putA long and weary way.
response to a question concerning the
arrived in Williams from McCabe, Art Angeles,up. and they are
Mesi la Park R. H. Hart: Apricots and its tributaries is 14.734 acres.
on this matassociation
of
the
action
to ripen. First crop of
zona, where they have been spending ting it
beginning
are
Black
and
in
the
ises
The Gila river
Mike Rice, the author of "dam be he a Italia is iicing snippea ana me sec
Black safd:
The world has garlands of applause
the winter. She returns perfectly in
ranges, and In Grant county ter, Mr. military
question was disand other short ond crop growing well.
rate
At graduating time;
"The
Wheat has Mimbres
health and is glad to be once more who cries enough"life,
narrow
through
part
most
nothing deficonsiderably,
shook himself headed out fully. It is Btill dry and flows lor the
but
And
then forgets us the next day
cussed
umone old friends. Mr. McCabe is sketches of Arizona
area
irrivalleys, t he total
was still
meeting
to pay his old part- dusty although irrigation water is mountain
we attempt to climb.
was
The
When
done.
nite
still engaged at McCabe and will re- loose from the flyer
flow
is
by It Is 5.933 acres. The
I left, and the Santa
ner, Rhoderick McGregor, a short visit. again plentiful. Highest temperature, gated
when
a
Life
is
battle where each one
progress
in
turn later.
Is
portion
perennial, and enly a small
is the only live 9S: lowest. 34: no rain
Must seek and hold his own.
Fe was represented by Mr. Nicholson.
The trouble in Chinese high life.men-tio- n Mike says Kingman
used.
agreement
reached
no
He who would rise to better things
of which was made In the News re- spot he has seen during the twelve
Perea, Bernalillo County Francisco
In the noit.ieaslein part of Grant There had been
Must scale the heights alone.
cently, has resulted In the Chinaman, months trip carrying a sketch pencil Perea: Crons in this Beetion are dis county a small area Is Irrigated by the at the time I left.
were taken
"Numerous other matters nothing
couraging. A severe frost near tHe Rio Mimbres. This stream Hows southwho thought by procuring a license over the bosom of Arizona.
was
association, but
C. C. Bradley returned from his Gold close of April, and heavy hall storms,
This lfl the rule of life today,
and being married by a preacher after
ward as far as Demlng. then turns al- - up by the
As It has ever been;
having stolen a $1,000 woman, paying Run mines. He left his partner, Barney
have greatly damaged all vegetation. ruptly to the rast. and discharges its done which would be of interest to the.
to guard the pay shute. Char- Subseauent growth has been very slow. waters on the Florida plains where public."
The world bestows Its smiles on
her original owner $310. The myster- Perkins,
those
Santa Fe United States Weather
ious power behind the Chinese socie- ley thinks the wealth of the Golconda
are lost in the sands.
Interesting to Asthma Sufferers.
hidden In the Bureau: Warm weather, with a good they
Who have the strength to win.
ties decreed that No. 2 should pay that and the Ophlre are belt,
Between the basins of the ban juan
Iowa,
it
but
of
that
Ottervtlle.
of
earth's
breast
light
that
Daniel
Bante,
shower
Beneath all outward semblances,
shower on the 4th and a
amount and he obeyed.
and the Gila rivers, there is a small
It looks for merit true.
E. M. Norris, actor, accompanied by will take powder to smoke It out. He on the 2d. All vegetation is making area drained by the Zuni river. Por- writes: "I have had asthma for tnree
money
all
piece
of
good
get
expects
a
about
to
years
tried
canyon.
and have
It little cares how much you know.
favorable progress. Local strawberries tions 01 this area are Irrigated by the or four
his sister, were visitors at the
me
property.
cures
in
the cough and asthma
and ereen peas are in the marnei. Zunl Indians.
But asks, "What can you do?"
Mr. Norris. while In Williams, spent for his
treatment
received
have
and
market
cherries are beginning to turn. Some
some time Investigating the prospectsur
land
of
78,34,400
acres
Of the
Everybody's liable to Itching piles alfalfa fields have been cut. Hall on
New York and
ive opera house question. It Is his
When you have left your college
In New Mexico, only 5,130,878, or from nhvslclans in very
got
terrible the 4th probably bruised some of the face
little benefit
but
cities,
other
g 5
halls,
intention to organize a theatrical com- Rich and poor, old and young
lnrlU(led
ln
farm8
in
were
cent
pany at Phoenix this fall for the pur- the torture they suffer. Only one sure cherries, apricots and peaches, but lS9g and on)y 32G.M3, or 0.42 per cent, until I tried Foley's Honey and lar1
You're barely at the start.
pose of touring Arizona and New Mex- cure; Doan's Ointment. Absolutely damage inconsiderable. Irrigation wa- wefe lmnroved
For wisdom's height Is Infinite
0f the improved land, which gave me Immediate relief and
ico, producing a number of Frohman's safe; can t fail.
ter plentiful. Highest temperature, 81, ,03 438 acre8 are )ocated outside of the will never be without it ln my house.
And long the ways of Art.
Alo
should Wilplays, and he stated
lowest. 49; rain. 1.0.
You'll find that In the school of life,
importance I sincerely recommend It to all."
The
reservations.
Indian
WEEKLY CROP BULLETIN.
t,v
varado Pharmacy.
Silver City Charles II. Lyons:
liams build an opera house It would
Acts count for more than dreams;
Ail
be their pleasure to stop here en route "United States Department of Agricul Fruits are all rinht thus far here, but
And running this old earth Is not
.k i mon tu. -io
ftra
are some complaints from other outslde of the Indlan reservations was
from Albuquerque to Prescott on each
SANTA FE SATISFIED.
As easy as It seems.
ture, climate and crop bulletin of the there
u.., 203.8y3 acres, or 67.2 per cent of the
coumy.
or
trip.
parts
Regal Rex.
tne
vuiuo
sec
New
Mexico
Weather Bureau,
of
season
average
for
this
Calup
to the
improved land. In 1899 the correspond Has Saft Control of the Southern
Hon":
year.
FLAGSTAFF.
irrigated area was but 91.745 acres
ifornia Road.
Thirsting for Dog Blood.
Santa Fe, N. M June i0. The past theTeel Hugh A. Teel:
Warm, dry inc
By the building of new ditches and the
Santa Fe officials say they are makis much complaint by citizens
There
week has been unusually warm and weather,
scarce
From the Sun.
getting
is
and water
of the old ones, the Irrigated ing no effort to secure outstanding about reckless pistol shooting within
extension
showers in Grass on the
S. S. Preston lert for the Navajo res- dry, excepting scattered
very
First
range
short.
is
road. the city limits of Santa Fe. Sunday
counties. The warm weather alfalfa about all harvested. Good pros- - area of the territory has been aug-of stock of the Southern California
ervation, where he takes charge of Bab- northern
12.148 acres, a net Increase
Less than 2,500 shares of the Cu.000 of a dog on the south side bit Miss E.
mented
good'
following
of
week
last
rains
the
post
Lake.
Red
at
trading
Bros.'
bitt
for all fruits.
122.2 per cent.
the road's isBue of preferred are on the Hlnes In the arm. The owner of the
greatly im- nects
E. F. Greenlaw left for Mancos.Colo.. in northern sections has
Watrous M. C. Needham: Gener
land Irrigated In 1899 open market, the remainder being dog offered to take htm outside of the
of
total
The
crop
proved
both
stock
conditions.
and
an
purchase
interexpects
to
where he
and windy but vegetation has was 203.893 acres, while the total area held by the Santa Fe, so that there is city limits
is now plenty of irrigation water ally dry
shoot him but Dr. J. M.
est In a saw mill, and if the place suits There
made good progress, ana siock is get of Irrigated crops, as given above, was no possibility of control being wrested Diaz advisedandthem
and
counties,
in
to keep the dog ten
the
rains
northern
temperature 182.804 acres. The differece, 21,089
him he will remain in Colorado.
Highest
flesh.
on
ting
is
outstanding
stock
from it. The
days longer to determine whether he
A. F. Tart, who has been for the past have put the soil into coni!tici so that S4: lowest. 45: no rain.
Recountry.
approximately
the
acres, represents
scattered all over the
had the rabies. The dog was safely
late planting of corn
two years one of the forest rangers in a great deal of recently
Weber B. H. Biernbaum: All crops area of pasture land irrigated.
It Is
6tate that 110 has been bid for it, chained to await developments. This
been done on
beans has
Planting corn and probable that a portion of the area ports
very
well.
doing
this reserve has obtained a thirty days' and
are
the Santa Fe people say they have morning, however, parties who are
leave of absence and left recently to temporal lands. In southern sections, beans not yet finished. Gardens and upon which the crops were reported as but
never paid over $50 for the stock. The known commenced firing at the dog,
.spend the vacation in his old home in on the other hand, there is some com- orchards are promising, and cattle and without
irrigation, was really irrigate Santa i succdd in acquiring a entering upon private premise to do
plaint of drought, especially is the
Illinois.
are Improving rapidly. A severe at Rrimn time durine the year.
shep
lolarge proportion of It at about $10 a so. The first shot struck the dog in
quarter,
some
in
and
southwestern
G. L. Brooks, manager of the Aztec
on the 4th damaged some
Of the farms of the territory. 72.3 share. March 28 the Santa Fe Issued the foot, the second struck a window
Irrigation water is getting hail storm
no
did
but
sheep,
some
Land and Cattle company, was here calities
killed
and
ner cent were wholly or partially irrl
offering $50 a share for any blind across the street, while a third
The lower Rio Grande has trees
several days on business connected scarce.during
to cereals. Irrigation water gated ln 1899, while of the improved aor circular
all of the then outstanding prefer- struck the dog. but did not kill him.
the past week, and now damage
risen
with the relinquishment of the lands has
was irrigated.
At that time it is under- The parties then went homo but replenty of water. There have been plentuul.
High- acreage 67.2 per cent improved land red stock.
Woodbury A. J. Woodbury:
owned by the company In the San rumors
The average area of the
than 10,000 shares were turned and fired three shots more at
dying
less
rapidly
of
from
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that
cattle
the
47;
no
reserve.
lowest.
91;
mountain
Francisco
est temperature,
in each irrigated farm was thirty-threof
forthe Santa Fe office.
vicinity
drought
oatslJe
Gila
of
held
in
the
the
the suffering and howling dog. There
been
hogan
have
C.
Dan
Grim
J.
and
were irrirain.
acres, of which twenty-siinreports
reserve,
the
latest
est
but
were many children playing in the
finishing
a
for
HARDINGE.
M
awarded the contract
R.
cures
positively
corresponding
Ehxer
Blood
the
Arizona
Acker's
gated.
For
cattle are in fair
neighborhood and it is a wonder that
Director.
portion of the basement of the Normal dicate that, as a rule,
Section
imscrofuall
of
poisoning
and
seventy-siacres
blood
averages
were
chronic
of the year.
no one was Injured.
That kind of
school building, to be used as a labora- condition for the season
matcha
irriof
all
acres
At
times
sixty
aflectlons.
lous
land,
and
east of Cramps, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, proved
heedlessness should be stopcriminal
tory. The contract requires the com- In northern sections, especially
reMoney
purifier.
system
tonic
less
gated land.
is
pletion of the work by September 1, the eastern mountain range, grass
50c ped. New Mexican.
and. indeed, all bowel comThe average number of acres of Irri- funded If you are not satisfied.
now well started, and cattle and 6heep diarrhoea,quickly
by Perry gated
relieved
1502.
B.
reII.
&
plaints
Co.
and
O'Reilly
of
ditch
H.
mile
and $1. J.
land ior each
Local hail
Gold Medals From Paris.
improving rapidly.
J. Hurley, a pioneer of this section. are
Davis' Painkiller, a 6afe, sure and ported is eighty-six- .
area under Briggs & Co.
The
Yesterday Professor J. C. Carrera reon
considerable
did
4tn
storms
the
all the troubles named. ditch for each mile is 272 acres, or
It ft to make his permanent home in damage in places north of the Glorleta speedy cure.-fo- r
0
ceived from Paris. France, two beautiIdaho. Mr. rturley has been engaged by
Every reputable druggist keeps a sup-plv- . over three times the average irrigated
SHEEP AND TIMBER.
ful gold medals and a diploma for his
directions.
full
has
bottle
Each
the principal wool growers of northern Divide.
is
In many states, where there
All irrigated crops are making very
exhibit of minerals at the Paris expoIs but one area.
substitutes,
there
Arizona, in charge of their bands, and satisfactory
Avoid
irrigation
a larger percentage of new
progress.
Sheepmen in Rio sition in 19oit. Part of the collection
alfalfa
First
Outlook
for
the
The
50c.
25c
and
Davis'.
Perry
been
men
who
few
have
are
Painkiller,
there
enterprises than in this territory, the
now in the headquarters of the Intersecured in southern counties,
Arriba is More Encouraging.
more faithful and intelligent in the has been
area irrigates bears a much smaller
B.C
P. Chaves, of Tieria Amarilla, national Miners' association was his
and cutting is becoming general in
Frank
tiischarge of their duties.
PITIVAL
REV. J.
ratio to the area under ditch. In the who Is spending a few days in Santa exhibit. The balance of it is at the
northern counties. The crop is very
Robert, adopted son of G. . Schultz, poor
sections of New Mexico where irriga- Fe. reports that the per cint of lambs professor's home near Las Cruces.
in the northeast, where the spring
while harrowing on the Schultz ranch, drought
Corn, beam, Has Been Appointed Auxiliary Bishop tion has been practiced for centurivs. saved this sprins by sheep owners is
The other medals won by New Mexseverest.
north of town, Saturday, was caught peas, etc.,waswhere
to Archbishop Peter Bourgade.
l.ottuf thmi hail lieen ant lei l)Atta. ico at the position were a medal and
the effect on the old canals or tne oi
not damaged by the
by the harrow Ind seriously injured.
Rev. J. B. Pitival, who has been ap- vision of water at points farther up 'he, sheeomen like Jose R. Martinez. Reyes diploma given to the Maxwell Iand
hail, are coming on rapidly, although
tie-The boy was riding the harrow, one of In
.
'are
some-- ! pointed auxiliary bishop to the
(onzuj0H alld Bon and others who have Grant company for its gold exhibit and
streams is shown by the difference
most
they
fields
northern
acreage especially
the old fashioned kind and fell in front what backward. Cherries and aprioots Peter Boureade. archulsbop of the dio twt
t n acreage under ditch and
good ranges have saved over to the National Turquoise company.
..f i.
Fe, is at present parish actually irrigated. This is especially 90 per cent of lambs. The wool yield The mines of the latter are at Cerril-los- .
cese
of
Santa
are
ripening
in
orchards,
and
southern
away. The bov was caught in some
'
N. M. The medals are magnificent
rries are ripe in San nriect at litirsneo Colo. He has been nvi.i.mt ulnnir the Kio Grande. On the however, will not be as large as in
way and ro.ied over and over by the 6
county,
Ju
btrawberries of a fine a worker in the diocese of Colorado for other hand, in the valleys of the Pecos former years. A few more good rains works of art. three inches in diameter.
.
. - ,ii.
,.f
an, the San Juan rivers ana tneir
seventeen years. He was born ana
will see the sheep through all rinht On one side is represented a giant carcompleting his ed- - maries. the difference is due to the during the summer and fall. The rying 011 his back "Light" in the person
France,
in
the harrow. The boy was bruised from from the reports of correspondents:
nr.ni iin hnupvpr at Baltimore. Md.. meence of new enterprises which range is beginning to look well, espec- of a woman: the reverse Is a panorama
head to foot and cut numerous places,
niv iinnrv anH wan nrilnlneil tn the Drlesthood in i,nve not been sufficiently developed to ially in the southeastern part of the of the exposition in hold relief El.
and was unconscious for several hours Grant: The heavy rains on the first jtbls country. He was first stationed In furnish water to all the land unrtf r county near Abiquiu. But little timber Paso Herald.
.
is expected he days of June were a blessing to sheep Conejos county and later at La Junta, jth. ni. In tne newer districts this dif- after the acident.
is oeing cut at present on the Tieira
will recover from his injuries.
Graphic omelter Shut Down.
men and grtauy benefited crops. The being from there transferred to Aspen. f...v.nre indicated that an increase in Amarilla giant Report has it that the
In
the
possible.
Operations at the Graphic smelter
company will reBurns-ItigKChama river was out of its banks. where he remained for eight years, en the irrigated area Is
Lumber
development move its saw mill from the Horse near Kelly were suspended very sudFrom the Gem.
Plenty of fruit ln tlus vicinity. Alfalfa dearing himself to everyone by his older districts further unlikely.
Lambing yielded work and his many lovable traits of without water storage is
Miss Maud Foutz, from Tuba, is vis- is about ready to
Lakes and that the lumber railroad denly Sunday morning, when it was
iting friends here.
The average cost of constructing tne will be extended to the southwestern discovered that Kteam was escaping
from H) to 85 per cent.
character. It was only two months ago
Twenty-onkids are working In the
Albeit H. M. Hanson: The heavy that Bishop Matz transferred him to ditches was $1.78 per mile, ib.4u per portion of the grant, where there- is through an opening in the boiler into
the firebox, says the Socorro Chieftain.
His appointment as auxll- - acre of land under uitcn. anu
box fac tory of the Arizona Lumber and rains of last week are bringing out the Durango.
still some fine timber.
of land actually irrigated in 1899.
The accident seems peculiarly unforTimber company, at this place, and yet grass, and stoc k of all kinds are begin- - low- - hikhnn to Areh.i.fihon Boureade
tunate from the fact that only three or
Improvements at Military School.
ning to improve.
Ranching prospects was made by the special request of the The term water right, as used In the
the street urchins are in evidence.
The board of regents at the Military four more days were necessary to
Mert Gav in, who had the misfortune are now good. First crop 01 airaira archbishop, who is an old friend of bulletin, means the nrst cost, per u ie,
the Institute at Roswell, Chaves county, make a compile clean-uof ore in the
to lose his great toe on his right foot already in stack. Lambing is finished. Father Pitaval. Father PItaval is about to the irrigator, of putting water on
i,.,,,! irrienteil in 1899. exclusive qf the has ordered the remainder of tho bins. Captain Fitch, however, takes a
at Greenlaw's mill several days ago. The best estimates place the season's 45 years of age.
cost of maintenance of the ditch, or of school grounds enclosed with a neat philosophical view of the case and conis now able to walk without the aid yield at scarcely exceeding 4' per cent.
Highest temperature, 91; lowest, 54;
Chronic bronchial troubles and sum- annual water rental. The average cost fence. The barracks and parade ground gratulates himself that the boiler was
of a crutch or a stick.
it blew up
Harry Jacoby. J. W. Francis and the rain. 0.12.
mer coughs can be quickly relived and of water right per acre irrigated in as well as the campus are to be en- found to be defective before
with the probability of killing three or
Arabela A. M. Richardson: Good cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. Al- 199 was $6.59, as stated by the own- larged. After this tract has had the
two experts who accompanied them to
ers.
of the gardener and gets welt lour men. Seve ral car loads of bullion
the Indian reservation mines to exam- rains during the last week of May will varado Pharmacy.
Of the 12,311 farms In the territory, covered with grass, it will Improve the have been sold from the Graphic smelHighest temperao
ine the same return-- yesterday. The soon bring grass.
including those in Indian reservations. outside appearance of the school very ter in the last two or three wetks.
Our Sulphur Springs.
experts were favorably impressed with ture. 91; lowest. 65 (?); rain, 1.59.
Captain J. P. O'Connor has called 9 128 are irrigated, and 3,183 are
much.
East Las Vegas John Thornhill:
this mining property.
Santistevan's Liabilities.
The acres in the irrigated
C. S. Howard, one of the oldest ana Fine weather for all growing crops. the attention of the United States geolunirriAdvices received from Taos have it
in
the
An Old Story Localized.
2,892.855;
activity
farms number
most noted hunters in Arizona, brought Most crops are backward on account of ogical survey, to the increased
BerThe question of Irish wit was up at that the liabilities of Juan wSantistevan.
gated. 2,238.023. The value of all land
to town a large mountain lion wnicn the dry spring and cold nights. Farm. of the springs at the Sulphurs inreally
assigned
in the Irrigated farms, not including the dinner table, when a certain pop- the merchant and banker ho
he caught ln a trap. Tne lion, after be ers are planting oats and cane. Heavy nalillo county. These springs are
to $75,ooo. The
ing caught, attempted to cling to a tree bail to the depth of three inches on geysers, and the largest is reported to buildings Is $13,551,592. and ln the un- ular clergyman who visits Socorro recently, will amount
The value of all periodically spoke thus: "To kiss the aMs are listed at $99.imm. but it is
be now throwing water to the height irrigated. $3,772,117.
w ith the trap and weight thereto at- - the night of the 3d greatly damaged at
regular
Irrigated
farms is $2,775.-53- Blarney stone Is a perilous feat. One doubled that more than $50,000 cau be
buildings
ground
at
on
above
five
the
of
vegetables
feet
path,
with
in
and
truits
its
falfa.
it
settled
Howard
tached. Mr.
and on the unirrigated, $789,573. must loan far out and down from the ; eal.zed trom theui at present.
his lionshlp by shooting him la the Another good, soaking rain on the 4th, intervals.
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NEWS OF TME CHURCHES j

What wilt be In many respects the
most important religious convention of
the year, the tenth international Sunday school convention, is te meet in
I)enver from Juno 2t to 3t. From 1,000
to 1.2U0 Sunday school workers are expected to attend. The International
convention is a delegated lody representing auxiliary associations and
standing ior the organized
of Sunday school Interests The International lesson is the chief fruit of the
association, and while the international convention meets but triennially,
there is held under its auspices 10.000
rr nirrc annual local conventions.
Tnrough these the best and most practical methods are promoted, the standard ot teaching is raised and Sunday
fcchool extension is furuiered. One of
the functions of the international con
vention Is the election of a lesson committee to prepare the International
The committee
series for
to le appointed this year will be unusually important, because since the
of the present committee in
1896 the whole field of Sunday school
teaching hat received unusual attention from specialists in pedagogy, and
a comparatively new psychology of religious training has come to the front
and must be considered by the new
committee. The whole subject of Sunday school curricula will lie thoroughly
discussed in the convention, and some
radical changes In methods and lessons would not be unexpected.
Two Live Cucttions.
There arc, for instance, two live
questions to come otiore the Denver
meeting, on both of which much
exists. One ot tem is whether the
number of temperance lessons shall le
decreased. Under the present arrangement four temperance lessons are in
terjected each year into the otherwise
consecutive and logical series. Pres
sure will be brought at Denver to have
this number reduced to two. Many
think that these special lessons ought
to iie taken out aitogetner, but friends
of temperance instruction will stoutly
oppose such a course, and may even
fight the proposed reduction.
The otuer live question is the breaking of the uniformity of the lessons,
'ihis uniformity has already been
broken in some slight measure by the
adoption of a senior series. If this be
done the uniformity of the international series will disappear, probably forever, and witn that unformlty will go
much of the reason for tue existence of
such lessons and the selecting committee.
Some of the Criticisms.
Criticism of the lesson committee
has been frequent of late, especially
since w hat may be called the pedagogy
of the Sunuay school has been better
understood, but much of the criticism
is unjust, because based upon ignorance oi the plan o. ..s appointment and
its spirit. The committee came into
existence at Indianapolis in 1872 and
Is, first and last, only a committee of
selection. It does not prepare expositions of the lessons; these are entirely
the product of publishing houses and
their writers. The committee has always asked advice and suggestion
from outside.
Biblical scholars and
Sunday school workers being asked to
in order that lessons which
may best meet the needs of the entire
constituency of the series will be selected.
How large this constituency
Is. was told at the Atlanta convention
in 18!9, when it was reported that
1906-191-

teel-in-

g

pupils in North America were

studying these lessons from Sunday to
Sunday. The lesBon committee is composed of fifteen American members
and a British section of eight correspondents. All the members are elected by the international convention,
itself a delegated body. The present
committee consists of John Potts, D.
I)., Ontario, iMethodist. chairman; A. E.
,

Dunning, D. D., Boston, Congregational, secretary; J. M. ouifler, D. D., Pennsylvania. Baptist; B. F. Jacobs. Chicago. Baptist; J. I. D. Hinds. Ph. D.,
Tennessee, Cumberland Presbyterian;
H. B. Tyler, D. D.. Denver, disciples of

Curist; J.

Si

ALHUgUKitgUK 1JA1H

S.

Stahr,

D. D.,

Lancaster,

Pa.. Reformed; J. H. Sampev, D. D..
iA)uisville, Baptist: H. V. Warren, I).
D.. Denver, Methodist; A. F. Schau-- f
fler, I). D.. New York. Presbyterian: IS.
H. Kephart. D. I)., Baltimore, United
Brethren; John It. Pepper, Memphis,
Southern Methodist; W. W. Moore, D,
D.. Virginia. Presbyterian;
Mosheim
Rhodes, u. D., St. louis, Lutheran; E.
I. Rexford, Montreal, Episcopal. Of the
Britihh section, six reside in ixnidon,
one In Calcutta. India, and one in Melbourne, Australia.
B. F. Jacobs, of
Chicago has belonged to every lesson
committee since the plan was adopted.
Dr. Schauffler has had almost as long
service, while Bishop Vincent of the
Methodist church, now resident in Eu
rope, has always been active in the in
terest of the international series.
Passionist Fathers to Celebrate.
The Passionist Fathers, one of the
most ascetic of the Catholic orders, are

I

I

practice open communion. Those op
posing the changes were very out-- '
spoken, saying that they were but at-- '
tempts to make the church popular."
Definite action was postponed for a
year which Is practically an adverse
decision. The United Presbyterian body
has about 116,oo0 members, with 911
churches pif ,i ministers. Its greatest strength is found in western Pennsylvania.
Three Rpectres that threaten baby's
life.
Cholera Infantum, dysentery,
diarrhoea. Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
Strawberry never falls to conquer

them.

THE HENNERY.
Not satisfied with having whipsawed
everybody on the beef proposition, the
Big Four has gone bodily In the busit
ness of cornering all the
in
the country and the struggle for control has become the fiercest in the
whole range of farm products. Every
corner of the western states is being
searched for eggs by agents for Swift
& Co.. Armour & Co. and a few smaller
dealers who have capital enough to enable them to compete with the Big
Four. As a result of this competition
prices paid to farmers are rapidly advancing and every indication points to
unprecedented high prices for cold
storage eggs next winter.
There is a pretty sure method of securing winter layers adopted by many
o? the progressive poultry raisers:
It
is to raise ca'iy chicks. The pullets
egg
producof these early broods, if of
ing strains, or breeds, will be sure to
commence laying in the fall and if well
fed and properly housed they will
make winter layers that can be relied
upon. The basis of this egg production
is much surer than to depend on the
old stock of hens which to a greater
or less extent are uncertain from various causes. The time to arrange for
the active work of a business is in advance of the time anticipated. No matter whether one intends to exert an
effort for eggs from old hens or pullets,
now is the time to arrange plans. Cer
tainly this is true if pullets are to be
taylng next winter.
An ingenious fellow has succeeded in
breeding the feathers off the legs of
brahmas and other astatic chickens
As these feathers were useless and unsightly it will be a great improvement
to have them off. Light brahmas are
one of the oldest and most deservedly
popular of all breeds of fowls. They
are the largest of all, very handsome
In appearance, vigorous and hardy.
They are excellent winter layers, pro
during eggs at a time when prices are
highest. The hens are good sitters and
mothers, while the chicks are strong
from the first, good growers and easily
raised. The buff and partridge cochins
have been practically taken out of the
ranks of utility breeds by forcing them
as feather producers and of late there
seems to be a tendency of some light
brahma breeders to follow In the same
line. The feathers on the feet and legs
serve no good purpose and are objec
tionable from a practical standpoint
because they accumulate filth and present an unsightly appearance upon the
dressed carcasses.
Sitting lions are valuable at this sea
son If they can be controlled but when
given their own way they are not
worth much. They are likely to want
to sit in an undesiraoie place or where
they will be disturbed by laying hena.
When a hen becomes broody give her a
few days to get established, as the
small boy said of the balky horse. She
may then be moved to a place where
there will be no disturbing influences.
Arrange a clean, cozy nest in one corner of a tight, roomy brood coop, with
board floor. See that the nest is neat
fitting, neither too large nor too small.
Do not disgust the old hen by giving
her a fiat, shallow nest. If she is quiet
and sensible, put the usual number of
eggs in the nest and fasteriher in the
coop. When she sizes up the nest and
its contents the chances are ten to one
she will settle clown comfortably to
business. Sometimes it Is best to give
the young, giddy hen a few china nest
eggs to keep warm until she thorough
ly uuderstands what is expected of
her. Some poultry raisers keep broody
hens confined to the coop during the
entire period of incubatoin, providing
them with food and drink and dusting
them occasionally with Insect powder.
Confining the hens so close is not good
for them. It Is best to give them liberty after the first few days looking
after them, for they are likely to return to the former nest the first time
or two. One poultry raiser makes sure
by tying them to the coops by a long
string. It Is a very satisfactory plan
to give the sitting hens liberty every
evening. Then after they have returned to the nests shut them away from
all intruders. It is never profitable and
usiially an aggravation to allow Bitting
and laying hens to occupy the same dohen-frui-

planning to celebrate the fiftieth annl- very of the establishment of the com- main.
munity in this country. The celebraA Real Friend.
tion will be of a national character
"I suffered from dyspepsia and Indiand will be held In Pittsburg July 12.
Monsignor Falconio, whom some say gestion for fifteen years," says W. T.
Sturdevant. of Merry Oaks, N. C.
is to be tne successor of Cardinal
as apostolic delegate to this "After I had tried many doctors and
country, is to represent the pope at the medicines to no avail one of my friends
gathering and noted prelates from all persuaded me to try Kodol. It gave
immediate relief. I can eat almost anyover the country will attend. The
were founded in 1720 and have thing I want now and my digestion is
been renowned from the lirsl for their good. I cheerfully recommend Kodol."
missionary work and their hospitality. Don't try to cure Btomaeh trouble by
With the exception of tue Benedic- dieting. Tnat only further weakens the
tines, the Passionists are the only system. You need wholesome, r.rength-eninfood. Kodol enables you to asmonks who maintain guest houses,
similate what you eat by digesting It
where the needy are received and
cared for without reference to without the stomach's aid. J.& II.
Co.
OUielly & Co., and B. II. Briggs
their means or failu.
o
United Presbyterians.
Dr. Lukens Installed.
The United Presbyterian church, in
The services at the Presbyterian
general assembly at Pittsburg, has re- church last Sunday morning were of
jected a proposition to liberalize its unusual interest to the congregation.
rules, and. while the matter will be Dr. C. E. Lukens wno for a year prior
again considered next year, it is said to mat date, had ministered to the
that there is little likelihood of a church as "stated supply," was Incnange. The cnanges were proiiosed stalled as pastor for the coming year,
in three things that this body has al- by Rev. It. M. Craig, synodlcal misways stood for, namely, close commun- sionary and superintendent of mision, refusal to admit to its membership sions, who came from Albuquerque
members of secret societies, and oppo- last week, for that purpose.
Rev.
sition to the singing of hymns A com- Craig preached an able sermon and
mittee appointed at the last general asthe charge to the congregation.
sembly recommended a change that Dr. Lukens' work during the past year
would admit members of secret socie- has been very pleasing to the congreties and a memorial from I.ake pres- gation and he enters
labors for the
bytery asked for the same change and coming year with theuishearty
also permission to sing hymos and to
of the entire church membership.
Mar-tiiu-l-

li

Pas-sionis-

g

tem-lraril-

y

uiiiin, aAimtUAi, .lima

14, ibu

Rev. Craig addressed the congregation
In excellent condition.
As these rains
LAS VEGAS.
In the evening on the mission work of
have been more or less general the
the Presbyterian church In New Mexconditions In New Mexico are very
ico and Arizona and the facts and fig
ures he gave threw a new light on that The City Printing Finally Settled, the promising.
"The cattle movement from Mexico."
worn to an wno neard nira. In speak
Mr. Van Slyck. "Is about over,
said
ing of it Dr. Lukens said:
Record Outbidding the Optic.
"After
has
Just commenced in New Mex
but
hearing Mr. Craig's talk that evening.
ico. A large number are going north
I don t wonder at the remarkable lm
to the Arkansas valley and Kansas
presslon he made In New York City,
pastures. 'wpere they will be held for
OTHER
LOCAL
HAPPENINGS.
wnen he told the General Assembly
market. tut Paso Jfcnes.
the
about this field and what was being
none nere.
Koflweii Register.
Of what does a bad taste In your
Special Correspondence.
mouth remind you? It Indicates that
Las Vegas, im. M., June 12. Tne your
Cholera Morbus a Dangerous Disease.
stomach is in bad condition and
in many instances attacks of cnolera young son of Brakeman Chas. Daugh-ert- y will remind you that there Is nothing
Is down with scarlet fever.
and causes thick. kIosbt hair rn itw
morbus terminate fatally before medi
so good for such a disorder as Cham
Mrs. N. A. Yeakle and Miss Mary berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
plant the former thin.brittle growth.
cine can be procured or a physician
summoned.
The safe way Is to keep Nones arrived this morning from after having once used them. They
Nowbro HergtloMa
at nana a rename medicine for use In Louisville, Ky., and will visit here for cleanse and Invigorate the stomach
performs its work on the principle,
such cases. For this purpose there is some time, Mr. Yeakle staying with and regulate the bowels. For sale at
" Destroy the cause, xnn mmnv t.hm
nothing so sure as Cnamberlaln's Col Mrs. C. A. Spiess and Miss Nones wub 25 cents per box at all druggists.
effect," and consequently it reaches
1c, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. W. Miss Mary IaRue.
and kills off the ever-bus- y
m. uoswortn, or J.arayette, Ala., says:
microbe,
Justin Thompson, who has been
BUSINES8 LOCALS.
which la responsible for all scalp
June, 1900, I had a serious attack braking on the Santa Fe branch In
diseases. It thus makes dandruff
of cholera morbus and one dose of place of Charles Homes, who was away
Economize by trading at The Econo
and fulling bair impossible, and
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar with his wife to Kansas, has returned mist.
promotes a luxuriant growth of hair
gave
me relief In fifteen to Las Vegas and has taken his own
rhea Remedy
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
that soon becomes the Dride of the
run here.
minutes." t or sale by all druggists,
company.
work. Whitney
owner. Even on bald spots it soon
o
ex
The sewer to the Wells-FargNo tuberculosis preservallne or col
produces hair as thick and luxuriant
THE FLORAL REALM.
press office Is being relald.
as anyone could wish for.
City Engineer lclvy gave the grade oring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
The orchid flowered Ivy eeranium for five lots on Lincoln avenue, be
On bottle will pottTlnna that It to th
Klelnwort's Is the place to get your
only hair restorer that realty reMona.
Leopard has a vigorous habit of growth tween Eleventh and Twelfth streets, nice iresn steak. All kinds of nice
and blooms almost continuously. The this morning for new stone sidewalks. meat.
For Sale by all Flnt-CIaDruj Stores,
e
nower is large,
and borne
Everyone who has a bad piece of
Demlng has an abundance of water
in medium size trusses as rich and dis- sidewalk in front of their home is now for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
tinct as many rare orchids.
expected to take it out and make ar gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
The Rlclnus is always sure to at rangements for new permanentcitywalks.
has rental returns will be 20 per cent on
The sidewalk boom for the
tract attention. It grows to the height started
many
laid
miles should be
and
of six, eight and often ten feet, with a
toe investment.
corresponding spread of branches and this summer.
Orders taken for every known make
Al Quinley and son and Charles Clay
gives a stately effect to any place in
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
which it is used. To grow It well make have returned from their fishing trip
at Kroenig's lakes and report fine Hardware company.
the soil quite r'.cb.
sport. Master Ralph Quinley gave the
Demlng is a great health resort
The Martha Washington is recom old man a few pointers on how to has no superior in climate for the cure
mended as one of the finest pink can-na- fish. He' pulled up the first fish and of pulmonary troubles.
The flowers are extra large and landed eight while his father and Mr.
Look Into Klelnwort's market on
the color Is a clear rosy pink. One of Clay were trying te get a bite. Ralph North Third street.
He has the nicest
the largest flowered cannas, the result is only 6 years old.
Mrs. Mary Hutchinson, of James- - fresh meats in the city.
of a cross between the Italia and the
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Mme. Crozy, is the Mrs. Kate Cray. port, Mo. is here seeking health. She
The flower is immense, of a clear wine has traveled extensively in the last Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fa-be305 Railroad avenue.
color, beautifully suffused with gold.
three years, and says she thinks Las
vVhy buy high priced lots when you
v egas about the best place yet and
After forced bulbs are through bloom will probably make her home here.
can get them cheap in Demlng now,
ing, such as daffodils, tulips, hyacinths.
Marshal Curtright picked up an el with certain advance assured T
etc., they should be hardened off by derly native this morning wandering
We carry the largest variety of linplacing In a frame for two or three around in the north part of town out oleums
and oil cloths In this city.
weeks and then turned out of the pots' of his mind. He was taken over to old Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
3ot?cou Bt. LouU and Kansaa City ocd
into a bed of good soil, burying them town for Identification.
Demlng needs one hundred new
rather deeply. They will do better
A. C. Gordon,
popular cigar houses to supply
BiLAE-aOtthe
5"BT3
the demand, and
thus than if kept in pots, besides the drummer, left today for the Duke city.
needs
now.
them
conThis
demand
will be
labor of summer
C. P. Jensen is here from the Golden
tinues to grow.
saved.
Gate city on business.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
sesregular
counceil
met
in
city
The
Brugmansia arborea is a plant we
First street, over the
S58EESWAW9
consid- 205 South
rarely hear mentioned and yet it is de sion last night and transacted
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
BA8.ELAS,
serving of the most careful cultivation erable business. The printing matter,
is prepared
give
to
thorough
in every greenhouse and window gar- which has been th causeoyof a hard
scalp
treatment,
do
dresshair
RecWOSfJTB
the
den. In addition to its exceeding loveli- fight, was finally settled
ing, treat corns, bunions and In- And principal points In Texas ond
and Optic bidding on the publish- growing
tho Ff t.
ness it is exquisitely fragrant, a pro- ord
nails. She gives massage
This train in new thronirhniir. nn.l
fuse bloomer and increases In grand- ing business and the Record got the treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam- made lip of the finest equipment, provi'V
d
with elcctrlo liphtu and nil otlier im..iem
eur with each year of its life.'Although contract for $100 the year, the Optica bini's own preparations of complexion traveling
council
asking
$167.50.
conveaionoea.
The
took
runs
It
now
via
0"i'
grow,
a greenhouse plant. It will
thrivo
was finally settled cream builds up the skin and Improves completed
and bloom In any ordinary window gar deep breath when itsome
hard feeling the complexion, and are' guaranteed
for
has
caused
it
den and moreover it is not half so ex
republi- not to be injurious. She also prepares
The
members.
between
the
Every nnnllance frnoxrn tn mml-acting In its demands as the rose or
a party a hair tonic that cures and prevents bnlldlng and
It
can
make
to
tried
members
railroHdlng bus been employed
carnation.
question, but some of the half hearted dandruff and hair falling out; restores In the mako-u- p of thia service, iaoliiiin;j
life to dead hair; removes molos.
matrepublicans
down
backed
and
the
The single dahlia has but one row of
and superfluous hair. Give her
eight petals. It Is divided Into the ter was settled as above. A lot of side- awarts
trial, bne also has a very fine tooth nmler the management of Fred. Karrny.
same classes as the double and shows walks were condemned and the word powder,
information ns to rate.i nnU ail k ..i.iK'oJ
she guarantees to be Full
in general the same characteristics. It was passed along for a general move free fromwhich
trip via this new route will bo cheerfully
all metallic substances. It afurnished,
unon
bv au rf
is a flower not only brilliant In effect on all the bad walks In the town. A perfumes the breath,
the gums tentative of the anrlleatic.ii.
at a distance and beautiful In bouquet. committee was in from the library ask- and makes the teeth hardens
clean
and
white.
but it will also repay the closest in- ing to be relieved from paying back to It is highly recommended by oil first
spection; then one may see the thick, the city the sum of $1,000 the city c'as-- dentists. Also a face powder, a
velvety texture of the petal3 In some would raise by levy for the guarantee freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
flowerB, in others an iridescent sheen sum for the Carnegie oner. It was held cure.
All of these preparations are
plays over the surface, while the shad- over with other minor matters.
George P. Gould was given Judgment purely vegetable compounds Give her
ings, colorings and pencllings are as
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.
varied and exquisite as those of a In the sum of $34 against C. E. Miller
ihis morning by Judge Mills, the
pansy.
CLOUDCROFT
amount being part of a note Gould had
party.
up
a
from
may
third
taken
be
Roots of the Egyptian lotus
The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sporleder w.
obtained from any florist. Thtr Beed
The season at Cloudcroft w 111 open
wedding
anniverfirst
their
celebrate
will readily germinate if a hole is filed
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
PROTECTIVE
sary
by
a
tonight
few
having
friends
or drilled through the hard shell so
lunch counter having been placed unFARRA(?9
evening.
jolly
a
POWDER,
that moiBture may penetrate the ker- in for
der the r.ble management of the popu
Died yesterday. Julianlta M. de Mar- lar Hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
nels; otherwise they will Ha dormant
lv35AFE
was
bo Wafermaa.
It is perfectly tinez, of fever. The deceased
almost Indefinitely.
IF
mWECTn7
hardy and conies to perfection when years of age and was burled this after1'he fame of Cloudcroft as the prem
A SURE
planted In shallow water with rich noon.
ier summer resort of the southwest
GERMICIDE
Because of arrest without a warrant ha been heralded far end wide, and
mud and full exposure to the sun simply naturalized in the same environ- and witaout. cause Alfred Nevin has patrons may rest assured its reputaDEODERANT
ments that suit the water lily. Arti- sued the Raton Coal, Coke and Fuel tion will not be allowed to suffer this
DISINFECTANT
ficial ponds or cement basins are often company. He feels he had his reputa- year. Extensive improvements have
ANDTONICJ,
made for the accommodation of this tion lacerated this much and that his been made In the way of accommodaYOU
Such tanks dignity has been everlasting smashed tions and out door as well as indoor
and other water lilies.
should be twp to four feet deep and of to smithereens by such arrest.
amusements
and
entertainment.
POWDER 13"
any size and outline desired. It is best
Elmer E. Veeder was given JudgFor a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
C2
APPLICATOR
to plant the lilies in boxes, say three ment against Bessie Cavanaugh in th or further Information regarding this
feet square and one foot deep filled sum of $52 this morning. The case had summer resort, call on nearest coupon
J
i,.
REGISTCR to."
VR.ITC FOR
with good rich soil and sunk in the been appealed from the justice's court ticket agent, or address,
CIRCULAR.
PAHTICULAB5
s
will do for in precinct 20.
tank. Ordinary
n. imowx,
a.
Miss Carol Ross has been out of
full of rich
tubs. Fill them
G. P. A., E. P.-I. Route.
-garden soil. In which plant the roots school for a couple of days on account
WESTERN AOT.
El Paso, Texas.
ALBUQUERQUE.
MEW M ZX
and then fill them full of water and set of sickness.
o
Vai-eLorenzo
was in from Los
in a warm, punny place. In winter rez
SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
by
Sale
For
move the tubs with their contents to a Conchas today and says that Chaperito
W. Y. Walton
Albuquerque
cellar. A beautiful aquatic garden may had a heavy hall there a few days ago
Special Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque
be had by arranging several tubs of and that La Carna received five inches
Albuquerque
to Los Angeles and C. H. Briggs
Drug
Mann
Store
Las Vegas
lotus and nymnl-.aeinto a mound or of the lee drops. The fruit, he thinks, San Diego, .35.00.
East Las Vegaa
Albuquerque to San Francisco and K. G. Murphy
circle and filling the spaces between is damaged to some extent.
Springer
Kremls Brothers
R. C. Rankin and A. H. Whitmore return, $55.00.
them with ferns, arrowheads and other
Santa Fe
moisture-lovinplants.
returned yesterday from La Cueva
Tickets on sale every Tuesday, A. J. Fisher & Co
San Marcial
from a week's fishing trip. The report Thursday and Saturday, May to Sep- J. W. McCoach
Drug company. .Silver City
lots of sport and a few fish.
How to Avoid Trouble.
tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return Porterfleld
El Paso, Tes.
Keller & Pollard
Francisco Chaves, the postmaster at limit November 30, 1902.
Now is the time 10 provide yourself
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
and family with a bottle of Chamber- Chaves, was in town today seeing
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea friends.
The maximum temperature here yesSpecial Summer Excursion.
Remedy. It Is almost certain to b
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
leeded before the summer Is over, an' terday was 89, minimum 56 and the
73.
The mean humidity was 39. $51.50.
f procured now may save you a trij. mean
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
Charles Kohn did not return home
Albuquerque to Kansas City and reto town in the night or In your busiest
season. It Is everywhere admitted to to Montoya yesterday as reported, but turn. $39.00.
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
be the most successful medicine In use went down to Los Alamos for a few
for bowel complaints, both for children head of steers, which he brought here $16.50.
Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
and adults. No family can afford to be and will drive home today with them.
The Kohn brothers are branching out and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
without it. For sale by all druggists.
'
in the cattle business. Their friends Final return limit October 31, 1902.
L.
wish
success.
F.
Agent.
them
MYERS.
Bear and Lion Hunter.
FLOUR AND BKmN IN CARLOAD
D. Moss, mother and brother arrived
Joe Rich, of Ponil Park, is probably
Convention,
International
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
one of the most successful hunters and today and will remain for a visit In the Triennial
Sunday School Association, Denver,
trappers in New Mexico and we very Meadow city. Mrs. Moss and her youngColo., June 26 to July 2, 1902.
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
much doubt if any one can show a bet- er son, the latter who is in bad health,
of $18.85 for round trip. Tickter record than Joe's for the past two may remain here several months if etsRate
on sale June 24. Return limit July
years, covering the time he has resided they find the al'itude not too great.
Mrs. Simon Bacharrach returned 5, 1902.
on the Middle Ponil. During this time
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
Joe has killed twenty-onbears and this afternoon from a month's visit in
STEVE L ALL ING, Prop.
eight mountain lions. Joe has a large Santa Fe.
Henry Goke went up to aRton this Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado.
silver-tibear spotted, which he says,
W handle tie finest line of Liquor'
Denver, $25.15, round trip; Colorado
Judging by his tracks must be larger afternoon.
Ail patrons and fries J
Col. R. G. Head add son returned Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo, and Cigars.
than a cow. This bear Joe has vowed
$20.15, round trip.
Tickets on sale
to capture so of course we know that this afternoon from their visit to Ari- June 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final cordially Invited to visit the Iceberg.
109-11bear's name in mud. Within a reason- zona.
Fiouth 3cond street
Charles Brown is a new wiper at the return limit October 31, 1902.
able length of time we expect to see
round
house.
silver-tihide
the
in Raton.
of that
Miss Blanche Shepherd left this afReporter.
ternoon for Topeka, Kas.
Dot Jer In
M. E. Porter, of Albuquerque, Is in
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES theR.city.
E. Tuttle leaves tonight for Dem-Ing- ,
In all Iti atagea.
Allen's Foot Ease, a powder, It cures
where he will be cashier in the
Ely's Cream Balm
painful, smarting, nervous feet and in- Harvey house.
growing nails, and instantly takes the
cleanaea, aoothea and heala
New Mexico Ranges Good.
sting out of corns and bunions. It's the
AVENUE,
206 WEST RAILROAD
the diwaard membrane.
S.
Van
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Slyck.
H.
live stock agent of It curia catarrh aud drive
n. M.
Allen's Foot Ease makes tight or new the Santa Fe. came in yesterday from away a eoid in tU bead
shoes feel easy. It Is a certain cure a visit to points in New Mexico. Mr. quickly.
for sweating, callous and hot. tired, Slyck said that the localized rains Uat
Cream Ilalm It placed Into th noatriU.apreada
aching feet. Try it today. Sold by all have been falling in the southern and over the neoibrane and U ahaorbed. Itehet la imFIRE INSURANCE
drug stores and shoe stores. Don't northern sections of the territory for
doe
accept any substitute. By mail for 25e the past few weeks, have caused the mediate and a cure follow. It not drjing DrugSecretary Mutual Buildlnf tssoclaticn
ranges to be a "tea of green." Wher- not produce iDMzing. Large Size, 50 eeuta at
In stamps. Trial package free
Ac"
Office rt J. w. uaidndge't Lknter
dress Allen 6. Olms'.ead, Le Roy, N. i ever the rain has fallen the ranges are gist or by nail ; Trial Si, te acuta.
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the most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
king of all cough cures." Cures coughs
bition of 1876 and this Is the first meet- and colds In a day 25 cents. Your
ing to be held In Boston In twenty-thre- money back If dissatisfied. Write for
years. Of the 1.075 members of free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
the society a majority have arrived Buffalo N. Y. J. H. ORielly & Co., and
in the city and will spend tomorrow B. H. Briggs & Co.
as guests of the local libraries and various literary societies. The business shal Weidner this afternoon killed 'a
sessions begin Monday at Magnolia dog on Palace avenue who attempted
and will last four days. The program to bite Mrs. Forest McKlnley. The city
provides for addresses by Invited should provide a pound for dogs on
speakers, papers on technical problems whom no tax has been paid. New
end informal discussions of various Mexican.
phases of library work.
WILL CELEBRATE PEACE.
GARRETT IN WALLACE'S BOOK.
Religious Services Wi.. Be Held at Ottawa Tomorrow.
Author of "Ben Hur" Is Writing Story
Ottawa,' Ontario, June 14. The capiof "Billy the Kid."
alace, the author of tal of the dominion has arranged to
General Lew
"Ben Hur," the greater part of which properly observe the declaration of
was written at Santa Fe, Is writing a peace between Great Britain and ue
book about "Billy the Kid," who was Boers with religious and other exerkilled by Pat Garrett when the general cises to be held tomorrow. There will
was governor of the territory of New be a garrison parade and the members
Mexico. Many hackneyed and erron- of the local corps will attend devlne
eous stories have been written of Billy, services In Christ Church cathedral,
but at last the worst bad man that ever where the rector, Rev. Henrv Kittoon,
Infested the southwestern border Is will preach the sermon.
to have a chronicler and biographer
Great is San Juan County.
of reputation. General Wallace Is wrltA country that can give sunshine
from the standpoint of a participant
weather on January 1,
during ihe stirring days of Billy's act- and
and frost and thin Ice on June 1, withivity in New Mexico.
out injury to crops, is all right: and
that Is what this county did this year.
PLACES OF WORSHIP.
Farmlngton Times.
Lead Avenue Methodist church, corTalk about fruit crops San Juair
ner Lead avenue and Third street, county will produce one this year. AcC. T. Bunker, pastor Sunday school cording to present signs, there will be
at 9:45; preaching at 11 a. m. and 8 p. fruit to sell, to eat, to can. to preserve,
m.; Epworth league at 7 p. m. The to feed to the elder mills and stills, and
young men's class in Sunday school even unto the fat and saucy swine. It
extends a cordial invitation to all just naturally prows, as Jake Rosr

of Yesterday's Contests.

National Leasue.
At Brooklyn
4
St. Louis
Brooklyn
3
Batteries: J. ONeil and M. ONeil;
Kitson. Donovan and Ahearn.
At Philadelphia

Philadelphia

4

Chicago

0

Batteries: White and Dooin;
lor and Chance.

Tay-

'

At New York

Cincinnati

7

New York

5

Batteries: Hahn and Bergen; Sparks,
Matthewson and Bowerman.
At Boston
Boston-Pittsbur-

game postponed on

g

account of wet grounds.

American League.

At St. Louis
1
St. Louis
11
Washington
Batteries: Donahue and Maloney;
Orth and Clake.

At Chicago
Chicago

Detroit-Det-

0
4

McGuire;

At Cleveland
Cleveland

4

6
Philadelphia
Batteries: Joss and Wood; Mitchell
and Schreck.
Western League.
At Peoria
2
Peoria
4
St. Joseph
Schafstall and Hayes;
Batteries:
Garvin and Roth.
At Denver
10
Denver
3
Colorado Springs
Batteries: McCloskey and MeCon-nell- ;
Newmeyer and Baerwold.

young men.
St. John s Episcopal church Holy
communion at 7 a. m.; Sunday school
at 10 a. m.; at 11 a. m., morning prayer
and sermon on the Apocalypse, "The
Lamb on Mount Lion;" Mr. Renlson
now resumes his course of sermons on
this mysterious book. At 9 p. m., evening prayer and lecture on the Bible,
subject. "The Bible, What Is It?"
.Highland Methodist church. South
Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sunday school at 10 a. m.; Epworth league
at 7 p. m.; preaching at li a. ni. and 8
At Milwaukee
p. m. Morning subject, "How we may
The Kansas City club failed to ar- know whether or not we are Chrisrive today, being delayed on account tians." Evening subject. "Weighed
of wreck, and today's game with Mi- and Wanting." A cordial welcome to
lwaukee was postponed.
one and all. The chorus choir will
sing.
American Association.
Congregational and Baptist churches
'lanapolls
in
Sunday school in each church at
8
Indianapolis
5 9:45 a. m. Union services, conducted
Toledo
by Mr. Marsh, at Congregational
At Louisville-Louis- ville
p. m. Y. P. S.
5 church at 11 a. m. and 8
C. E. at 7 p. m. All are cordially invit2
Columbus
ed to attend these services.
A. Milwaukee
Presbyterian church, Silver avenue
5
Milwaukee
4 and Fifth streets, T. C. Beattle, pastor
Minneapolis . .
Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p.m.; Sunday school at 9:50 a. m.; Y. P. S. C. E.
Titus Will Row.
All are cordially invitNew York. June" 14. Among the pas- at 7:15 p. m.
sengers bound for Europe today was ed.
Beginning tomorrow there will be
C. S. Titus, the well known oarsman,
who will be the only oarsman from every Sunday an early mass at 5:30
the United States In the approaching at the church of the Immaculate ConHenley regatta. He will be a contest- ception for the convenience of those
who desire to spend the Sunday In the
ant for tne Diamond Sculls.

mountains.

Nuremberg Celebration.
Berlin. June 14. Emperor William,
accompanied by a numerous suite, went
to Nuremberg today to take part In the
celebration of the Germanic museum. While in Nuremberg
the emperor will Inspect the casts being made of the great altar piece and
the famous founders' statues In the
church of St. Sebaldus. which are to
be presented to the Germanic museum
at Harvard university.
Librarians Gathering.
Boston, Mass., June 14. Representative librarians are gathering from all
parts of the United States and Canada
for the annual convention of the American Library association. The society
v. as organized at the centennial exhisemi-centenni-

-

Notre Dame Commencement.
South Benu, Ind., June 14. This

year's commencement exercises at Notre Dame university promise to be the
most notable in the great Catholic institution of learning. The program will
baccalaureate sermon, to be delivered
by the Rev. E. J. McLaughlin, of Clinton, Iowa. The graduation exercises
will be held Wednesday of the coming
week, the two days preceding being
devoted to general examinations.

Lot 3
A

.

There are cheap ra!:irr-
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made tioni a!ui:i,
their aMriivjeiu ;.i.d i
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dan-rcruu-
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You will

certainly appreciate at sight this
line of Umbrella Skirts with
deep embroidery and cambric
dust ruffles. Gowns in an endless variety. loth long and short
sleeves. Skirts, both short and
long styles. Drawers and Corset
Covers most beautifully tucked
and trimmed with lace and em-

Combination Sale of Children

Underwear Skirts. Drawers
Knit Shirts, etc.; Price. 10c.

Lot 00
Consists of Ladies' Corset Cov
ers. Chemise. Drawers, etc.
Price, lac.

Special, 75c.

broidery.

Lot 4

Lot 0

At

Combination sale of Ladles'
Gowns, Shiits. Chemise, Drawers and Corset Covers; all sizes
and styles, some plain tucked,
others hemstitched, and others
embroidery trimmed; only 25c.

Lot
At 3i

cents

L t 5

1

v

certs

Extra special
Corset Covers,
Skirts. Chemise, Short Skirts, Gowns,
and Marguerites; beautifully trimmed,
embroidery
Insertions, reveres and
high r.cck: n'l sizes and styles, full
length and width. You always did and
will again pay T5c to others; choice
39-ce-

for

i8

Negligee,
Decolete.
Empire, V. high, round and bishop effects; umbrella. rlhton and
lace trimmed Drawers, Umbrella
Skirts and endless variety of
Marguerite Chemise and Corset
Covers, most beautifully trimmed. These are matchless In
price, for quality and
Gowns

At 25 cents

magnificent assortment to select from Gowns, Skirts, Chemise and
Corset Covers, Laces, Ribbons and Embroidery artistically applied, new, effectively executed. Each garment is
Price, $1.25.
made most beautifully.
A most

Lot

C!H

Lot 2

rB

At 75 cents

MS
fill! k

Lace and Embroidered Gowns,
Chemise, Drawers, Marguer-

ites, Corset Covers, long and short
skirts; all nicely trimmed with laces
and embroidery. These you will never
duplicate at the lowness of our price,
only 49c.

Consists of the Latest French Novelties, made of Lawn, Cambric and
Mull. Each garment perfect in sewing, width and length. Price, $1.59.

Lot 7 and 8
Consists of Exact Copies of the
French Underwear, in Corset Covers,
Drawers, Marguerites and Petticoats.
We also include in Lot 8, about
dozen Silk Petticoats, our regular $5.00
value, at $2.50.

WE HAVE NOT FORGOTTEN THE EXTRA STOUT PEOPLE. WE HAVE DOUBLE WIDTH CHEM-IS75c.
EXTRA WIDE SHORT
AND DRAWERS AT 49c UPWARD.
EXTRA WIDE GOWNS AT
GOWNS AT 75c UPWARD FOR STOUTS.

E

THE ECONOMIS1

THE ECONOMI81

THE ECONOMIST

Subscribe for The Citizen.

Learn-ar-

Boys' & Youths' Clothing

In

At Your Own Figure

IT WILL BE TIME WELL INVESTED TO READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSEN WALD BROS.

Statehood cigars, two
o
We sell more shoes
stores combined. You
son. Leon B. Stern.
o
Demlng, the coming
Mexico.

for 25 cents,
than all other
know the rea-

Now is Your Chance to Buy Cheap

city of New

AT

,

Deming is the great mining itinter

of the southweu
Demlng will be the great smelter
center. Two large plants will be In-

stalled within the year.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
tfCARANTEED SILK GLOVES, no
CENTS PER PAIR. ROSENWALD

MANDELL & GRINSFELD,

(-

,

-

very special lot.

o

Royal Baking Powder
the greatest of time and labor savcTS to th ;
pastry cook. Besides, it econom:. ::
Hour, butter and eggs, and, beet
all, makes the food more digestibi.-anhealthful.

OWDe

Lot 000.

Demtng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.

is

BAKING

For Life.
Lewis, the Indian, who killed Marshal Pete, chief of the Verde valley
Apache Mohave Indians, some time
since, and who last week pleaded
guilty to a charge of murder, was this
morning sentenced to the penitentiary
for life. The killing was the outcome
of a game of cards, in which four Indians were engaged, and Lewis war
the loser. Prescott Courier.
Bond Proposition Voted Down.
The proposition to issue bonds to the
amount of $8,000 for an additional
school building at Alamogordo, Otero
county, was recently defeated. The
large increase of children of school age
In that town has made It very necessary to provide proper facilities for the
children, and in the present buildings.
It Is impossible to care for them

l

MISREP-RESENTATION-

o

BAKING

AL

Delivered to Penitentiary.
Sheriff Alfredo Gonzales and Deputy
Ialdro Anaya, the present probate
clerk of Lincoln county. New Mexico,
delivered Damaclo Griego to the peni
tentiary at Santa Fe yesterday, sen
tenced to one year for the larceny of
a horse. Griego Is the man who. some
weeks ago, after being sentenced, at
tempted to commit suicide by drinking
concentrated lye. He Is still In a very
weak condition but will recover.

lieralng has increased 50 per cent.
population in four years.

ROYAL
POWDER

K0

OUR SPECIAL SALE OF LADIES', MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S MUSLIN UNDERWEAR STARTS
TODAY. ALBUQUERQUE LADIES DO NOT QUESTION THE ECONOMY OFFERED IN OUR
JUNE SALE. THEY KNOW FROM SEVERAL SEASON'S OF OBSERVING AND TESTING THAT THE
SAVING IS HERE FOR THEM JUST AS ADVERTISED.
THAT IS THE SOLE BASIS OF ITS POPULARITY, AND SUCH HIGH STANDING IN THE MINDS
OF THE PEOPLE IS VALUABLE TO US TOO VALUABLE TO TRIFLE WITH BY MAKING
EVERY ARTICLE IN THE UNDERWEAR STOCK IS INCLUDED AND DIVIDED
INTO LOTS AS FOLLOWS:
IN

ser-

Q

unfailingly made with

addresi.

apolis delivers the baccalaureate

mon tomorrow, and other men of note
who are to be heard during the week
are Dr. Jenkin Lloyd Jcne3, of Chicago,
and Professor Ihomas H. MacBrlde,
of the University of Iowa.

It will pay you to see Hall &
before purchasing a piano.

arc more easily, speedily,

full

Our Great June sole of Muslin underwear

o

Deliciovis Pastry

patron.

South Dakota Commencement.
Vermillion, S. D., June 14. Commencement week at South Dakota university was Inaugurated today with a
reunion of alumni In East hall. The
program for the week is the most interesting ever arranged by the university. Rev. W. W. Dawley, of Minne-

VELVET RIBBONS. VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIBBONS. ROSEN-WALBROS.

read, Cake

free to every

Aztec Index.

-

w holesome

ceipts

says.

Keep Cooll
Dogs at Santa Fe.
Wear the right kind of a hat. Get a
There is much complaint about va- ifo
nr n lVfnrh rhin
etraw n
grant dogs on the streets and the
vp. We hnve. nlen- Plaza. The city ought to collect a dog tinliliv nnil Inpvuonnf
tax and compel all dogs that run ty of them. Simon Stern, the Railroad
around loose to be muzzled. City Mar- Avenue Clothier.
Have vou seen that blue enaiflelei.
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardware company's store. It Is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in A'juquerque.

Light, Sweet

The 'Roy.'! Haker ami Pastrycook " over 8oo prac'.iral
jind valuable rooking re-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything in the

Shoes,

Dry Goods Line.
Agents for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day as Received.

shirt-sleev- e

roit

Baltimore
Miller and
Batteries:
Shields and Robinson.

No

-

9
0

Boston
Piatt and McFarland;
Batteries:
Dinneen. Prentice and Criger.
At

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

e

The Result

5

BROS.

Demlng has

Until the first of August on account of dissolution of the firm.

o

just been Incorporated.

CORSETS ON SALE" AT AN UN-HEARD OF 'FIGURE.
ROSENWALD
PROS.

Boys' long pants suits

"S $1g;g

$7.75
6.25

?.r

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD UROS.
o

Keep Coot I
Wear the riht kind of underwear
such as we sell for 50c and $100 por
suit. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
he market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
avenue.
o
Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o
Keep your eye oa Demlo.

Boys Linen 3 piece
Suits.

All $2.25 and $2.50 suits for. . .$1.25 All $8.00 for
25c
All Linen Pants 35c for
All $11.00 for

Children's Blouse

Suits
SAU
rsTSB

JJ.&O

now

z.zs

$3.00

now,

$3.50

Boy's 3 piece Suits

Youth's Clothing

aii

$13.00 for

$6.75
$8.75

All $3.00 and $5 50 now
$3.75
All $3.75. $1.0u and $1 .25 now. .$3.00
AU ,5 50i ,6 00 and s 50 now $4 50

Boy's 2 piece Suits

$9.75

All $15.00 for

110 7s

A"

All $17.00 for

$12.50

AU$5.00 and $3 50 now

All

3

00

$4 00

and
and $i

3-

-5

now

50 now

2.25
$3.00
$4.00
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c

name, as theic was not a mark about
him to indicate who he was. His home
is presumed to be either In Seattle or
in Illinois.

PER DIEM SYSTEM.

QUEENSWARE.
J,

'

The Santa Fe Road Vill Soon Fdft'it

,A ...i; ..ii

CALL AND SEE OUp

LAMPS
HArwPAINTED CHINA
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDImN POITCRY,
MEXICAN HATS.

J.

SOME IMPORTANT

PICTURt,
CUT GLASS,

CHAMBtR SETS,
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,

JARDINIERES,
...

,21

J

fi 13X3

'
w'
WEST RAILROAD AVE

A. B. McGaffey & Co.
216

,

'

''

CXXOOOCOOOOOOOOOO

BORRSDSILEj& CO.
Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

i

Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs,
New and Second
Household Goods

Iron Beds All Sizes- '

-

$3.00

Up-Household

Goods on
Easy Payments.

117

Gold Avenue

House Furnishings,

A

Albuquerque N. M.
New

iSSod..

Just Demand

I

(I (IB

Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

Flesher&Rosenwald
MAKERS

5

DO YOU

RULES.

Superintendent C. W. Kouns, of the
transportation department of the Santa
Fe, is now engaged in solving the prol
lem of per diem in practice, says the
Topeka State Journal.
Per diem in theory has been talked
of for years, and written about for
months In the newspapers. Finally,
at the meeting of the American
association at New York on April
24, the plan was officially adopted and
wili go into actual operation on July l.
An elaborate code of rules was drawn
up, and a committee was appointed to
sit in arbitration on disputed points of
interpretation.
Since then, the superintendents of
transportation have been busy explaining to the minor officials, and the
minor officials to the clerks, how to
use the per diem system of collecting
for the use of freight cars by other

lines.
When asked as to the effect which
the change in system would have on
the work in his department, Mr. Kouns
said :
"Of course the per diem system will
have the effect of changing to some extent our methods of keeping books, but
I do not expect that any very material
difference will be made. The object of
the rules is to secure the prompt return of freight cars.
At present
the amount received from freight cars
while in use on other lines Is only, on
an average of from 15 to 18 cents a
day. Under the per diem rules, the
amount is 2D cents per day. Now the
roAds cnarge by the mileage made by
the car, and it is easy to have a great
deal of equipment tied up with grain
waiting for transfer, and the road owning the cars gets nothing for the cars
while so In use. The amount we receive from mileage on freight cars does
not pay the cost of repairs. It would
be Impossible to enter Into a detailed
explanation of the per diem system.
It requires study to master it In its de-

tails."
These are some of the new rules of
per diem charge which are of especial
importance. One is on the list as No.
5. It is as follows:
"An arbitrary amount for each car
in switching service may lie reclaimed
by the switching line from the road for
which the service was performed. This
amount shall be based upon the average number of days actually required,
and determined by the roads directly
interested tor each local territory."
This rule will prove of benefit to the
Kansas City Belt, which Is a switching
road, and which is owned by the Santa

There Is another important rule to
prevent a road from stealing equipment during the rush of the season,
and using some other road's cars for
its own freight. The rule Is as follows:
"In case a road delivers an empty
freight car without the consent of, the
owner, to a road which does not pay
per diem, or If a road permits the leading or reconsignlng of a foreign' car
without the consent, of the owner to
such a road, it shall be responsible to
the owner for the payment of an
amount equal to the per diem accruing
on the car while on such road.
"When a road refutes or fails to
promptly receive from a connection
cars upon which It has laid no enlar-go- ,
it shall be responsible to the connection for the per diom on cars so
held ior delivery, including the per
diem on the home car of such connection. If such refusal or failure to
shall continue for more than
three days, the delinquent line shall
thereafter in addition lie responsible
for the per diem on all cars in transit
which are thus held back for delivery,
it shall be the duty of a road intending
to reclaim such per diem allowed to
notify the delinquent line dally of the
number of cars so held by it."
The rule provides lor a syst m of
by whicu the location of cars can
be ascertained, and the amount per
ie-cei-

diem can be figured out.
The new rules will be of especial
benefit to the Santa Fe because the
Santa Fe is rather short on freight car
equipment. The Santa Fe now has
about Sfi.nitii freight cars in service.

KNOW YOU CAN HAVE A

i

There are about

1,500 Oho

freight cars

owned by members of the American
Railway association, and the gross
amount of exchange rate under the
new per diem plan would be .kmi,ooo
It is
a day if all were affected.
that about M per cent of the
freight cars remain on their home
roads.
A

SAD DEATH.

Complications
Arose in the Case of
Mrs. Henry Kaeufer.
Last rening at ti o'clock Mrs. Henry
F. Kaeufer died at St. Joseph's sanitarium. She went there but a lew days
ago to uudergo an operation for tumor
2
and three were removed. She rallied
well nut complications anise which
X
JUST CALL ON U S AND SEE HOW VERY LOW PRICES WE
caused her death last evening.
Mrs. Kaeufer had lived here for sevHAVE AND ON WHA EASY TERMS YOU CAN BUY.
enteen years and was well known, havALBUQUERQUE, X ing a host of friends. Her maiden name
was .Minnie Mueller and she was first
0 married to Jacob
IEW MEXICO.
Toept'er. It was fourteen months ago she and Mr. Kaeufer
were married.
No children survive
her.
Til1 funeral services will be held at
Fe
7.:io this evening in the chapel ot o.
W. Strong & Sons' undertaking
Dealer in
and will lie conducted l,y
ORCHESTRA.
Itcv. Robert Renison, of St. John's
Kpiseopal church. All friends are inMr. Daniel Gelb, clarionctt.
vited. Tomorrow morning the body
Mr. George Craig, piano.
Repairing done promptly and by will lie shipped to Mrs. Kaeufer's old
Mr. Chas. Need ham, cornet.
home at Mascoutah, III., and it will be
William P. Cook, trombone.
skilled workmen.
accompanied by Mr. Kaeufer and Mrs.
Frank Filler violin.
325 South Second Street.
Earnest Toepler.
Are prepared to furnish music for
Mr. Kaeufer is in the blacksmith deAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
balls, parties, etc. Satisfaction guarpartment of J. Korber & Co.. and both
anteed and music the latest. Address
BADARACCOS SUMMER GARDEN lie and his wife were well known and
FRANK FULLER,
popular. A host of friends will mourn
317 South Fourth street, teacher of
and sympathize with him.
violin, cornet, drums and all brass InJust North of the City Limits.
Mr. Kaeufer requests The Citizen to
struments.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and Ice extend his thanks for the sympathy exWe make the test door and window
to him and to the sisters at the
bottled beer. Ball and concert tended
screens. They are far superior to any cold
every
evening, and concert sanitarium.
Saturday
made in the east at the same price.
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
Wesley Gregory Dead.
free to visitors. Lunches served. GarT. Telephone No. 463.
We sley Gregory, a man of aUmt 38
swings
trees.
nice
shade
and
den
has
o
Everybody invited and good order pre- years of age, died last night of conLet us Cgur on your plumbing.
sumption at his rooms on Copper aveserved.
hardware company.
nue. Nothing is known of 1iim and it
o
Ruppe's drug s'.ore open ah night, was not until noon today that Underevery night
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
taker Edwards was able to learn his

BUGGY AND HARNESS

J.

Korber

& Co.,

oooooco

Santa

Pacific Shops'

r

ooooo

S. MICHAEL,

estal-lishmen-

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

gray mare, branded C. D. and O.
K. will be sold at the city hall Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock.
THOS. McMILLIN.
City Marshall.
A lunch, fit for royalty, will be
served by Quickel & Bothe at Zeiger's
Cafe tonight. Everything eatable free.

t.

A

summer kindergarten and

primary-schoo-l

will be held by Miss Newell at
228 North Walter street, beginning
June 16. Call and see Miss Newell for

terms.

free lunch at the White
phant resort tonight.
A fine

Ele-

Trunks; when you need a good stylish well constructed trunk, with all
the modern improvements, come to the
Golden Rule Dry Goods Company for
it. We will save you money on its
cost. Come In and see-the.
o
Keep Cool!
Wear a flannel coat and pants don't
need any vest; nice stylish flannel
goods, only 65c. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
everybody to attend the grand free
lunch at the Metropolitan tonight.
Bring In your tinware and have It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company.

lunch

tonight.

Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases,, te lescopes, largest variety in
city to select trom. Golden Rule

Dry-Good-s

Company.

Demlng

system.

,

'..,--

.

.

"news

IN ADVERTISING TT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR READERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNO. IT IS NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING. FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY Ai' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURINQ THE NEXT

WEEK.

'3

Zeiger's Cafe free
Everybody invited.

....

INTERESTING

A

y

estl-mnte- d

I

,",'n.

0

Fe.

For Recognition

S

at the White Elephant,

a fine free lunch will' be nerved, to
which everybody cordially invited to
partake. The White Elephant is one
of the city's nicest resorts.

7'.'

Kail-wa-

W. M ALETTE,

OPEN EVENINGS.

ThiB evening,

14 1902

City Pound Sale.

INDIAN BLANKETS,
CARVING SET8,

Successor to

in Operation.

.

JUNE

baa a magnificent

school

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
one we offer while they last, your choice of any suit In the house for
$12.50

This includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we bsk is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists,
they sell for $1.25; sale price
85c
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale
price
50c
f
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price
$3.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; sale price
$2.50
"Gusher" WThite Lawn Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price. ... .$2.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.50; sale price .......85c
WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
OF
RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH WILL BE SOLD AT
..
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELFToF
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.
.

R05ENWALD BROS.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note?
All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Six room house with outhouse and barn: rent $10 a month.
Henry Erieks. 1400 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Airy, comfortable rooms
at Casa de Oro, with board. Call at
613 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Large furnished rooms,
over pcstofflce; $10 a month; coolest
in the city.
FOR RENT Front furnished room.
Mrs. H. C. Orear, 114 North Walter

,

0. W.

4. t
unaenaKers anaJ cmpaimers
I

1

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai '
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

Both 'Phones in Our Office

RENT Large cool rooms for
light housekeeping. 524 West Railroad avenue. Rent reasonable.

A forty acre ranch near
railroad: 20 acres in fruit trees and
vines; 400 shade and ornamental
trees; good pure water from a sixty
foot well; good adobe residence and
outhouses. For particulars Inquire

WANTED.
WANTED A dining room girl at once
at :i'i:i South First street, Mrs. Mey.

ers' restaurant.

WANTED
Trustworthy person in
each county to manage business, old
established house, solid financial
standing; straight bona fide weeKly
cash salary $18 paid by check each
Wednesday, with all expenses direct
from headquarters; money advanced
for expenses. Manager, 379 Claxton
Building. Chicago
16, 21 23.
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FOR SALE

M.

avi

v.

are what most people wantj and they
always get them at Farr's meat mar-

FOR 8ALE.

Lee, Albuquerque. N.

9(11-9-

Choice Cuts
"

street.

sary machinery and appliances to
make plant complete and up to date.
Everything practically new in operation less than thirty days. This
will be sold at a great bargain for
only a fraction of its cost. For further information, address, John A.

H

1

FOR

at The Citizen office.
FOR SALE A nice grocery business;
centrally located. Address Box 52.
Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR SALE Great Danes, two dogs
and four bitches, pups. R. McMillan,
Socorro, N. M.
FOR SALE Household goods.
520
South Arno.
FOR SALE Kindling, 400 pounds for
$1; cord wood, one cord, $4.50. Qall
on or address G. Iilbera, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE An old established mercantile business and a fine fruit
farm, worth $10,000. Will sell foi
$ii.0(M.
Address postmaster, Rincon
ada. N. M.
FOR SALE Several bea'-tiiu- l
homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
No trouble to show property. See
Jno. W. McQuade.
SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Complete smelting plant at Chloride, N.
M , consisting of water Jacket stack,
100 ton daily capacity;
power boiler and engine and all neces-

)

STRONG & SONS,

ket. It is no trouble for us, because we
always have the stock. The very finest

selected beef, lamb, mutton, veal, pork
and poultry, and our prices won't hinder you from buying.

Wm. Farr,
o

Brockmeier & Cox,

to
to

to
to
to

&

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS
n8 Gold Avenue.

to
to

BUILDERS' HARDWARE,

to
OOCOOOOOCXDOOOOOCX

George B. Williams,
DRUGGIST.

117

West Railroad Avenue

Twenty years experience in prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians generally.
Automatic 'Phone 458, Col. 'Phone 63.

28. 30.

Immediately a girl as a
Apply Commercial hotel'
WANTED Two men to room and
board, also two large cool rooms for
light housekeeping.
Mrs. H. E.
Rutherford, 113 lion avenue, in the
same block of the Congregational
church.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Call at 710 East Railroad
avenue.
WANTED Five young men from Bernalillo county at once to prepare for
positions in the government service.
Apply to Inter-StatCorres. Inst.,
Cedar Rapids, la.
WANTED To buy or rent a second
hand fire proof safe. Address M,
WANTED

Waitress.

E. J.

POST & CO.

C. F. MYERS

and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

,

HARDWARE.
Automatic

Refrigerators

e

this

office.

Agents, town and countv
work: cash weekly. International
nurseries. No. 4570 Gray street, Denver, Colo.

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS.
CASH PAID for distributing samples.
Send stamp. American Distributer,
Kansas City, Mo.

g

White Mountain

Freezers
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks,
Ice Chisles.
Best Grades of Garden Hose
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ITEMS FROM KENNEDY.

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Work Progressing Digging Holes for.
poles Albuquerque Visitors
r
Expected.
.
Special Correspondence.
Kennedy. N. M.; June 11. Thl is
the largest camp on' the new liae.
About 350 men are at work here.
The pile driver Is driving piling on
the bridge north of the camp.
Several miles of grade are completed.
Frank Miller, rock cut boss, was seriously Injured while tamping dynamite. A premature explosion occur.

'A-

i

Builders' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

14, 1902

ACKER'S
DYSPEPSIA. TABLETS

cure dyspepsia, ana all disorders arising trom indigestion. Endorsed by
?
every where. Sold by all druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial 3
package free by writing to TO 11. Hooker & Co., Huffalo, N. Y. J. H. O Rielly
ft CO., and 11. H. Brlggs ft Co.
phy-slcla-

REAL ESTATE SALES.
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305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

The E. C. Weldner Property on South
Second Street Purchased by ,
red, tearing his right arm into shreds.
HERDERS
WALL
Emil Mann.
His eyes were also damaged. He was
Yesterday afternoon. The Citizen
sent to the hospital at Santa Fe.
WEDQE
H1NERS
mentioned the news that Mr. and Mrs.
Plenty of rain the past few days.
Men digging holes for telegraph A. J. Maloy had sold two ot their four
company nave covered seventy miles lots on South First street, corner of
AND WAGON COVERS.
May enhance or lessen the'
Silver avenue, to Bachechi & Gioml;
of ground.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
beauty of a room. Those rich
Thirty of the boys from the Indian consideration, $8,000.
'
Today The Citizen chronicles the
patterns, produced In many but
school at Santa Fe arrived here tne
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
news that the E. C. Weldner property
other day to work on the grade.
delicately harmonized colorings,
on
South
Second street, between Gold
T.e engineer's force were surveying
those real works of art for the
the new crossing at Oalisteo this morn- and Silver avenues, has been purchasfloor, shown in our display of
ed by Emil Mann, of the Mann Sading.
J. C. Mason, of Albuquerque, has dlery company; consideration, $7,000.
the best productions of the year,
started a oarber shop in camp No. 1. The measurements of the goound Is
are the wondes of all who see
33x100 feet, and upon It are two small
It is rumored that Col. Dan
them. These patterns come in
Manufacturers of
with a party of Albuquerque houses occupied respectively by M. C.
every material, at prices that
railroad builders and capitafcts, Is ex- Nettleton. Adolph Fleischer and Sam
pected here Saturday. If they come Kee. The present tenants will not be
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
are easy grounders.
the brass band of camp No. 1 will at- disturbed for the time being, although
Ingrain carpets, 25 cents per
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
tempt to entertain the visitors with It Is Mr. Mann's Intention before many
yard and upwards.
months to erect on the ground a handing and Mill Work of all kinds to orsome choice music.
some two story brick building.
Brussels carpets, 60 cents per
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.
yard and upwards.
i
DELIGHTFUL RECITAL,
m-Velvet carpets, 90 cents per
ON A CYCLE TRACK.
r
yard and upwards.
Pupils of Miss Morehead Gave a Clevby
Bicycle
Riding
Sensational
Fred
er Recital.
Slater Was Going Thirty
90rmnmrmnmnmnmrmomomomo
The pupils of tne elocution class of
Miles an Hour.
Miss Georgia Morehead gave a most
enjoyable recital last night at Colombo
A pretty hit of trick bicycle riding
tall. It was in the form of "The Only was seen this afternoon in Howe's
ESTABLISHED 1878
OLD RELIABLE"
Young Man in Town," a clever farce Great Lomlan Shows. Fred Slater, a
partici
comedy
scenes.
The
in
ten
family
of
member
famous
of
that
De
m
Important
the
factor
Is a most
pants showed careful training and un- catur, 111., whose riding has become
jewelry worn, and best results are
Ralph world famous, was the rider of tnis
usual ability was displayed.
obtained from artistic designs and
Tascher, as "Mr. Brown," was excel- most difficult piece of trick riding.
lent, while the literary lady. Miss Frantasteful settings. Our rings, broochThe cycle whirl was ridden on a cir
ces Borders, and Misses Hattie Kunz. cular track shaped like a huge soup
es, pins, etc.. are of tbat high art
Bertha Baughart, Lillian Spitz, Mildred bowl. Eighteen feet In diameter at the
and quality found only In jewelry of
r
Fox, daisy Huntzinger and Mary
top and the sides but five feet high, be
the finest make.
formed a combination of attractive ing Inclined at an angle of 68 degrees.
young women who led "Mr. Brown"
Carries th Largvct
Master r red then rode around a pic
Flour, Grain
ad noet Eitcndv
into many unusual and very amusing ket fence slanted at an angle of 70
Stock ol
situations.
and Provisions.
JEWELER.
Staple
Groceries
Not only was the farce good but It
The rider is a young fellow about 18
toyed southwoot.
Car lot (Mclaltjr.
was interspersed 'by drill movements years of age, but he is a hurricane on a
Watch Inspector A., T. & S. F.
by physical culture class, a reading by wheel.
.and S. F. P. Railroads.
Miss Mary Telfer, a pretty song by
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
The other features of the show were
Ray Farr and Irene Borders and a all right, and another big crowd will
charming pantomime, Tennyson's "Lo- no doubt be in attendance tonlufit.
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
tos Eaters" in which Myra Pollard
was the central figure.
Open Air Service.
There will be people's open air serv
It was a delightful evening and a
large audience enjoyed the recital.
ices held at the corner of Second street
and Lead avenue, tomorrow afternoon
at 3:30.
WANTED-FA- T
MEN.
Opening hymns.
Prayer.
As Jury to Trv the Next Case Against
Hymn.
Charles Zeiger, if There is
Reading of Scripture.
a Next.
Sermon by Rev. T. C. Beattie
U. S. DEPOSITORY
"The next time I have a case in
Orders from the outside solicited and
Hymn.
court," said Chas. Zeiger, proprietor
for
Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To- - 3
the
Depository
Remarks.
of the Zeigtr hotel yesterday. "I want
promptly attended to.
Prayer and benediction.
a jury or rat men to try me. i ne
peka
Santa Fe Railway Companies.
and
All welcome.
five jurors who found me guilty of
Organist: Miss Bralthwaite.
206 West Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque, N. M.
violating the law because I served
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
'
wine and beer in my dining rooms
$200,000.00
profits
and
Surplus
Off
Capital,
Kennedy.
up
Paid
for
Sunday would not weigh more than
Mayor ' C. F. Myers, Major Ernest
AND DIRECTORS:
30(1 pounds
OFFICERS
all together.
It was a Meyers,, T). A.,
and G. F.
lightweight crowd and you know that Albrigiii, four Macpherson
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi- of a large party who
dyspeptic:generally
are
men
thin
.
agreed''yesterday
had
to
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
their livers are out of whack and visit Kennedyj left this afternoon
morning
for
- A B. McMillan.
Raynolds,
generally
they are sour on the world
II. F.
on the line of the proposed
says that most thin that camp
Ed. Kneezell
Fe Central railway. They will
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
men live on misery as a steady diet Santa
Kennedy today, Senators Anmeet
and have their hammers out when drews, at Kennedy and others,
who left
ever they see a fat, ,lly fallow who Santa Fe yesterday and should
be at
ou
appears to be enjoying lire.
camp today. The Albuquerque del!
never saw a fat man who was a the
city tonight.
crank ami wanted to reform his neigh egation will return to the
bors. The fat man is always good naOwing to our limited floor space and
tured; his liver is in good condition our large stock of pianos, we propose,
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
and he likes to see people enjoy them during the coming week, to offer exselves because he himself finds life ceptional Inducements to prospective
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
pleasant. Yes sir, I'm going to have piano purchasers. Hall & Learnard.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
a Jury of fat men try me if I ever again
o
need a jury.
El Paso limes.
The boarding house of Mrs. I. R.
ShecKles, which was damaged by fire
some weeks since, has been rebuilt
GAME WARDEN SMITH.
and the house refurnished throughout.
"Billy," the Terror of Lawbreakers In It is now ono of the most attractive
boarding places in the city.
Mrs.
New Mexico, Spends a Day in
Sheckles will receive boarders after
El Paso.
"Billy" Smith, who has won fame as Monday, June 1G. No sick people neeu
a terror to law breakers along the El apply.
Island was in El Paso and
Messrs. Quickel &. Bothe, proprietors
Native and Chicago Lumber.
received the congratulations of his
of
tiie Zeiger Cafe, extend a cordial inmany friends. It is no longer "Officer
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
vitation to their many friends to at- Sherwin-WilliaSmith." or "Billy Smith," but "Ciame tend
Building Paper
pounds. We wish' to double that in 1902, and In order to do so we are
the grand free lunch at their popSmith.
Warden
I Wears LongDOORS,
BLINDS, ' PLASTKtt
SASH,
es.
tonight.
chef
of
resort
The
ular
the
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
Best
Looks
More!
Covers
Billy bears his honors with becom
GLASS, PAINT, KtO
CKMKNT,
says
LIMK,
spread
be
will
Measure
tabiishment
the
Full
Economical
Most
est
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Ing modesty and Governor Otero is to
be congratulated In selecting so ready about 8:30 p.o m.
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
First Mreet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
trustworthy a man for the responsi
Just received, another invoice of reat prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
lile position.
The new position will frigerators, $10 to $32, all good values;
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
not interfere with Billy Smith's du also an invoice of Brussels carpets,
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
ties as an officer for the Rock Island lace curtains, rugs, etc., at prices that
He will give his attention to the duties defy competition. Futrelle Furniture
In the territory.
of game warden of Otero county In company.
conjunction with those of special offt
cer for the railroad. Much of his time
Roast lamb with new peas, potatoes
SIMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
will be spent in traveling over the and turnips at the Columbus hotel to214 W. Railroad Ave
ranges,
a
keeping
sharp
mountain
morrow.
Finest
o
lookout for violators of the game law
Whiskies,
Stewed chicken and dumplings at
Sportsmen of El Paso are pleased with
JOSEPH 1JARNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
Governor Otero's choice, as they know the Columbus hotel tomorrow.
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines,
etc.
that the seriousdepredations that have
management
new
Metro1'nder
the
been committed against the game of
politan resort will set out for its patKELLY CO. that section will now be stopped.
rons a grand free lunch tonight. EvResidence, Automatic Thone.299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
erybody invited.
At the No Name Store.
0
No. 115.
Telephone
Hell
Washtubs, C5, 75 and 85 cents.
Washboards, 15 cents.
The McSpadden Trausfcr
A IT
(Incorporated)
i
1
have moved no
4 ball croquet, 85 cents.
1. V company
pianos since January 1,
Water glasses, per set, 25 cents.
o
Lunch baskets from 5 to 30 cents.
Investments In Bemlng lots wll!
WHOLESALE GROCERS. 2Vt dozen clothes pins, 5 cents.
doubl? and treble in one ye.vr.
lit; West Gold avenue.
o
One of the finest lunches of the seaV. Moore has rented the
Miss
H.
Wool, Hides,
boarding house formerly occupied by son will be served at the White EleMrs. Mason, on South Fourth street phant resort tonight.
o
near
the Commercial club, and wil
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unWe handle
open the house with breakfast Mon surpassed
for fertility, production of
K. C. Baking Powder,
day. June III. The popular establish
vegetables of all kinds.
ment has been greatly improved and fruits and
Navajo Blankets,
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
thoroughly renovated.
The utmost
Demlng! Have you been there? If
Curtice Canned Goods,
pains will be taken to deserve the pat not, you should gt there for the big
Colorado Lard and Meats.
ronage of a large public. II. V. Moore sale of Iota
on the 17th of this month,
corner Silver and South Fourth.
o
Free lunch tonight at the White EleHouses at
Bargains.
phant.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
We have several slightly used and
o
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
you
pianos.
If
rented
Tin. fralvaniicd Iron and copper
want a piano
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
BEARRUP BROS. & CO
proposition that will interest you see work, Albuquerque Hardware compaETA, N. M.
Hall & Learnard about It.
ny.
Edward F. Thomas, of Washington
Everybody invited and expected to
D. C, a basso of unusual talent, will
attend grand free lunch at the Zeiger
sing a solo at the Lead avenue Metho Cafe
tonight.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
dist church on Sunday morning. A
In
rare
N. M.
treat is
store for those who
Demlng, the seat of the n.w couDty
hear him.
of Luna.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation Of guests free of
When you are down town stop In at
we sell at 5 cents per
The
Percales
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
charge, from Giorietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing secNewcomers, next door to postofflce yard are, very scarce. Leon li Stern.
and read the latest news. Take advan
tion of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address
First-clas- s
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
tage of that cozy corner and rest while
Children entertained by Miss Newyou read.
ell, 228 North Waiter.
t
Please write us for prices.
o
Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis,
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
"'Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.

Carpet Characteristics
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ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILLCo

Mac-pherso-

t

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

""T

DECORATIVE
EFFECT

Tel-fe-

LB. PUTNEY,
WHOLESALE GROCER.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
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PELTIER BROS.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Plumbing and Heating.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
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ZEIGER CAFE
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FOUND A HOME

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

& SON,
Jewelers and Opticians.
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The Mountain House,
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Pullers and Tanners,

WILLIS,
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New Mexico Towns
SANTA FE.
From the New Mexican.
It is understood that the Postal Telegraph company will build a direct
line into Santa Fe Instead of coming
In over a leased line from Cerrlllos as
It does at present.
1'roprietor George E. Ellis gave out

the contract to Contractors Wherry &
Dean for the painting, exterior and Intel ior, and the repapering of the Claire
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cartwrlght. of
Mrdiapolis, Iowa, parents of H. 13. and
S. O. Cartwright. of this city, are expected in Santa Fe on July 1. They are
making a tour of California at present
and will visit Santa Fe on their way

home.
Maximo Martinez, Cienega. was arretted on the charge of violating the
K 'munds law and had a preliminary
lieu ring before United States Commissi! i?r J. P. Victory, who held him for
th United States grand jury under
:,.) bond. Ine woman in the case,
Rc!:iedios Sandoval, has not yet been
an rated because 3he is ill and expected to give birth to a child in a few
days. Martinez was United States deputy marshal at one time and it Is said
In jis day took especial pleasure In
ferreting out violations of the Edmunds
law.
SPRINGER.

From the Stockman.
C. R. Van Houten, of Cimarron. made
a business trip to Aiouquerque last

week.
Miss Ollie Littrell returned to her
home in Raton after a ten days' pleasant visit in our city with friends and

relatives.
J. A. Kremls and family are expected
home this month from their pleasant
Journey and visit on the coast both In
California and Oregon during the past
two months.
It is rumored around town that
Dorsey, we., known in Colfax

county, has recently married in New
York, and struck it rich in a mining
deal which he lately consummated.
Judge Mills has rendered a decree In
favor of the plaints- - In the case of Solomon Floersheim vs. Guaranty Trust
company.
This case Involves a title
to the Dorsey ranch at Chlco springs.
El Sol de Mayo, a Spanish paper
published at Wagon' Mound, will move
to Las Vegas, where hereafter the pa
per will be published. It will remain
republican in politics.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Jacobs and Max
Karlsruher will visit the national conclave of the uniform rank and supreme
lodge of Knights of Pythias, at San
Francisco In August. Some others may
conclude to go from Springer.
RATON.
From the Range.
Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell will leave
shortly on a trip to California.
Mrs. Fred Nash returned from a ten
days' visit In Albuquerque.
M. R. Mendelson Is putting In a
steam heating plant at a cost of $7,u00
for his new business block.
Mrs. John Vincent leaves in a few
days for California, wnere she will remain about two months.
Mrs. W. C. Wrigley and little daughter returned from a prolonged visit In

MEMORIAL DEDICATED.

Gun Captured at the Battle of Manila
Bay.

Rochester, N. Y June 14. Rear admiral Coghlnn and other distinguished
visitors took part today in the unveiland those that are rented are bring- ing and dedication of the Spanish war
ing big rents, making it one of the best memorial in Highland park. The metowns in the southwest as a building morial consists of a Spanish gun capinvestment for anyone who wants 10 tured at the battle of Manila bay. to
which brass tablets suitably inscribed
Invest money In residence property.
The Grant county commissioners have been affixed.
The exercises took place this afterheld a meeting the other day and added to numerous property valuations noon and an Immense gathering was
in the county.
The raises In many In attendance. The dedication was
cases were justifiable but undoubtedly preceded by a parade of Grand Army
will call forth numerous kicks,
ihe veterans and other marching organiMayor Rodenbeck accepted
board will meet In an extra session zations.
nevt month to hear the protests if the memorial on behalf of the city
there are any who think they are un and addresses were delivered by Rev.
Rob Roy Converse and others.
justly treated.
The city school board met the other
day and selected teachers for the pubREMITTED TAXES.
lic schools for the following year and
were so well pleased with the teachers The Russian Government Trie to Alof the school during the past term,
lay the Discontent.
with the
that they were all
St. Petersburg. June 14. In official
exception of Miss Ollie Whitehill, who circles it is hoped that the prevailing
dm not put in an application. The discontent throughout the empire will
.
place was given to Miss Belle
be diminished perceptibly by the remission of the arrears of taxes from
The game of base ball between the the peasantry. It has been decided by
Deming club and the Silver City team the council of state to remit the
promises to be quite an exciting con- amount of $12,500,000 and the ukase
test at Athletic park next Sunday af- will be promulgated tomorrow, w:th
ternoon.
the feast of the Trinity by M. de pioeh-we- .
The matron of the Grant county hosminister of the interior.
pital states that that institution is fuit
QUAKER REFLECTIONS.
of patients these days.
Aaron Schuz. the former business
Swiss
freckled Alpine
Dotted
man of this city, arrived on yesterday's
guides.
train for a stay in Silver City.
The indignant fly's query Is: Wire
W. S. McLaughlin, who for several
years past has been in the employ of screens?
No, Maude, dear; a lottery Is not a
Gilchrist & Dawson, the Fierro merch- place
where lots are sold.
ants, has accepted a position with a
You can generally flatter a man by
Mexico company and will leave for his
telling him what a cynical chap he Is.
new field in a short time.
It takes little to make a woman happy and less to make her miserable.
MONUMENT UNVEILED.
It's no sign that honeBt men are too
plentiful
there's a reward ofErected to the Confederate Dead at fered for because
,
a
thief.
Columbus, Ohio.
girl
to
into
a
right
for
look
all
It's
Columbus, Ohio, June 14. The monfuture, but its not becoming in
ument erected in Camp Chase cenfede-rat- the
to look forward.
cemetery to the memory of the herThe
difference between repartee and
Confederate soldiers who died in Camp impudence
depends on the size of the
Chase prison during the civil war, was man who gets It off.
unveiled today with Imposing exerHoax "Are you going away for the
cises in the presence of an immense summer?"
Joaz "No; I can get all
throng. Ine local Grand Army posts the
summer I want right here."
tcok part in the ceremonies and the
baby has an ear for musprogram consisted of music and ad- ic,""I believe
"Yes,"
Mrs. Newed.
remarked
occasion.
appropriate
to
the
dresses
he always
Newed.
"I
notice
returned
a
present
guests
from
were
Invited
when you play."
number of southern states and the howls
are two things a man can
There
decwere
graves of the unknown dead
Is why he is
never
understand.
by
various never appreciated andOne
orated with flowers sent
the
other is why
chapters of Daughters of the Confeder- he is expected to appreciate
anyone
acy.
Record.
Philadelphia
else.
The monument is in the form of a
handsome stone arch surmounted by
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
an heroic bronze statue of a ConfederFortune is the bride who has a cool
ate private soldier looking southward.
The memorial is the personal girt ot head and warm feet.
Major William H. KnauBS, of Colum
It is easy to secure the world's good
soldier, who opinion if you have the price.
bus, an
Luck may come and luck may go,
each year since the close of the war
lias seen mat ine graves in camp but real merit bangs on forever.
Some men would rather preach than
Chase cemetery have been decorated
on Confederate memorial day.
listen to an angel's harp practice.
Husbands are not made to order
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
but some wives seem to think they
Homestead Entries Rosendo Padll- - are.Fine feathers may not make fine
la, Pintada, 160 acres, Valencia coun- birds,
but they show up on the bill all
ty; Juan Padllla, Pintada, 160 acres.
Gad-dis-

e

The Dog Knows

(ESTABLISHED

1883.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

d

ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND N0N RESIDENT8.

fire bottles of
Pierce's Oolden
.

Medical Discovery
my nov feems to lie

MANAGER OP

right," writes
Mr. I W Prire of
Or.rV, Monroe Co., Ohio. "He tra very bad
when I commenced to Rive him the 'Colden
Mlionl licovery.' The doctor claimed he
had consumption and we doctored with them
until he was past walking. It has been ten
months since he stormed taking your medicine
and he is in good health. We are very thankful
to you for saving our son."
11

Accept no substitute for "Golden Medical Discovery." There is nothing "just
as good" for diseases of the stomach,
blood, and lungs. Substitution means a
little more profit for the dealer but a loss
for you.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipation and its consequences.
a
Mexico boundary line,
in accordance with the recommendation of the Interior department. The
committee on appropriations unanimously favored this provision.

Colorado-Ne-

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

Twenty-fiv-

)

otoo

oooooomomomo9

0
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BACHECHI

5

WHOLESALE

An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Winslrw's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by
millions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success.
It soothes the child, soften the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Ia
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists In every part of the world.

cents a bottle. Its value
incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Mtb. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
uig Eiectric Light Plant at Raton.
Raton is to have the most complete
and modern electric light plant in New
Mexico. The present capacity of the
plant is 3,000 lights and it is found to
be Insufficient for the increasing de
mands of that city, and a plant of an
improved system with a capacity of
5.000 lights will be erected. A
power engine will be added to the 150
power engines now In use.
and
A new building 100x40 feet will be
erected at once to house the new ma
riKht.
chinery.
The cost of the improvements
A lie slips through the telephone will exceed $20,000.
while the truth lingers to get itself
typewritten.
Constipated Bowels.
Many a man's bank balance would
To have good health, the body should
be on the wrong side if his creditors lie kept in a laxative condition, and the
had their due.
bowels moved at least once a day, bo
As lonst as some men are able to con that all the poisonous wastes are ex
tract new debts they don't let their old pelled daily. Mr. G. L. Edwards, 142
ones worry them.
North Main street. Wichita, Kan.,
t
umerent spec writes: "I have used Herhine to reguThere are
of
fly.
one
each
and
house
of
les
the
late the liver and bowels for the past
them uses the polished pato of the ten years, and found it a reliable rem
man for a skating rink.
edy." 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,

Valencia county.

J. M. flOORE

That there is 'something wrong with his
master. They hare no more romps and
rambles. He tries in vain to coa the
listless vouth from his chair.
When the lungs
are diseased,
physical weakness soon begins
to show itself
and the active
outdoor life is
given up. Dr.
Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery cures diseases of the
lungs and other
organs of respiration. It cures
obstinate, deep-seatecoughs,
bleeding lungs,
emaciation and
other conditions
which if neg
lected or unskilfully treated
may find a fatal
termination i n
consumption.
" Alter uinfr about
IH--

GIOMI
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AND RETAIL. DEALERS-

IN- -

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and

h

e

Supplies,

Is

We carry a full stock of Manitou, Apollinaraa and Hunyadl waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lempa' St. Louis
beer, and also for ML Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors la the city,

.
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GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

200-hors- e

NEW TELEPHONE 265.

No. 107 S.

FlnstSt, Albuquerqu, N.

00000000
B.

IVL

Survev ADoroved.
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llew-ellyn approved the survey of the Monu
ment lode In the Cochitl district. Ber
nalillo county, by Deuty United States
Philadelphia.
Surveyor John H. Walker. The claim
Miss Patterson, daughter of Master ants are H. E. Fox, A. B. McGaffey and
Mechanic Patterson, is home from the Thomas W. Griggs.
east, where she has been attending college.
Pension Granted.
Mrs. Bess Little has returned from
Hon. B. M. Read has received no
Knoxville, Iowa, where she went a tice from the pension office that a penMutual Telephone 143.
few weeks ago with her brother, Frank sion of 8 a month has been granted to Chicago News..
B. Ruppe.
Albuquerque.
Bellamy.
Marcelino Lucero. who died a short
Mrs. W. D. Thomas, with her son. time ago. Application will now be made
Student Conference.
Silver City Teachers.
re
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
Louis, and daughter, Florence, will for a pension for the widow.
Asheville. N. C. June 14. The ninth
At a meeting of the public school
,
leave on a visit to relatives In Fredo-nlaannual conference of the Southern Stu lioard. held Saturday, all the former
N. V.
Going to Arizona.
dent Young Men's Christian associa teachers, Miss M. R. Koehler, Misa
A. G. Dawson's new seventeen room
Mrs. Jessie Olmstead, who for the tion is now In session at the Asheville Belle Eckles, Miss Edith Casey. Mrs
residence is assuming proportions. It past nine months has conducted a dry school for boys. The several hundred M. A. Fielder and Mrs. Elizabeth Jack
will be one of the best arranged and and steam cleaning establishment on delegates present represent the Y. M son were
for the next term.
handsomest residences in the city.
South Grand avenue, between the Cen- C. A.'s of between sixty and seventy Misa Belle Gaddis was elected to fill
Mrs. Anna W. Davis, mother of Mrs. tral drug store and the El Dorado, will colleges and universities throughout the position heretofore held by Miss
J. J. Shuler, of thin city, died at the leave for Clifton. Arizona, to visit her the south. In the regular work, which Ollie Whitebiil. who did not make ap
home of the latter Friday morning, sister, Mrs. F. Perry. Mrs. Olmstead begins tomorrow. Prof. Edward I. Bos nllcation for
The
June 6, the funeral taking place from has an offer of a position with the worth, of Oberlin college, w ill lead a ,oard was organized by the election of
the residence of Dr. Shuler Sunday "Company" store at Cl'.fton and at course in "Studies in the Teaching of Kobert lilaek as president, John A.
morning at 10 o'clock.
Douglass. Bisliee Is being removed to Jesus and His Apostles;" Charles F. Moses as vice president, and Martin
Miss Elizabeth Mclntyre, of Gallup, Douglass. It Is a nice open country Park, Jr., will lead a course for prepar- V. Cox as secretary. Independent
who has been visiting with Mrs. War- with plenty of water. Hisbee seems to atory school students, and special
Hot Weather Weakness.
ren, left for Green mountain falls, Col- have been a mistake. Mrs. Olmstead training in individual Christian work
If you feel fagged out, listless and
orado, where she will spend the sum will accept a position in one of the two will be given by Don O. Shelton, of
mer. Miss Mclntyre was formerly a Arizona towns mentioned.
Las Vega? New York, through studying "God's lacking In energy, you are perhaps suf
fering from the Ueluiitatir.g e&ects of
Optic.
Methods of Training Workers.
teacher in the Raton schools.
summer weather. These symptoms in. A meeting of the Fourth of July cele
The Santistevan Assignment.
dicate that a tonic is needed that will
bration committees was held at the ofCOST OF FOOD.
Judge N. B. Laughlin. wiio returned create a healthy appetite, make digesfice of C. J. Gavin and everything was
to Santa Fe from Taos, says that W. L. tion perfect, regulate the bowels and
bhown to be working well for the com
Grape-Nutvs. White Bread, Etc
ing festivities; $l,0uu has been collect
A family figured carefully on the cost McClure, P. M. Dolan and Inoceneio impart natural activity to the liver.
ed, but at least $150 additional will be of food, taking into consideration the Yaldest. appraisers of the personal This, Herbine will do; it is a tonic, laxt
property of Juan Santistevan, the ative and restorativa. H. J. Freegard,
required to
the expenses of the strength and fcealth that Grape-Nutbanker and merchant who assigned proprietor Grand View Hotel, Cheney,
celebration. The sum will no doubt iurnished. 1 he report is interesting:
1
two weeks asro, will complete
their Kan., writes: "I have used Herbine
be subscribed readily by our citizens
be"We first took up Grape-Nut1 1
who are determined to make the cause it agreed with me so well. I was work this week and that their report for the last 12 years, and nothing on
.in
"v - .
throw more light on the real stand earth can neat it. It was recommend
- 4
Fourth of July, 1902, a day to be long suffering from
that medicine, will
A5
Newton,
by
Newton,
Max.
ing
me
Dr.
of
Nordhaus
ed
to
Santistevan.
remembered in Raton.
did not lelieve. I frequently laughed
The city board of education at at the idea when some of my friends and Miguel Baca are the appraisers of Kan." &iic at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
the sheep and wcol of Santistevan, ll. Huppe.
;
howtheir regular monthly meeting held told of the use of
ranue in feati
, ever,
last week, elected Prof. Wm. H.
one day wife bought a package which are mostly on the lau-hlWalked Off a High Platform.
beJudge
of Huntington, Indiana, as super- and we found it good and it agreed Miguel county.
James Mctlrory accldently walked
lieves that if time is given until Sep
intendent of the public schools of tne with me.
will realize over off the high depot platform at Itoswell,
city for the next year. Prof. Heiney
"We were accustomed to using white tember, the assigneeproperty.
and painfully
out
of
The lia- Chaves county, recently
the
Is an educator of extended experience bread and oats, wheat or barley Jloii.onii
Injured himself. McGrory and his wife
and of high attainments and under mushes boiled from two to four Injurs. bilities foot up about ti"i.(Mi(i.
and child were at the depot awaiting
bis management the schools of this We considered Grape-Nuttoo expenthe train and while walking down the
Fire at Silver City.
city will no doubt assume a btan i w sive, but noticed that when I had a
On Monday evening of this week the platform with the child in his arms he When you wantTto Jbuy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
1!
I felt fine, and
second to none In tat? territory.
breakfast of Grape-Nutresidence of Mrs. E. Elch. of Silver walked off the platform. Ihe cnild
Wheat, write to
the teachers for the city scaooW hive other days when white bread anil other City,
county, was entirely con was uninjured and it is due to bis trynow been chosen except the principal cereals were used I felt weak and sumed Grant
BELEN, N. M.
by a fire. The house was occu ing to save the child that McGrory was JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
for the Central school.
bloated.
pied by Mrs. Elch, her blind moLuer injured so severely.
"One day about six months ago
four small children. All of the insaid to wile, 'I am satisfied that Grape-.ut- and
SILVER CI i.
A Splendid Remedy.
but one of the children were
mates
me
thing
feel
makes
is tile
that
pains, rheumatism, lum
gotten
burning
Neuralgic
quickly
of
out
the
Building Improvements Going On
spells.'
Then
better in between the i..ue
one bago and sciatic pains yield to the penTax Assessments Raised.
we sat down and figured a while on the house, and by the heroic work of
the firemen the fourth child was al etrating influence of Ballard's Snow
Special Correspondence.
cost of living and came to the conclu of
so
saved. The house was entirely con- Liniment. It penetrates to the nerves
13.
M..
City.
N.
The
June
Silver
sion that we could live better and
sumed.
Mrs. Elch recently lost her and bone, and being absorbed into the
Grape-Nutbuilding
bridge
of
for
the
material
the
on'flttecn cents worth of
its healing properties are coa Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
across Main street on Broadway his
cents worth husband and the misfortune of losing blood,
than on twenty-fivto every part of the body and
failed to arrive on time (jo complete of white bread or "cooked at home' her house and all Its contents Is there- veypd some
wonderful cures. Mr. 1). r
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
effect
the bridge before the floods it is cereals. You see four teaspoonsful of fore additionally sad.
agent
Moore,
Illinois Central railway,
w
thought and the work ill be held off Grape-Nutfurnish more strength to
(North
Albuqueraue. New Mexico.
Flfet
Street
501
Be
Win Not
Revoked.
"I have used
Milan. Tenn., states:
work on than large quantities of other
until after the tainy season.
cat- Milliard's Snow Liniment for rheuma
Samuel
appointment
Locke's
as
in tle inspector for this district will not
Con T'olan has rented the White food. ho we started on Grape-Nutbackache, etc, in my family. It
liousv :aloon stand and will move his earnest, using it every morning, and a be revoked. Mr. Locke has just re- tism,
is a splendid remedy. We could not do
a lew wonderful change has come over tne.
resort into inose quarters
ceived a letter to that effect from the without it." 25c. 60c and $1 10 at Cos
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
"1 am gaining in weight every duy. cattle sanitary board.
davs. The building is undergoing conThe appoint- nopolitan rharmacy, B. Kuppe.
Never have any of the old bloated feel- ment is heartily endorsed by the cattlesiderable repairs.
and Grain.
o
Numerous persons in this city are ings. Feel strong and well and can en- men of Socono county. Mr. Locke's
Sheep Must Be Dipped.
saying that Silver City is going down dure more bard work than I could on qualifications in all respects are of the
Sheep Inspector Baker recently seiz
Imported French and Italian
but to look at the large number of the old diet, and this result is all with highest order. Chieftain.
ed a herd of sheep belonging to G. S
DEALERS IN
Ooods.
or drugs at all. but dibuilding Improments going on all the out any
Long, wnose ranch is located near
Name
Survey Appropriation.
Roswell, Chaves county.
time it is impossible to see it their rectly from using
The sheep GROCERIES AND LIODORS.
Sole af enti for San Antonio Lime.
way. During the past month some ten given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Representative Hell, of Colorado, se- were found to be scabby, not having
cured insertion In the general deflcien been dipped. The case was settled by
or twelve residences have been com- Mich.
ltecipcs for many easy hot weather cy bill of an appropriation of 131.500 Iong paying the fine and having the
pleted and at the present time it is imFr dallTwy to U 1 parti of the city.
.
for the resurvey and marking of the sheep dipped at once.
Telephooe 147.
possible to rent a house in the town dishefc in each package of
tlS, 815, 217 North Third Strw
1
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were registered at the Grand Central
in Allmquerque'Monday. Mr. Rlshworth
, who Is superintendent
of the Balrd
mine, was in the metropolis for the
purpose of buying supplies for the thirty-stamp
mill connected with the above
property, which he informs us will be
.
started up as soon as the well they are
'
sinking Is nnished.
i

Gallup, Cerrillos
From
and Bland
Exchanges

Netosy Notes

GALLUP.
From the Republean.
J. C. May, of Fort Wlngate, visited
Gallup.
Major Van Doren, of Bluewater,
spent a day in Gallup.
John Osborne, of Clenega, was here
on business this week.
Mrs. Charles Myers has returned
from a visit to Michigan.
Born on Thursday. June 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Antonio Garduno, a son.
Mrs. T. A. Waring and children are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Weidemeyer at
their home near Zunl.
Louis Smith and family left for
Colo., where Mr. Smith goes to
fill a clerical position for the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company.
R. C. Hills, manager of the Briquette
plant Is in Kittle Rock. Ark. There
will be very little done here until his
Prl-mer-

return.

Mrs. Herman Schald and her nephew. Quail Herron, left for Trinidad.
Colo., where they will reside In the

future.

Ed. Compton has charge of the drill
Arfor the Manuelito Oil company.
rangements have been made to commence work next week.
Mrs. Minnie Reitz has gone to spend
the summer with Mrs. J. B. Moore at
the ranch, about thirty miles north of
Fort Defiance.
Mi?8 Blanche Mulholand Is filling
the position of cashier at the Colorado
supply store, vice Van Aucker, who
has gone to Colorado.
Mrs. Vulholland and her son,
Kenneth, left for a few weeks visit
with Mr. Mulholland, who is drilling
wells for the Rock Island road northeast of El Paso.
Miss Eloise Anderson, teacher from
Manuelito. N. M., passed through Gal
lup on h?r way to Denver, she having

successfully
months term
place.

completed her eight
the Tarr family at that

In

K. K. Scott had a conversation In
Albuquerque this week with Judge
Baker In which the Judge stated that
he would hold a term of court at Gallup as soon as the Jurymen could be
drawn, ihe law requires thirty days
notice to jurymen.
A move is being made by some of
our enterprising citizens to build a
grand stand at the ball grounds north
of town. A number of games will be
played here this summer and the
movement should receive the hearty
support of all lovers of the game.
Messrs. Williams, Leaden and
started for the Carrizo mountains to resume wor on the mineral
claims for G. W. Huff, the Pennsyl-vaniacoal operator, who has a ten
years' lease on a mile square on the
Navajo reservation. "Some of Huff's
men are now in the mountains. Mr.
Huff had a gang of men out their last
summer. It is understood that a shaft
is being sunk on a ledge which carries
nine dollars In gold and fifteen to
eighteen per cent copper.
Rad-cliff- e

n

Is it a burn?

Use Dr. Thomas'

Oil. A cut? Use Dr. Thomas'
Eclectric Oil. At your diugglsts.
o

CERRILLOS.

From the Register.
J. M. Rogers has been having a
round with the rheumatism tiie past
week.

James D. Lucas and wife spent a few
days in Albuquerque the first of this

week.

Whooping Cough.
horses fell over the embankment Just '
My little son had an attack of whoopabove Thomas' blacksmith shop, but
escaped unnurt.
ing cough and was threatened with
The Routledge saw mill is turning pneumonia; but for Chamberlain's
out a lot of lumber for the works at Cough Remedy we would have had a
Woodbury.
serious time of It. It also saved him
Mrs. David Norman left for Las Veg- from several severe attacks of croup.
as. Mrs. H. E. Anderson and Mrs.
H. J. Strlckfaden, editor World-He- r
Hank Ritter accompanied her as far as ald, Fair Haven, Wash. For sale by
Thornton.
all druggists.
o
Miss Jennie Arnott bruised her arm
In some manner one day this week.
REPORTED MASSACRE.
The bruise became so painful that she
went to Dr. Grace for treatment and Of Yaqul Women and Children by Mex- the doctor pronounced it a case of
lean Soldiers.
blood poisoning. She is getting along
A special dispatch to the Denver
nicely.
News, from Tucson, Ariz., under date
Page B. Otero, brother to Governor of June 11, says:
Otero, and John Zimmerman came in
Colonel William Christy, prominent
from Santa Fe. Mr. Zimmerman is banker and mining man of Phoenix,
here to do some surveying for W. E. reached Tucson today, direct from the
Myers, while Mr. Otero goes over to Yaqul
country. Colonel Christy
Inspect George West's opal properties passed river
through Minas Prietas, thirty
In Peralto canyon.
miles from the scene of the fighting.
The closing exercises of our school He brings an account of a terrible mas- .
..i
...
.i
last Friday afternoon were attended
uii
by a large number of the parents. . dren, imprisoned in a narrow canyon.
nicely arranged program of songs, rec- Over 200 Indians were deliberately
itations, dialogues, etc., was carried murdered by Mexicans. A detachment
out. After the exercises were over of 600 soldiers from the army of Genthe scholars visited the cemetery and eral Torres and under tho command of
decorated the graves.
General Augustine Garcia Hernandez,
See that broad smile which over- hemmed In the Yaquls in Ulkala canspreads the genial countenance of Dr. yon in Mazatlan mountains. Alout 100
Grace these days? It is caused by the Yaqul men were guarding the women
return of his good lady. She arrived and children, while the main body of
last Sunday from Port Lavaca. Tex., the army was near Santa Rosa.
where sne had been visiting during
The troops under Hernandez were
the past two months. Master Joe did guided to the scene of slaughter Sunnot return with her but remained there day night by loyal Yaqul scouts, and
to attend school.
completely surrounded them in the
night. In daylight they opened fire
Read It In His Newspaper.
men, women and children alike, killon
George Schaub. a well known Gering
The troops kept
man citizen of New Lebanon, Ohio, is firingIndiscriminately.
as long as there was a Yaqui
a constant reader of the Dayton Volks- - alive.
zeltung. He knows that his paper aims
When they finally ceased firing
to advertise only the best in its col- eighty-seveYaqul men had fallen and
umns, and when he saw Chamberlain's 130
women and children, many of the
Pain Balm advertised therein for lame
were lying dead In the
back, he did not hesitate In buying a latter infants,
narrow canyon. Women and children
bottle of It for his wife, who for eight who
escaped numbered 284. according
weeks had suffered with the most terofficial reports of General Torres. A
rible pains in her back and could get to
that
no relief. He says: "After using the dispatch from Hermosillo says by
a
arrived here today, escorted
Pain Balm for a few days my wife said they
General Hernandez exo me, T feel as though born anew,' and heavy guard. slaughter
by saying that
the tne
before using the entire contents of the cused
was Impossible to separate the wobottle the unbearable pains had en- it
and children; that he had orders
tirely vanished and she could Rgsin men
kill all Yaqul men. and that the
take up her household duties." He is to
very thankful and hopes that all suf- women and children had to be sacrifering likewise will hear of her won- ficed. report of
the merciless slaughderful recovery.
This valuable lini- terThe
has caused great Indignation in
ment is for sale by all druggists.
southern Arizona, many of the Americans being In sympathy with the
SHRINERS ELECT.
There are many people In Hermosillo who do not approve of tactics
Frank C. Roundy, of Chicago, Secures of Torres and Hernandez. A majority
the One Coveted Vacancy.
population, however, was anxof
The visiting nobles of the Mystic ioustheto avenge the desperate battle at
Shrine, at San Francisco, devoted Aguajito, where so many Mexicans and
Wednesday chiefly
pleasure,
to
gallant officers lost their lives.
through the Imperial council held a se- twoGenera!
Torres was at Minas Prietas
cret session In the morning.
when the slaughter In Ulkala canyon
The only business transacted was
place.
the election of the following officers took
for the ensuing term:
Filthy Temples In India.
Imperial potentate Henry C. Aiken,
Sacred cows otten defile Indian temof Omaha, Neb.
ples, but worse yet is a body that's polImperial deputy potentate George luted by constipation. Don't permit It.
H. Greene, Dallas, Texas.
Cleanse your system with Dr. King's
Imperial chief rablan George L. New Life Pills and avoid untold misBrown, of Buffalo. N. Y.
ery. They give lively livers, active
Imperial assistant rabban Henry A. bowels, good digestion, fine appetite.
Collins, of Toronto, Canada.
Only 25c at all druggists.
Imperial high priest and prophet
o
Alva P. Clayton, of St. Joseph. Mo.
BIG
MINING
EMTERPRISE.
Imperial Oriental guide Frank C.
Roundy, of Chicago.
Imperial recorder BenJ. W. Rowell, Undertaken by the Eagle Mining ComI

I
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of Lynn, Mass.
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offl-c- c

Mes-dame-

ItumilXLElRQ
And All Women Who Work, either
for their Living or for Society,
are Subject to the Same Organic
Troubles. How Many Are Cured.
A gnrppous costume flashed licneath the brilliant lights of a ball
room. The queen of society is radiant
The nervous hands of n weak woman have toiled day and night,
the weary form and aching head have known no rest, for tho dress
had to be finished in time.
To that queen of society and her dressmaker we would say a word.
One through hothouse culture, luxury and social excitement, and tho
pther through the toil of necessity, may some day rind their ailments
a co mmon cause.
Nervous prostration, excitability, fainting spells, dizziness, sleeplessness, loss of appetite and strength, all indicate serious trouble, which
system.
has been promoted by an
For the society queen and the dressmaker alikej there is nothing so
reliable as Lyilia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to restore
strength, vigor, and happiness.
III ..liuij WWWWP"
I
over-taxe- d
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Ready to Yield.
"I used DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
for piles and found It a certain cure."
says S. R. Meredith. Willow Grove.
Del. Operations unnecessary to cure
piles. They always yield to DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. Cures skin diseases, all kinds of wounds. Accept no
counterfeits. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and
13. H. Briggs & Co.
o
BLAND.

in nliout a week.
Mike O'Heagan came in this week
from the Gypsy Queen mine to meet
Mr. Cadwalajer
from Clear Creek,
Colo. Mr. Cadwalader will take Mr.
O'Heagan's place as superintendent
and Mr. O'Heagan will go to Clear
Creek, where his family has already
preceded him.
W. 8. Rishwcrth ajid wife, of Golden,

From the Herald.
Ping pong has struck Bland.
W. F. Cohort was over from Colla
canyon.
George Ostrauder and Ray Myers
have gone fishing.
Fred Otero came In from Albuquerque and went out to the Sulphurs.
T. H. Benson returned from Albuquerque. While away he purchased
another fine cow.
Saturday was pay day at Woodbury
and a little more money was turned
loose in the district.
A logging team belonging to Joseph
Routledge ran away on the Media
Dia road last Friday.
One of the

Trove its value by investing 10 cents la
trial size of Ely's Cream Balm. Druggists
supply it and we mail it. Full size 50 cents.
ELY UUOS., 6(J Warren St., New York.
Clifton, Arizona, Jan. 20, lS'.i'J.
Messrs. Ely Mbos.: Please send me a JO
eent bottle of Cream Balm. I find your
remedy the quickest and most permanent
cure for catarrh and cold in the Lead.
Dkix M. Pott eh. Gen. Mgr. Ariz Gold M. Co.
Messrs. Ely II bos.: I have been afflicted
with catarrh for twenty years. It made me
so weak I thought I had consumption. I
got one bottle of Ely's Cream Balm and in
three days the discharge stopped. It is the
best medicine I have used for catarrh.
ProberU, Cal. Fkauk . Kikduspibx.

Experience Convinces.

pany in Lincoln County.
The Nogal Republican says that the
Eagle Mining & Development company

Is undertaking the largest mining enterprise in all the southwest.
The company has purchased all the
mining claims along the Kio Bonito,
the famous Parsons and Rlalto group
of mining claims and a large number
of promising prospects at the head of
Nogal canyon, in all about 300 mining
claims or ti.ooo acres of mineral lands.
Just below where Bonito City now
stands a reservoir or dam will be built
power plant. A tlg
lor a
cyanide plant will be put In at the
Hopeful mine near Parsons, having a
capacity of 500 tons of ore dally. The
power to run the cyanide plant and the
powerful crusher to grind up the ore
ready for treatment will be
by electric wires from the power house of Bonito City to the reduction works at Parsons, a distance of
about five miles.
It Is estimated that there Is millions
of tons of low grade ore in slht on the
Hopeful group alone that can be quarried like stone and is easy of treat-

u

V. V. CLARK,
Mining and metallurgical engineer. 10f
West Gold avenue, j.ouqiorque, N. H.
Sp:lnUI--RiiK)raurvrys and maps;
pinna and reduction works; mlnna ana
mlnlns; lnvestmcnta; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysts.
OSTEOPATHY.
t,

Dr. Conner.
Post BTsd-Jatof Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkville, Mo, Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms tl and
S3; Automatic telephone, 161

DENTIST8

to-nig-

!

Imperial treasurer Wm. S. Brown,
John Koury has gone to the Jemez
springs to try to get rid of the rheum- of Pittsburg.
The only contest was lor the place of
atism.
W. G. Ashdown went to Santa Fe Imperial oriental guide. Mr. Roundy reon
to take part In the Memorial day ser- ceiving a plurality of twenty-sevethe second ballot. He is a past illusvice.
potentate
of Medina temple, ChiThe school election at Waldo result- trious
degree Mason and
ed In a sweeping victory for the repub- cago, a thirty-thirof the famous St. Bernard
lican party, Hamou Sandoval being commander
elected without a single opposing vote. drill corps of the Knights of Templar.
Cipriano Lucero who has been clerk- After the installation of the new
re the Imperial council adjourned, to
ing in the store of Thomas De Lallo
for the past three or four months, is meet in Saratoga, N. Y., next year.
now Holding down a similar position
Leads Them All.
with John Koury.
"One Minute uougn Cure beats all
Encarnaclun Mares and wife 'and other
1 ever tried for coughs,
Juan Leyba and wife of Waldo went colds, medicines
croup and throat and lung troubto Pena Blanca for the purpose of bap- les," says
Dr. D. Scott Currin, of
tizing their infant child. They were
Pa. One Minute Cough Cure
accompanied by Messrs. and
Zenon and Ramon Sandoval, is the only absolutely safe cough remwhich acts immediately. Mothers
two of the oldest and most highly re- edy
testify to the good it has
spected couples in Waldo who acted everywhere
done their little ones. Croup is so sudas sponsors.
attacks that the doctor often
We are asked to remind the citizens den in its
too late. It yields at once to
that there Is an ordinance against let- arrives
Minute Cough Cure. Pleasant to
ting stock run on the streets of the One
Children like It. Sure cure for
take.
town. There has been no attempt on grip, bronchitis,
J. H. O'Rielly
the part of some to comply with this & Co., and B. H.coughs.
Briggs & Co.
ordinance for the past few months,
but it is the intention of the town auCERRILLOS DISTRICT.
thorities to enforce the law, and those
who are wise will take care of their From the Register.
stock in the future.
We learn that the shaft In the Tom
T. J. Williams and R. Y. Hardy came Payne mine is to be sunk loo feet
to town from Espanola and bought a deeper.
forty horse power engine from John
The work on the Pine Tree mine
Suuivan that they shipped to the near Gomen appears to be progressing
above named place to go into their steadily. Last Sunday quite a shipflouring mill. Mr. Williams is an old ment of rails were unloaded here for
railroad man of thirty years exper- use on that property.
ience in Texas and comes to New MexE. W. Beauchamp was down from
ico for health reasons and has gone the Bottom Dollar camp laying in mininto partnership with Mr. Hardy at ing supplies. He reports good progress
Espanola in the milling business.
on the work on his mine. John Allen,
his associate, will return from Chicago

professional cards
mYnin" engineer.

My dental office win be closed until
June 22. E. J. Alger.
LAWYERS

Bernard 8. Rodey
Albuqxierqua, H.
Prompt attention given to all buslneaa
pertaining to the. profession. Will practice in all courts of the territory ana before the United States land offlca.
M. Bond
ATTORN
it T street. N.
W., Washington. t C. Pensions, landa,
patents, copyright, cavlata, letters pat-en- t,
trade marks, claims.
William D. Lea
ATTORNEY-AT-L.AOrtlee, room I
N. T. Armtjo building. Will practice U
all the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Bank building
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNE Y- rooms 1 and
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.l
ATTORN

M.

t

E. W. Dobaon
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Croia

John H. Stlngle,
ATTORNEY-AT-T.ACromwell block;
Albuquerque, N. H.
PHYSICIAN
Dr. J. E. Bronaon
Homeopathic Physician.
Room 17,
Whiting Block.
DR. I. 8AYLIN.

Physician and 8urgeon.

Office, Santa Fe Paclflo hospital, Albuquerque. N. M. Private hours, I to S p. m.
Hospital 'phones: Automatic, 117; old

The Union
Market
West

207

Gold Avenue,

r

Six Years Suffering Cured.
" Dcab Mrs. Pinkham : I suffered for six years, sometimes being unabl
to get about at all. It seemed to me as though I could not live, and 1 did not

care to. I had womb trouble, kidney trouble, leucorrhoBa, backache, was
nervous and had no ambition to do anything or go anywhere. Was obliged
to give up ray trade of sewing. 1 tried three doctors but they did me no good.
Seeing your advertisement 1 thought I would try your medicine. I felt better
after the first bottle, and by the time I had taken six I win able to resume my
work spain. I shall always praise Lijrdia 12. Pinkhnm's Vegetable
Compound." iRS. Mary A. Russell, Chincoteague Island, Va. (Deo.
14, 1900.)

If thcro is anything in your ease about which you would
like special advice, write freely to Mrs. Pinkliani. 3fo man will
Hee your letter. She can surely help you, for no person in America
has such a wide experience in treating female ills as she lias had.
She has helped hundreds of thousands of women hack to health.
Her address 1.4 Lynn, Mass., and her advice is free. You are very
foolish if you do not accept her kind invitation.
Mrs. Lizzie Anderson, 49 Union St., Salem, NJ.
"Dear Mrs. Pinkham: I feel it my duty to write and tell you how

grateful I am to you for what your medicine has done for me. At one time I
suffered everything a woman could. 1 had inflammation of the ovaries, falling
of the womb, and leucorrhnea.
At times could not hold a needle to sew. The
first dose of your Vegetable Compound helped me so much that 1 kept on
work.
using it. I have nojv taken six bottles and am well and able to do-m1 also ride a wheel raid foul no bad effects from it. I am thankful to the Giver
of all good for giving yon the wisdom of curing suffering women. 1 recommend your medicine to every woman troubled with any of these diseases."

$5000

MKWA mi. W hATailppnoltml with tho National City Bank of Lynn. SHOO,
who can tlml that the aliuYa testimonial letters
wiiich will lo paiil to any
r not genuine, or were
Nlore obtaining the writer's special per
Lyriia K. l'lnkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mate.
mlaaioD.

rn

WM. GOETTINQ

&

CO, Proprietors.

All kinds of Fresh Meats bandied.
Bausage making; a specialty.

Homestead Entry No. 6796.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May 1, 1902.
Notice Is hereby glvon that tho following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquerque, N. M., on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
Alderete, for the WW NEVi, W Sli

the

sec. 34, T. 9 N., R. 6 E.
He names the folowing witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
quartz.
The mill of the Wilson Mining &
Callendar Bros., who are working the and cultivation of said land, vli:
Calletano Gurule, Calletano AlderMilling company Is now In successful Tiptop mine, are following the lead
operation. Superintendent S. C. Ruth- which gets wider as they progress, and ete, Manuel E de Acuna, of Escobosa,
N. M., and Jose D. Qulntana, of Albubrick this is now showing some very good ore.
erford will ship a
week, as a primary shipment, and bulGeorge West informs tho Herald that querque, N. M.
MANUEL V.. OTERO. Register.
lion shipments will be regularly made he will begin work this week on the
to El Paso, The ore runs about forty-fiv- e Time Check opal claim in I'eralta canounces in stiver and a iialf ounce yon
out t0 feet of development
in gold.
work w ill be done.
New roiis have been added to the
concentrators operated by Derbyshire
Summer Complaint
& Scoiicld at Pinos Altos, to crush the is not always brought
about by change
ores.
"
of air and water. The
A new arasta plant has been estab- are just as susceptible to diarrhoea;
lished by Sam Meeks on the Little Ari- due, generally, to overeating, as unripe
zona mine, to handle his gold ore;
fruits, etc.; and, drinking Ice water;
A new force of thirty men has been all accompanied by painful bowel disemployed by tho Santa Rita Mining charges; and, if not checked, results
company, to extend the drifts on their seriously. Perry Davis' Painkiller is
property, connecting the different tne only purely reliable remedy. 25c
,!
shafts. Monthly shipments of hiph-grad- e and t0c.
ore, alout thirty cars, are being
made, the lowest grade mining 17 per
MADAME PHILIPPS
cent, to El Paso. The leasers are also
shipping about forty cars, so that
216 South Second Street.
Santa ltita, wun a shipment of seventy
jts
resume
Singeing, sham
cars a month, bids fair to
old time activity.
pooing,
hair dress
C. I'. Crawford and Horace Moses
have consolidated interests, and will
ing, facial mas- run ti e concentrator alternate months
with Iiayne & Co., cn ore from their
;age, human hair
!
leases. At present the Santa Hita company is in charge of it.
switches In every

A correspondent writing to the Denver News from Silver City, says:
Ernest Craig has returned lrom the
east, and work will be renewed on his
property in the Mogollons immediately. Mr. Craig employs the cyanide process in the treatment of his ores. SO
per cent of the value being saved at a
cost of 2 per ton. The difference is
easny seen when we take Into consideration the fact that by the old method
of pan amalgamation the cost was $4
per ton, and 8t per cent of the values
saved. The Last Chance mine alone
furnishes the mill with ore to its capacity, seventy tons per day.
A new loiler has been, placed In the
St. Louis mine, in the Burros, and the
gallows franfe has been erected and
placed In position. Active operations
were resumed this week, the main
shaft being sunk and water pumped
out. No ore is being broken except
that necessary in development work.
The Pinos Altos mines, owned by the
Hearst estate, will shortly be opened
up on the leasing system.
C. P. Laughlin. of St. Ixiuls. has under consideration plans for the erection of a plant in the Burros, adapted
to treating the orres found there. Mr.
Laughlin recently purchased eight

shape.
THOUSANDS SAVED By
Was Wasting Away.
R.
following
from
Robert
letter
The
Watts, of Salem. Mo., Is Instructive. "I o 0 o o o : o o v o o c- - o o o o o o DR. KING'S NEW DISCOVERY
have been troubled with kidney disease O
O
Concerning Trads Tricks.
for the last five years. I lost flesh and O
For Consumption. Coughs. Colds
The old saying that there are
never fe.. well and doctored with lead"tricks in all iiauis" has outlived
ing physicians and tried all remedies
and all THROAT AND LUMG TROUBLES.
Its truthfulness, if there ever was
Finally 1
suggested without relief.
any
It.
This
wonderful medicine positively
in
store
does
truth
This
tried Foley's Kidney Cure and less
not countenance tricks of any
curt-- Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
than two bottles completely cured me
sort to catch the unwary. The
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
and I am now sound and well."
plain, simple policy of buying
Pharmacy.
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LnGrippe,
good merchandise and selling it
at a Just profit is what has gained
Hoarsenes8,SoreTliroat and WhoopCOCHITI MINES.
for us the public Vonfidence. What
ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
you read in our "ads" you can
From Illand Herald.
money
People
to.
with
to
tie
being
NO CURE. NO PAY.
surThe Monument claim is
spend naturally go to the safe
fllCE 50c.tnd $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
veyed tor patent.
trading place. Golden Rule Dry
Charles Paxton has strurk some
Goods Co.
good looking ore in the Ellen L.
OOOOOO
It is said tnat a force of men will
o
soon be put to work on the Crown
Hot
Springs.
Jemez
Point mine. Good times ahead.
Tlie public Is invited to visit the
Dealers In
George Hofheins came up from Albuquerque. He will build a furnace for famous heulth giving springs. First
class accommodations can be found at
Wool,
the mill at Woodbury.
good trout
The road to Woodbury is being re- the Stone hotel. Bathing,
only
scenery
fishing
are
beautiful
and
paired. In view of the fact that heavy
Goat
ore hauling will soon begin the work s few of the attractions of this delightful resort.
was made necessary.
WRITE FOR PRICES
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN'.
John McGonlgill. the miner from
:
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Stone Hotel.
Cochiti canyon, was in town displaying

500-hors- e

trans-milte-

d

ment.

Mcki Tea Positively Cures Sick

Head-Headach- e.

Indigestion and constipation. A delightful herb drink. Removes all erup-

tions of the skin, producing a perfect
complexion or money refunded. 25c
and 50c. Wr.te to us for free sample.
W. II. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J.
H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. Briggs &
Co.

GRANT COUNTY MINES.
New Cyanide Plant Recovering
Values From Low Grades.

claims of George Pell, and is superintending his development work.

some good specimens of

gold-bearin- g

1

"stay-at-homes-

wiftiiZ

S

sjfi

X

a

E. G.

Garcia & Co

Sheep,

Hides, Pelts
skins
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GOOD SHORT STORIES
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"What, Again?"
While he was there a man
write.
An Englishman entering the harbor came in who was evidently a regular
of this city for the first time was all customer.
" 'I owe you some money, don't I?' he
contemptuous of American institutions,
said to the storekeeper.
"The latter went to the door and
turned it around so that the back was

achievements and ambitions, and especially so of American arms and the
ability of the country to use them for
either offense or defense.
"Why," declared the Britisher, "England would fairly eat you up. We'd
come over here nnd take your bally
barbor at speed. We'd occupy Boston
and Philndelpha. and make it so hot
for you that you wouldn't know where
you were at."
"What! again?" drawled a quiet
American who had been listening.

visible.

"'That's eo,' he said; 'you owe me Vegas Optic.
for a c heese.'
LISTEN TO THE TALK.
'"A cheese?' replied the customer;

don't.'
The storekeeper looked at the door
again.
"'That's so,' he said; 'it's a grindstone. I didn't see the clot In the mid'no,

I

dle!" "

New York Tribune.

Baltimore Sun.

It

Was Even Up.

"I have read of people getting ahead
of Uncle Josh from the country," said
a Detroiter who used to be in the produce commission business, "but my
opinion is that he can take good care
of himself. One fall, when I was In
business, I paid an extra price for a
barrel of apples for my own use, and It
turned out that half the contents was
refuse that a hog wou?d hardly eat. It
was a clear swindle, but I didn't say a
word. In a few days the farmer wanted a barrel of vinegar, and I fixed up
one that was 90 per cent water. He
loaded it up and took it home, and he
never made a kick. I realized that he
would lay for me, however, and when
he sent in five barrels of potatoes I had
them opened and inspected before selling them. They were all O. K., as was
a shipment of onions, but within a
month he cheated me outrageously on
three crocks of butter. It was my turn
to get even again, and when he ordered a barrel of kerosene through me
I saw it was twelve gallons short. A
few da'ys thereafter he came lounging
In and careiessly inquired if I could
handle any beeswax.
" "I can,' I replied, 'but you know the
trade has grown very particular about
beeswax.'
" 'As to how?'
" 'Well, 1 shouldn't care to handle
it before cutting up cakes to see whether they were all wax or half corn
meal.
" 'I see, he said, as he scratched the
back of his neck. 'It kind olooks as if
you mistrusted my honesty.'
" 'Oh, not at all. Haven't I dealt with
you?
" 'You have, and durn my buttons, if
you don't mistrust me, I do you, and I
guess I'd better send you in five bags
of 'taters and sell the beeswax to some
body else.' " Detroit Free Press.

Mixed the Genders.
At the annual dinner of the Yale divinity school President Hadley told

this story as his contribution:
"A Frenchman called on the mayor
of Chicago, and as the visitor started
to nO he felt he must apologize for tak-i- n
so much of the mayor's time.
' 'I fear I have
cockroached on your
thv.o, Mr. Mayor, and I extremely regit t it.' he said.
" "Oh, no, not at all, my dear Blr.
That word, though, my dear fellow, Is
hencroached.'
" 'Pardon me, sir,' rejoined tlfo
Frenchman, as he shook hands with
hi3 honor, 'I was mixed up In my
ders.' "Cleveland Plain Dealer.

loon was advertised from one end of
the country to the Omer, and soon
Smith won the famous title that stuck
to him all the rest of the days of his
life. His son Is known as "Half Dollar' Smith.
'

;

In coming to new York to addresB
the centennial of the Board of missions of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian church, as has been previously stated in these letters. President Roosevelt emulated the example
or two cormer presidents, Mr. Cleveland and the late Benjamin Harrison.
Again Mr. Roosevelt will be following
the precedent of another New York
York president if he decides to make
his private secretary, George B.
secretary of commerce, for Mr.
Cleveland
appointed his secretary,
Daniel S. Lamont, as secretary of war
In his second term.
The friends of Edward Shepard, who
ran against L. Seth Low In the last
mayorality campaign, are faithfully
keeping him in the forefront of the political ranks of the state. Their latest
wish is to see him go to congress and
make a great reputation in the house
of representatives. They say he would
take at once a high rank there, and
that he could remain as long as he
pleased, successive renominations In a
sure democratic district being guaranteed to him. They argue that he could
more surely achieve a place of fame
and power in national politics In t.ns
way than through the gateway of city
or state politics.
Wall street Is growing, and rapidly;
that It will broaden out to the dimensions of the London market there Is
no doubt. The proposition to list con- sol certificates Is a clear indication of
Recently the City
this development.
bank made arrangements to facilitate
transactions in British consols by the
Farmers' Loan and Trust company
against consols duly registered in the
books of the Bank of England. It has
been announced that these certificates
will be listed on ihe exchange. Wo
formal application has, however, as yet
Cor-lelyo-

It Comes from Pueblo, Colo. It Comes
From the Back.
Did yon know it?
Know the back could talk?
Tell Its troubles like a child?
Tell you why It aches and pains?
Tell you why it's lame and
Warn you of the kidneys' ills?
Kidneys have too much to do.
Can't be sick and filter, too.
Listen to them when they speak.
Relieve the kidneys; cure the ache.
Keep the filters free at work.
Keep the kidneys well and strong.
Then the back Is silent.
It does not ache; it does not pain;
It is not weak, nor Is it lame.
It's healthy like the kidneys;
All backache pains and kidneys His
Are quickly cured by Doan's Kidney

Pills.

Here's proof of it:
Mr. Wm. Gower, of 310 Santa Fe
Pueblo, Colo., proprietor of the
barber shop at 310 Union street, says:
"I was mining up in the hills when my
back first began to trouble me. This
was four or five years ago and since
then my back had aches more or less
and while at work It caused me considerable misery. If I caught cold it settled in my kidneys and a severe back
ache would be the result. I read a little book advertising Doan's Kidney
Pills and being favorably impressed I
got a box of the remedy.
The treatment removed the trouble with my Deen made.
back and invigorated my whole system."
The long projected dock improve
Just such emphatic Indorsement can ment on the Nortn river between
le had right here in Albuquerque. Drop Charles and West Twenty-eightinto the Alvarado Pharmacy and ask streets is now assured, the board of
what their customers report.
estimates have authorized an issue of
Sold by all dealers. Price 50 cents $0,000 in bonds for this purpose. This
Co., Buffalo. s one of the most important of the
per iox. Foster-MilburN. Y., Bole agents for the United many public Improvements is which
States.
this city is engaged. It is of immense
Remember the name Doan s and significence to the commerce of this
take no substitute.
port, for the ten piers will be built
800 feet long, constructed of steel and
irregukidney
During the summer
will have back of them a marginal
larities are often caused by excessive street 250 feet wide. Such piers are
drinking or being overheated. Attend intended for the great ocean liners and
to the kidneys at once by using Foley's It Is not surprising that the steamship
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
companies now have iheir application
His Accurate Throw.
in for every one of them.
He had been a brakeman on the
G
N
railway, but, owing to inNEW YORK LETTER,
The great sporting event for the
juries received in the service, had been
coming week will be the meeting of
given a less hazardous position as sta
the National Automobile Racing assotion agent at a small place on the line
ciation at Brighton Beach next Saturof the road. His entire wardrobe con Wealthy New Yorkers Go in for day. The
prizes will be cups and med
sisted of one suit of clothes and he was
als and the following events will be
Palatial Country Homes.
patiently awaiting the next pay day, to
contested: Five mites open to alt
get the wherewithal to purchase an
motor bicycles; two miles open to
other.
all motor tricycles live miles maexpress,
NOTES.
which
MANY
INTERESTING
The fast mall and
chines weighing less than 2,000
was
reported
was due at midnight,
pounds; one mile, steam vehicles; one
four hours late, so he thought he could
mile electric machines; one mile
get in a pretty fair night's rest by setNew York, June 14. In many quar- open for tne circular track record; five
ting his alarm clock about an hour ters of the city today proper obser- miles, touring cars,
less than 2,000
ahead of the time when the train was
twenty-fiv- e
likely to come, as he needed little time vances of Flag day are being held by pounds, carrying four persons;weights;
miles all machines, all
to perform the only duty required of the various patriotic societies. A few obstacle
race alt machines.
him, viz., to see that the sack of mail weeks ago the American Flag associawas properly hooked to the crane, so tion issued an appeal for a more genSaved From An Awful Fate.
that the extending arm of the fast mail eral celebration of June 14 as Flag
'Everybody said I had consumption."
car would surely catch It as the train day. Its being the anniversary of the
went by.
adoption of the flag by the continental writes Mrs. A. M. Shields, of
Pa. "I was so low after six
The alarm clock, of course, upon this congress of 1777 and as a result tooccasion, failed to" work, and he was day's ceremonies are more elaborate months of severe sickness, caused by
hay fever and asthma, that few
awakened by the shrieking of the whis- than any previously performed.
thought I could get well, but I learned
tle "of the engine as it warned the staThere is every sign of the hottest of the marvelous merit of Dr. King's
tion of the coming train. He Jumped
for the sack and his trousers. Grabbed fight for the control of Tammany at New Discovery for consumption, used
both, rushed out on the platform, made the September election that that or- t, and was completely cured. For des
an accurate throw, and whiz! away ganization has ever known in all its perate throat and lung diseases it is
sped the train. He turned to pick up long history. According to current re- the safest cure in the world, and is inWyke faction Is fallible for coughs, colds and bronchial
his trousers, when he found he had ports, tne Carroll-Vathrown them upon the crane, and they raising a big Bum of money for use In affections. Guaranteed bottles 50c and
$1.00. Trial bottles free at all drughad gone in place of the mail. As to the primary campaign, but the
triumvirate will gists.
whether or not he dressed In the mall
said. Harper's raise dollar for dollar and present man
sack
But enough
FRASER COPPER COMPANY.
Magazine for June.
for man in the approachlug battle.

gen-

Why He Kept Quiet
The new clergyman had been asked
to Sunday dinner by one of the families of his congregation, and had accepted.
"You are a real good boy!" he said
to the small son of his host at table.
"Me?" said the boy, suprlsed at uncommendation from any
solicited,
source.
"Yes." went on the minister. "I
watched you all through the sermon
this morning, and you hardly moved."
"Oh!" exclaimed the lad. as a light
broke upon him. "Well, you see, I was
afraid of waking pop up." Cleveland
Plain Deaier.
Announcing the Bishops.
At the General Theological Seminary
alumni dinner Rev. Dr. Van De Water
told an amusing story about the last
conference of bishops in
England, which he attended as a chaplain. There was a certain meeting at
which the title of each bishop was
loudly announced as he entered by a
functionary at the door, who was quite
uniamiliar with many of them. He
got along pretty well, however, until
three American and one colonial bishop
came along, whose cards he read as
"The Lord Bishop of
follows:
(Iowa.) the Lord Bishop of
(Ohio.) the Lord Bishop of Misery
(Missouri.) the Lord Bishop of British
New York Trib-unGehenna (Guiana.
n

h
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Carnegie Amused.
Andrew Carnegie is not often a visitor to Wall street, and when he went
down there a few weeks ago he passed
unobserved down the famous thoroughfare, right into the arms of a runner
for a bucket shop.
"Come to put up a little money on
the rise of the market?" asked the runner.; "Sure thing; can't lose. Stocks
are going up. I'll show you where you
can double your money in half an

hour."

"Double all I have?" asked Mr. Carnegie, assuming aa air of eater 1b no- -

ave-enu-

h

n
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"How mucbre you got?" inquired
the runner.

"Oh. a little less than $175,000,000,"
replied the canny Scotsman simply.
' Wh what?" gasped the man.
"But I am trying to gerrid of it, not
double it," went on the ironmaster.
"Why. are you Andrew Carnegie?"
asked the runner.
"I am," said he, going on chuckling
quietly to himself. Pittsburg Dispatch.

Quoted Latin te th Judge.
Clifford Boese, one of tae clerks of
Dyspepsia bane of human existence.
the supreme court, tells this story of a Burdock Blood Bitters cures It, promptlawyer of this city who went to a town ly, permanently. Regulates and tones
in Kentucky to try a case. He was un- the stomach.
acquainted witn the district and the
c
judge who was to preside, and thought
TROUSERS.
act
to
lawyer
resldemt
a
retaining
of
in his place. He was told not to go to
The following story about "Trousers"
Latin to the has been localized by the Optic, and,
that expense, but to quote proud
of
his
very
judge, who was
of course, are suppobed to fit two subknowledge of that ancient language.
jects of that city.
he
books,
as
year
Quoting from the
Chapter 1. A young man about town
brought
jury
good,
for the
did. did no
wears striped trousers that cost $7 and
lawyer
are paid for. Yesterday it occurred to
in an adverse verdict. The
then moved to set the verdict aside on htm to carry a paper box of ice cream
home. He walked on the sunny side
the theory of the ancient and
law of "Non curanta cum snibus of the street and carried the box on the
him
exposed side of his body. He hadn't
nix." When his honor agreed with
and ordered a new trial, the opposing measured half the distance of his han
counsel jumped up and said the theory dicap before it occurred to the lee
of "Non curanta cum silibus nix" was cream to melt. The box leaked soft
incomprehensible to him.
white drops on the striped trousers
while the young man marched bravely
"What does it mean?" he cried.
"I'm sure I don't know." said the on. He ruined his trousers, but he
judge, "but it Anocks the spots out of saved fifteen cents on a messenger and
Moral:
he believes he is economical.
your case." New York Times.
Eat it at a soda fountain.
Must Set Himself Right.
Chanter 2. Once upon a time in the
not distant past there was a schoolboy
"It was an hour after midnight when
there came a turious ringing at my in great distress. He would back up
doorbell." said Abe Gruber. delivering usainst the wall whenever one of the
hiH "latet-tto a number of friends voung ladies of the class approached.
au,i would watch his turn to be sure
"The next minute I poked my head out
nd be the last one to follow his class
of an upper window and inquired as n
out and bad been observed to suddenly
u.iit tne visitor wanted.
liv.
s?'
" "1 his la where Mr. G ruber
'ease going upstairs three tteps at a
" 'Yes; I am Mr. Gruber. What is it?' time. As the time approached for
'"You delivered a speec h this evi calisthenics he was seen to interview
ring in which you mentioned t'oiiisd the teacher, and a sigh of relief told
McGibney?"
that he was excused from any further
Moral:
Examine them
exercises.
'"I did.'
"Was be a Pntestant or a Roman before you leave home.
well-know-

out the offices of a priest or a note of
the solemn high requiem mass.
No matter what creeds dictate nor
where they exclude, there will never
come a time when hearts that are
bleeding and crushed will not dream
of a perfect day In a sinless land where
every face shall reflect the radiance of
the new light of itf new life.
No matter what shall be denied in
earth's vale of tears every Borrowing
heart that tastes death's bitter cup will
forever claim the life promise of Him
who said: "and I. If I be lifted tip. I
will draw all men jinto me." Las

n

j

Thre has been something

of an
from New York Bince warm
weather set in and those who cannot
shut up their homes for a length of
time and go to the country or seashore
are taking advantage of inducements
offered by the trolly companies to
form trolly parties. A book has been
published on the subject oi trolly excursions giving all the best routes
around New York, and a leading newspaper is getting up trolly parties, carrying such of its readers as care to
go, in special cars without transfer,
over an immense stretch of country
in a single day.
exodus

For several summers evangical
meetings have been held In a big tent
street,
at Broadway and
and many of the best known revivalists of this country have spoken there,
including the late Dwlght L. Moody.
This tent church has now opened for
a twenty weeks' summer campaign,
and there is promised not only a number of celebrated speakers, but famous singers as well. Already the
Tennessee quartette, composed of
four Tennessee clergymen have sung
there with great success.
Wealthy New Yorkers are going in
for palatial country estates on a larger
plan eac'h year. The latest millionaire
or
to join the Long
Island summer colony Is William K
Vanderbilt. who has acquired Duo acres
of land at Lakeville, near Great Neck
Fifty-Sixt-

multi-millionair-

h
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Its Smelter Will Blow in Some Time
This Month.
Joseph L. Cllver, one of the party of
Taos people who arrived In Santa Fe
the other evening, is an extensive
stockholder In the Eraser Mountain
Copper company operating at Twining,
Taos county, and arrived at the territorial capital from Asbury Park, N. J.,
about two weeks ago to remain during
the Bummer and winter. He is delighted with the climate of northern New
Mexico and its magnificent resources
and remarked that it is a pity that
thousands of young men in the east
without opportunities, do not come to
New Mexico to assist in its development and at the same time gain a competence for themselves and live in the
finest climate In the world. Mr. Cllver
is a prominent citizen of Asbury Park,
a Shrlner belonging to Lulu Temple,
Philadelphia, and a thirty-Beconde
gree Mason.
He will probably later
take charge of the large store which
Is to be established at Twining.
He
reports that the water power at Twining is In such shape that operations
can be commenced at once at the smel
ter. Leffler turbines furnish
power to drive the machinery for the
smelter as well as for the mine and the
large dynamo which furnishes electric
light to the camp and which has been
set up. The tramway from the mines
to the smelter has been completed. It
is 1.U90 feet long. The capacity of the
smelter is 120 tons a day. Three shifts
are at work in the mines doing development work and piling up ore on the
immense clumps. The smelter is to
start up in about two weeks.
d

264-hors-

Long Island, on which a magnificent
country home is In the course of erec
tion. A one mile automobile race track
is to be one of the features of the esCatholic?'
Warning.
tate ami there are other Innovations
what
But
Ten Years In Bed.
a
Protestant.
was
"Ho
contemplated which will cause an
R. A. Gray, J. P.. Oakville, Ind.,
"Tiia:iks; that's all I wanted to If you have kidney indication or bladd
"For ten years I was
I'm the bhoithand reporter der trouble and do not use Foley's Kid- eclipse of all the other great palaces writes:
know
yourself owned by millionaires on Long Island
to my bed with disease of my kidthat took down the speech, and I ney Cure, you will have onlypositively
neys. It was so severe
I could
couldn't tel' from my notes whethei to blame for results, as It
the death of the famous "Sil- not move part of the time. that
I consulted
you siid he enteied the ministry or cures all forms of kidney and bladder verSince
no
Dollar" Smith his
less famous tho very best medical skill available,
the monastery. G'liight." New York diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.
business has steadily declined, and but could get no relief until Foley's
Times.
now tue old saloon directly across E8' Kidney Cure was recommended to me.
No Mass for His Soul's Repose.
No mass will lie said for the repose sex street from the police court Is dos It has been a Godsend to me." AlvaWas Not a Cheese.
Unviir'n Secretary William I', ltyan of the soul of Nicholas Deleado, the ed. When Smith opened his resort rado Pharmacy.
was commenting yesterday on the way j suicide. Delgado uied within a few some years ago he studded the tessel
Arrested forCattle Theft.
in which manv illiterate peisons seem minutes of his fatal ehot. His rash act ated marble floor with bright and shin
Andrew, nee Jack Masser. was arto cet along in the world. "The late excommunicates him from the church. ing silver dollars, also the chandallers
his over the bar. Silver was not too plen- rested at Alamogordo. Otero county,
William J. Carroll useu to leu a goon No holy candle of faith can light
story along this line," said Mr. Ryan. bier; tne holy bells refuse their c himes tiful in the neighborhood; gold was recently and was held for the Texas
"He had business connected with the to toll his parting knell, while his mute scarcer and when Smith made a center authorities, who have been trying to
collec tion of rents, which used to take dust cannot be laid in consecrated piece in the marble floor of double get hold of him for the past six years.
eagles aud several $5 gold pieces in the A Texas sheriff took Masser Into custohtm to a certain place on the Eeastern ground.
His family are in deep distress and form of au American star all Essex dy and escorted him to that state to
Shore at intervals. On one occasion
he went into a store there, the propria, the comforts of faith are denied them. 6treet marveled. The wisdom of his stand trial. lie is charged with cattle
tor of which could neither read nor They must put uira away quietly wtth- - plan was soon seen, however. The sa theft.
con-line-
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MIGUEL ANTONIO OTfcRO
Tne Popular Thrice Appointed
The Successful American, published
Washington. In a recent number conbiographical
tained the following
sketch, with a handsome cut illustration, of Hon. Miguel A. Otero, governor
of New Mexico:
The name of Otero is an honored and
distinguished one In the annals of New
Mexico. Its history can be traced back
for many centuries to the nobility of
Old Castile. It Is mentioned first in connection with New Mexico and Santa
Fe in 1605, although the direct ancestors of Governor Otero came to New
Mexico from Spain In the latter part of
the eighteenth century. His grandfather was a judge, an alcalde, a man of
in

Governor of New Mexico.

Big Johnnie. I. X. L.. and Copper Hill
,
mines appear unon tho mar.
Continental claim at Jewell Hill several miles to the west. Is also shown.
Ine map Indicates the roads and trails
of the regTon and aieo tne creeks
and
washes, many of which are dry in the
summer. In addition to these features,

the unusually rough and mountainous
topography of the region, together
with its altitudes above sea level, are
clearly shown by contours. The Bheet
may be had for 5 cents on application
to the director of the United State
geological survey.

Virulent Cancer Cured.
Startling proof of a wonderful advance In medicine Is given by druggist
G. W. Roberts, ot Elizabeth. W. Va. An
old man there had long suffered with
what good doctors pronounced incuraThey believed his case
ble cancer.
hopeless till he used Electric Bitters
and applied Bucklen's Arnica .Salve,
which treatment completely cured him.
When Electric Bitters are used to expel bilious, kidney and microbe poisons
at the same time this salve exerts its
matchless healing power, blood disHis Eon, Hon. Miguel Antonio Otero, eases, skin eruptions, ulcers and sores
Is no less distinguished than his father. vanish. Bitters 50c, Salve 25c at all
Born at St. Louis, Mo., on October 17, druggists.
1859, he received his education at the
St. Louis university and Notre Dame
GRAND CANYON NOTES.
college at South Bend. Ind. In early
youth he received a valuable business Newsy Items by the Williams News'
training which still stands him in good
Correspondent at Bright AngeL
stead, for after engaging in mercantile
We have quite a gathering of artists
pursuits for about two years with his
father as bookkeeper for the firm of and photographers here this week.
Otero. Sellars & Co.. at La Junta. Col., Some are making a tour of all the
In 1876, he went to Las Vegas and ac- tialls, starting with Grand View and
cepted a responsible position In the camping at points of most interest to
San Miguel National bank, thereafter them on the way down; nearly every
serving also as cashier of said San day witnesses the arrival or departure
Miguel National bank for five years. of some photographing outfit. They
This position he filled until elected by are having fine clear weather for their
the people of San Miguel county to work, for since the storm of last week
the position of county clerk and re- there is Just the right light to bring
corder. He also held the office of city the coloring and numerous castlelike
treasurer in Las Vegas, New Mexico, rocks of the canyon out in bold relief,
in 1893 and 1894. Later on he filled .ae and the walls and peaks stand in stolid
office of clerk of the United States dis- silence as If daring anyone to take a
trict court for the Fourth judicial dis- picture of them.
trict of the territory of New Mexico. eryThe IaEt few years the western scenand especially In and around the
He was a delegate from the territory
of New Mexico to the republican na- Rocky mountains has been in greater
tional convention in 1892,that nominat- demand by the connoiseuer. This Is a
ed General Benjamin Harrison for great encouragement to our home artpresident, and chairman of the New ists. In speaking of art, it has been
Mexico delegation to the republican asked and will be asked again, for it
national convention of 1900 that nom- seems an unsettled question, which Is
inated President McKlnley for presi- the most beautiful, nature as it is or
dent. In 1894 he was tendered the art as produced by the artist? Nature
nomination of delegate to congress by is rarely perfct, while it s possible for
his party, but declined the honor. On an artist to perfect his work if he
June 7, 1897, he was appointed the ex- knows what that perfection is.
One bright moonlight night last
ecutive of the territory of New Mexico,
week Mr. McClure, a brakeman, Mr.
and was confirmed unanimously by
senate. He was reappointed on June Authler, news agent, and two of the
15, 1901, by President McKlnley during hotel waiters walked down the canyon
vacation, and on December 18, 1901, and back again, leaving here at 10
was again reappointed by President o'clock and reached the top at 4 in the
It Is needless to say they
Roosevelt, making three appointments. morning.
His present term will expire on Jan- were all a little late for breakfast. We
have heard of chivalrous youths
uary 22, 1906.
deeds for their lady loves, but
As governor. Hon. Miguel Antonio
Otero has given the territory an admin- this seems rather a hazardous trip just
istration that has been epoch making to see the canyon by moonlight From
in the h.story of New Mexico. During al we hear they were amply paid for
war Governor their trouble.
the
strongly impressed
Otero was among the first to respond or. It cannot be too
visitors that they should not walk
and send troops and furnished
the canyon unless they know
of the celebrated First United States down strength,
for only last Sunday,
Volunteer cavalry (Rosevelt's Rough their
out long before
Riders). On the return of the regiment several gave entirely
he met them at Montauk Point, Long they reached the top. As they had not
Island, and later was presented with a arrived at dark, horses and a guide
magnificent gold medal and unanim- were sent down. W ben the guide found
ously elected an honorary member of them some were completely exhausted.
One lady tore off her hat and collar: it
the regiment.
He Is also president of the Salado was feared by her companions that
Live Stock company of Guadalupe she would lose her mind if help did not
county. New Mexico, and president of soon reach them. They ventured down
after bing warned by Mr. Strait, the
the B. O. B. Mining and Milling com- clerk,
that it was not safe to go withpany of Grant county, New Mexico.
He is a member of the Montezuma out a horse. They u.d not even take a
club of Las Vegas, also a Master Ma- lunch.
What has become of our postofftee?
son, a member of the Royal Arch and
a Knight Templar. He is also a Knight It must be sidetracked somewhere.
of Pythias, a Mystic Shriner, and a The string was not strong enough to
member of the Order of Elks. He mar- hold it.
Thomas Moran, the scenic painter,
ried on December 19. 1888. at Sast Las
.Vegas, N. M., Mill Caroline, tho young- is here, accompanied by his two daughest and most charming daughter of ters.
W. H. Spent, of Chicago, spent a
Judge Lafayette Emmett, at one time
at the canyon.
the chief justice of Minnesota and week
Milton Nobles, the playwright of
now the librarian of New Mexico, and
though he and his wife have had to New York, with his wife, is a visitor
mourn the loss of two children, one here. The canyon must seem a dead
son, also named Miguel Antonio, now thing to him after the busy scenes be9 years of age, is a bright particular hind the footlights.
E. A. Haggott, formerly of Williams,
star in their happy household.
Personally, Governor Otero is amia- made us a visit this week. manager of
J. W. Thurber. former
ble, unaffected, persevering, morally
of high principle and loyat to his the holel, was here a few days with hi"
friends. He Is an, enthusiastic worker bride.P; McGinness, former claim agent
A.
for the welfare of the territory under
Santa Fe, now of Mexico, and
his control, and his greatest political of the Doheny.
the oil man, with their
L.
E.
placed
ambition is to have New Mexico
out
to view the canyon in
came
wives,
worthy
among the sisterhood of states,
Tuesday evencar
"idler"
private
the
privilege
of being given every political
morning.
returning
Thursday
ing,
to which statehood will entitle It.
marked talents and considerable landed wealth. Governor Otero's father,
Don Miguel Otero, was born In Valencia county, New Mexico, and was prominently identified with the political
and public affairs of the legislature
and thrice delegate to congress. In
18C1 President Lincoln appointed him
secretary of the territory. He also served as attorney general and United
States district attorney for the territory and was as prominent in business
affairs as he was In politics.
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Spring Fever.
Spring fever Is another name for biliousness. It is more serious than most
people think. A torpid liver and inactive liowels mean a poisoned system.
It neglected, serious illness may follow
suc h symptoms.
DeWitt's Little Early
Risers remove all danger by stimulating the liver, opening the bowels and
cleansing the system of impurities.
Safe pills. Never gripe. "I have taken
DeWitt's Little Early Risers for torpid
liver every spring for years." writes R.
M. Everly. Moundsville, W. Va, "They
do me more good than anything I have
ever tried." J. H. O Rielly & Co., and
B. 11. Briggs & Co.

c

Wanted in Kansas.
A young man by the name of Oaks
was arrested at Santa Rosa by Deputy
Sheriff Pedro Cariaga. The man is
wanted by the authorities of Winfleld,
Kas., on the charge of assault to kill.
An officer from that place arrived and
will escort Oaks to Kansas to stand

trial.

On the first Indication of kidney
trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Arizona Topographic Map.
One of the topographic maps just Is
sued by the United States geological
survey Is the globe quadrangle of central Arizona. The territory which it
represents lies mostly in Gila county.
In the heart of the Pinal mountains.
Globe is the only settlement of any
size to be found in the region, but it is
of interest and importance as the center of mining operations. The location
of the more important of the mines,
viz., the Old Dominion, Buffalo. Grey,

Happy Time in Old Town.
"We felt very nappy,' writes R. N.
Beviu, Old Town, Va., "when Bucklen's
Arnica Salve wholly cured our daughter of a bad case of scald head." It delights all who use It for cuts, corns,
burns, bruises, boils, ulcers, eruptions.
Infallible for piles. Only 25c at all

druggists.

HIS WIFE IS GONE.
William Tracy Says She Sold $200
Worth of Goods and Left.
William Tracy, a Santa Fe shopman,
cen Mr. Tracy
has lost his wife.
went to his home in Maple Grove
Thursday afternoon at the close of his
day's work, there was no one there
but his two daughters, the oldest of
whom Is 13 years of age. Mrs. Tracy
had left, and she had taken with her
her 2 year old baby, and about $200
which she secured yesterday by the
sale of At. Tracy's buggy, her sewing
machine, a cow and some pigs. It is
supposed that she went to her old
home in Ohio.
Mr. Tracy says that his wife had expressed dissatisfaction for some time
with the way she was treated, claiming that she did not have her way
about things enough. He says that he
will make no effort to bring her back
or recover his property, which she
sold. Mr. and Mrs. Tracy have been
Topeka
married about 15 years.

Journal.

for DiilouMuffa uat Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. They
cleanse the stomach and regulate the
liver and bowels, effecting a quick and
permanent cure. For sale by all
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Failroad Topics
y
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Queer Actine Irishman
ley Dead From

Several brick cottages will be erect- (Minneapolis and St. Paul) on tne
ed at Ash Fork for the railroad com- north and Kansas City and Chicago on
pany by a Los Angeles contracting the south and west. The numerous
firm.
additions and acquisitions since then
General Manager A. O. Wells, of the are greatly changing the character of
Santa Fe Pacific, visited at the Grand the system, which Is now becoming a
Canyon on his special car the other potent factor in the railroad operations
of the southwest.
day.
Senator Arthur Kennedy, on. W. S.
SE
ASKED.
TIPS
Hopewell and R. L. McCance left San-- .
ta Fe yesterday for Kennedy on the
Pullman Conductors Do Not Threaten
Santa Fe Central railway.
to Go on Strike.
Mrs. C. A. Sowl, day telegraph operaChicago American in Its Issue
tor for the Santa Fe railroad company of "The
6 published an article relatat Flagstaff, returned from Los Ange- ing June
to a petition addressed to the offles. Cal., where she has been taking a icials of the Pullman company and
vacation for several weeks.
signed by Pullman conductors, reW. J. McMillan and George Neth, questing an Increase In their salabrakenvn running between Las Vegas ries," said K. E. Todd, a Pullman conand Albuquerque, have resigned and ductor.
will accept a position on the coal run
"Evidently no effort was made by
between French and Dawson on the the author of the article to ascertain
Rock Island.
the facts In connection with the petiE. B. Long, for some time past em- tion referred to, but all conductors
ployed In the baggage department at know that the story told is erroneous.
"Their representation of the action
the Williams depot, resigned his position and left for Challender, where being taken by Pullman conductors Is
he entered the employ of the DeMund entirely wrong.
"The paper states that a large peLumber company.
is in circulation, demanding an
Justin Thompson, who has been tition
which petition, it Is
braking on the Santa Fe branch in increase in wages,signed
by 15,000 conplace of Chas. Holmes, who was away thought, will be
all of whom will be ready
with his wife in Kansas, has returned ductors,
on a strike in case the conto Las Vegas and has taken his regular to go out
ditions of the petition are not compiled
run at the latter city.
with by the company.
Geo. Thompson, who a few months
is also stated that the demands
ago had a Job in the boiler shops at set"Itforth
in the petition are as folTopeka. is now serving the same de- lows:
partment of the Santa Fe at Point
"1st. All new men shall receive a
Richmond. Cal. eH went from Topeka salary of $65 per month for the first
to Albunueroue. N. M.
half year, and after that $70 a month.
"2nd. The maximum wage scale
Senator Arthur Kennedy, of Pittsburg, president of the Pennsylvania shall be $85 a month. The present
Development company, arrived In San- limit is $75. etc.
ta Fe Thursday night from the east to "It is further stated that the Pulllook over the construction work on the man company Is under the Impression
that their conductors' income Is subSanta Fe Central railway.
stantially increased by tips from pasGeorge E. Sullivan, the aecommo-datinagent for the Santa Fe railroad sengers.
"The facts in the matter are as folcompany at Flagsta... returned from
FEW-RAI-
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mother who went to spend the summer
for the benefit of her health.
W. H. Parsons. 27 years old. agent
for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
read at Holton, Kas., died at the home
of His parents at Lamonte, Mo., of diabetes. He was to have been married
to Miss Martha Drake, of Holton. on
the day following that of his death.
The Rook Island gave notice that, effective June 23. it would withdraw the
, jobing rates out of Wichita, of which
' complaint has been made by the Kansas City shippers. Under these rates
Wichita houses had an advantage in
the southwest over their Kansas City
competitors, who petitioned the road
for for relief. The action on the part
of the Rock Islanu restores conditions
to the old basis.
Latest reports regarding Third Vice
President J. W. Kendrick indicate that
he is in Paris, but will set sail for the
United States to reach New York between June 15 and July 1. A little r
the latter date he will arrive at
Chicago - to assume the duties of his
...
. it
1, ....
i
..ii t. r i mil
la icoi uuii
nuiiiui iiy 11
ed that his resignation has not yet
been formally tendered, but from
other sources the report came of his
withdrawal In the first place, and there
is no reason now to doubt that such
action Is contemplated.
The Topeka State.Tournal says: J.
D. Thompson, who two days ago took
the foremanship of a scrapping gang
in the blacksmith shop, is expecting
his family to arrive any day from
buquorque, N. M.. where he has been
.
working for several years as a
Mr. Thompson formerly
his trade here, but went west
several years ago and until the accident in which he lost two fingers of
his right hand a few weeks ago, was a
'regular employe
of the company at
.. . i .
U
Tnnol-a
nu
i
uaa .v . wi. li In
jjwiiii.
mat
lie Una
most of the time since.
Here is what the Williams News
says about a Grand Canyon book recently issued: The News Is In receipt
of a "Guide Hook of the Grand
yon," written by our old friend P. C.
Ricknell, who is acknowledged to be
an authority n the subject. It is. In
every sense, worthy of the name it
bears, throughout its one hundred
pages is much interesting descriptive
matter in addition to numerous halftone views of different points of interest. The work, while small, if carefully persued, will give information in
unlooked for qualities and reflects
great credit upon its author, and also
its publisher, Fred Harvey.
af-te-
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lows:

"There Is a petition now in circulation oelng signed by conductors In the
employ of the Pullman company merely requesting an increase in their salaries.
There Is not, however, anything in this petition that can in any
way be construed as a demand and no
Intimation or intention of a strike is
made or anticipated.
"No specified amount regarding the
increase is mentioned and as a matter
of fact the present salaries of conductors is more than the article in
question states that they are asking
for. The officials of the Pullman company do not believe that conductors
are the recipient of tips from the public. On the contrary, they might know
that they are not, and I might add that
I have been In the service in the capacity of a conductor for more than two
years and during that time my total
revenue from this source has been
$12.

"The Pitflman company, so far, instead of thwarting conductors in their
signing or circulating the petition referred to have encouraged them and
in al of their district offices have ordered that copies of the petition be
placed in order for conductors to attach their signatures."
CATER TO THE WOMEN.
New Pullman Cars Have Extra Large
Toilet Rooms.
Three western roads have, within the
last ten days, issued orders for new
Pullman sleeping cars with increflred
toilet facilities for women.
These
three roads are the Northern Pacific,
the Chicago &. Nortnwestern and the
St. Paul.
Women traveling in the west have
been complaining for years of the in-

adequate sp"cial accommodations
tl"'m in the Pullman cars. lu
most Pullman sleeptrs run over western lines the women's lavatory, it is
alleged, has not been large enough to
accommodate the women wl.en they
comprised 25 per cent ot the train pas'
sengers.
The Northern Pacific company has
just nut into service ten new Pullman
cars, which give three times the spaco
to women's dressing rooms that lias
heretofore been accorded. Other western roads have ordered cars of a sin
ilar character.

il

ROCK ISLAND GETS MORE.

Immigration Pool to Agree to New Distribution or spoils.
Members of the advisory committee
of the western immigration bureau are
SYSTEM, In New York attending a meeting to
TRANSCONTINENTAL
reorganize the bureau and make it
satisfactory to all concerned.
Wonderful Recent Development of the more
The Rock Island withdrew from the:
Rock Island Route.
bureau and the New York immigrant
The annual report of the Chicago, clearing house a short time ago beRock Island &. Pacific Railway compa- cause the Southern Pacific was not a
ny submitted at the stockholders' meet- member, and it was dissatisfied witn
ing is for the fiscal year ending March, its percentage allotted under the pool31, lu2, and therefore does not cover ing agreement. The Southern Pacific
important acquisitions and financial ar- has agreed to join ami both it and the
rangements which have suddenly been Santa Fe are wiling to give the Rock
carried through. Since that date the Island an additional share of the busiRoc k Island has acquired the Choctaw, ness on account of its having establishOklahoma & Gulf railroad (issuing ed a through line to the coast via ,i
f24.OO0.0OO collateral trust 4 per cent Paso, Texas.
bonds for the purpose) and also the St.
Louis. Kansas City & Colorado. These
A NEW FLYER.
two acquisitions materially enlarge the
system
and A Twenty Hour Train Between New
confines of the Rock Island
give it, in addition to its important
York and Chicago.
terminus at Chicago, termini also at
New Y'ork, June 14. in order to
Memphis and St. I.ouis, though In this meet the demand for rapid communilast instance it will be necessary to fill cation between the great cities of the
in first a gap of 120 miles of uncomple- cast and middle west the Pennsylvania
ted road.
railroad has perfected arrangements
The Rock Island may be said to be for putting into operation tomorrow
developing into Ue proportions of a a twenty hour train service between
large transcontinental system. This this city and Chicago. The train will
will appear particularly obvious when leave New Y'ork every day at 1:55 p.
it is recallled that, aside from the ad- m., arriving at Chicago at 8:55 the folditions mentioned, the company has lowing morning. The service will also
been building some large extensions; include a similar train east bound. The
particularly the construction of the va- special will be the fastest long
rious pieces of road (some by means of
train ever rcigularly scheduled
independent companies organized for on the Pennsylvania road. The disthat purpose.) forming the line to El tance covered will be 912 miles and
Paso, where connection is made on the the average rate of speed covered will
one hand with the Southern Pacific for be forty-fivmiles an hour.
Pacific coast points, and on the other
Humoing.
hand with the Mexican Central for
points in Mexico. The company someWe have auaea a plumbing departwhat earlier provided itself with a line ment and tin shop to our business.
through Oklahoma to Fort Worth in When you havo anything in this line
northern Texas. A few years ago the to be done see us about it before placoperations of the Rock Island were
confined almost entirely to the territo- ing your order. Albuquerque Hardry between Chicago and the twin cities ware company.
uis-tanc-
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died of heart failure and leaves a wife
and six ch'idren to mourn his loss, besides Innumerable friends.
Prjfcssor Butcher of the Normal Is
all smiles today over the arrival of an
heir at his home last night.
Miss Lucy stone, an old Las Vegas
school teac her, is here visiting her
mother, after an absence of four years.
Misses Tillie and lionise Sporleder
pleasantly entertained the Y'ounR Ladies' Guild of the Episcopal church
yesterday afternoon.
H. G. Coors returned this afternoon
from a week's sojourn in Colorado,

HE HAD SNAKES.

e

M.

J.

Crow-

Heart Disease.

OTHER LOCAL HTPPENINGS.

Las Vegas, N. M.. June 13. Essen-ge& Judell picked up some smoked
Irishman on the streets yesterday and
put him to work digging a vault in the
rear of the store. Evidently Rastus
had had a sunstroke at some time during his residence In the sunny south,
for In the afternoon he began acting
queerly, and finally picked up a piece
of scantling, and running up to the
coalshed, he drew back and hefted the
coalshed a mighty blow, saying at the
same time: "Manda, now you give
Shine them three dollars." He thought
Manda was In the cabin and he tried
to break In the shed, but instead of
finding Manda, he found Marshal
who took care of him and
shipped him out on a freight.
Mrs. John Swallow Is on the sick list
r

Curt-righ-

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited
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Calls attention to the fact that:
It is the only Standard Guage Route from the United States Iron- o
tier to Mexico City.
It is the only line in Mexico that can offer the traveling public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing 0
nojin sieepers, ngntea ny rintsca uas.
It Is the only line by which you can t.avel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It is the only line by which you can travel without change from
St. Ixiuis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
2? states of the Republic. Eight million of the thirteen million inhabitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.

Miss Luclle Wagoner, of Topeka,
Kna., is visiting relatives in the city.
In the appeal suit of J. H. Stearns
vs. Charles Schock from Judge Woos-ter'- s
court, the suit being on an old
debt, the plaintiff was given $53.35
Mills this morning.

The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it. Chihuahua. Sierra Mojada, vtapiml, Fresnlllo,
Parral, GuanaeevI, Durango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato Sombrerete, Pach-ucetc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 Inhabitants in the Repub- 11c of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central
Railway:
Chihuahua 30.098 inhabitants; Parral 16,382: Zacatecas 34,438;
101,208;
O.ianajuato 40,580; Leon 63.263;Guadalajara
Queretaro 38,-Vie; &amorat lz.oa.t; Aguascanenies ,t,8ie; irapuato lu.etu.
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 13,845; San Luis Potosl
60.S58; Tamplco (Mexican Gulf port) 16,313; Celay. 25,565; Pachuca
a,

MUDGE RETURNS TO TOPEKA.
Partially Confirms Report of Kendrick
Resignation.

General Manager H. U. Mudge, who
returned to Topeka from his trip to
Colorado, partially confirmed the report that Third Vice President J. W.
Kendrick of the Santa Fe is to resign.
Mr. Mudge said In response to a question.
"I have not heard anything about
the matter officially, and have not even
seen what the lopeka papers said
about 1U I would say, l.jwcver, that
insofar as the reports sute that Mr.
Kendrick is considering i a offer from
the Westinghouse people, they are
probably correct. Further than that I

t,

today.
P. (J. Rolibins, one of Santa Rosa's
good attorneys, after a few days in
town, returned home on the stage this

morning.

Al. Quinloy is the crack shot in the
Gun club this week and wears the
medal for a score of 20 birds out of 25.
Marshal Curtright started on his
hunt for bad sidewalks this morning.
The council notified him to order all know nothiug."
dangerous sidewalks taken entirely out
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
at once, and arrangements made at
onre for putting down new permanent
Alvarado.
walks.
John Bec ker, Henry Davis, Dr.
A.
now
M.
Y.
C.
are
The
committee
Belen: J. M.
Ben
making thejr effort to get 150 signers Weiller. Denver; A. Roeschlaub,
St. Louis;
Hart.
year,
a
of membership cards at $10
and H. W. Hickman, San Francisco; M.
as soon ns t:iey are secured, quarters Howell. Jr.. St. Paul;
George R. Ryan,
Immediately.
will be opened
Chicago;
J. F.. McNally. N. E. Foules,
Sccundino Romero left this morning San Marcial; W. H. Toll, W. B. Stowe.
for 1:1s ranch at El Cuervo.
New Y'ork city; Thomas Castor, TrinAl. Rogers left this afternoon for idad;
C. Blenn and wife, Kelly, N.
Ann Arbor to shake hands with his old M.; M.J. A. Llewellyn,
FX?: C. A.
schoolmates at a class reunion there Fellows, Topeka; W. Santa
A. Cundall. Mitl.e 18th.
lwaukee: G. K. Smith, Longview, TexGeorge Hunker Intended starting for as;
R. Utley. F. L. Trippe,
his home in Missouri today, but on find New William
Y'ork: Gustav Muller. Cleveland;
ing out it was the 13th of the month, J. Eiseman,
H.
Boston,
and l'Yiday besides. It was too much Mass.; JosephJ. Hall,Tarnhelm.
Norwich. Conn.;
for even a Missourian, and he will wait W. F. Webster. Cincinnati;
Frank M.
until the hoodoo is worn off.
Conser, Washington; W. H. Ware, Jr.,
The curbing for a fine cement side-wai- Portsmouth,
Ohio; Mrs. Irwin, Mrs.
being put in front of the Cooley Hogan. LaCrossc,
Wis.; H. W. Kelly,
carriage repository and Thomas
Vegas; S. H. Bonus, Milwaukee.
building this morning.
The Las
whole side of the street from the
Sturges' European.
bridge to the Plaza is to have fine new
L. E. Kcttrill, Socorro: Max II. Mon-toywalks soon.
San Antonio. N. M.; J. W. Ben.
There Is goinng to be a "hot time in nett, Houck. Ariz.; P. 1). McRae, Chi- on
the Fourth. The lili; W. Schofleld, Kearns Canyon
the old town"
committee has raised over $300 for the Ariz.; H. W. Kelly, Las Vegas; Ed. H
program, and there will be a fine pro- Cobbs, El Paso; S. A. McMurray, Ken
gram of races with good prizes, two tucky; A. S. Norquist, Mrs. Wright,
bands, fireworks. Bridge street to be Denver.
illuminated from the bridge to and
Hotel Highland.
around the Plaza a big hurrah in genGeorge D. Moore, Chicago;
F. E.
eral. It will be one of the largest celebrations ever given there, and big Beven. Ash Fork, Ariz.: C. E. Hill.
crowds are expected In from the neigh- Kansas City; William R. Utley. New
Y'ork city; Mrs. Adam Forepaw, Jr.,
borhood.
Mrs. Jennie Roberts, of Trinidad, Howe s Shows.
who ras boon visiting with her son. C.
Metropolitan.
V. Hodgcock, left this mornips for CalEdward Wildensteln. Magdalcna. N,
ifornia.
Marshal Curtright 6ays that any of M.; Mrs. J M. Oliver, Las Vegas.
the youngsters getting premature with
Gvnd Central.
their fireworks and noise will be arE. M. Thornton, Denver, Colo.
rested on the night of the 3d of July
and kept In until after the Fourth. One
Assumed Conductor's Name.
day of noise is enough.
Harry D. Auld, of Doming, N. M., a
metropcame
to
the
James Grunsfeld
conductor on the El Paso & Southolis this morning to get a change from western railroad, is not the man who
Albuquerque.
quietude
of
the serene
was arrested in Nebraska a few clays
Mrs Charles A. Spless entertained ago for forgery. When the Nebraska
a large number of friends this after- man was arrested, a traveling card of
noon.
the Order of Railroad Conductors, isWord has boon received here from sued to' H. D. Auld, was found in his
capArthur Hand in Chicago that he
pocket, and the man claimed that was
tured the highest prize in the violin his name. The genuine 11. I). Auld
contest fn the Chicago 'Musical college, writes from Doming that he lost his
and is now the proud wearer of the traveling card in that town last March.
diamond metal. Ho was a post graadu-at- e He has Keen running a train continuin the college and had two other ously on the El Paso & Southwestern
competitors la his class. He has been road sinc e January 27.
requested to repeat the treat in a puli-li.- "
Premature Rumor6.
conceit this week. Mr. Hand is an
The rumors about changes in offices
old Las Vegas boy, having been raised
here. He also spent last" summer of the Mexican Central in Juarez, Mox..
here and has many friends and ac- are premature and not so well founded
quaintances who are glad to hoar of as stated, says the El Paso News. W.
G. McCormick has not resigned and
his honor.
Francisco Garcia is in from San without his resignation there will bo
Geronimo and reports the crops doing no changes. Ho says ho would be glad
if persons hearing rumors of his resigwell in that district.
Jane McKellar. et al. have transferr- nation would confer with him before
ed to Andrieus A. Jones the hac ienda making the rumors public, ns such
ami land located in Los Gallinas, con- rumors reported prematurely are likely
to injure him.
sideration, $1.00.
Santiago Sanchez has received a
Just Received
title of possession for ICo acres of
a fine lot of upholstered couches with
land on Laguna Ancha.
The soc ial given by the wives of the all steel construction. Don't fail to
Brotherhood of Locomotive Trainmen see them. They are beauties. Futrelle
.it the Kn:sMs of Pythias hall last Furniture Co., west end of viaduct.
nifcht was a most pronounced success. Also a tine line of ingrain carpets and
A largo crowd was out out and a ve ry art squares, ranging in prices from
was given, con- $3.5o and up; cotton, a wool and all
enjoyable program
lee wool.
sisting of music and singing.
cream and cake w.cre served as reWe are showing tne most extensive
freshments and a good time enjoyed
by all. These functions by the ladies line of men's and boys' ready-to-wea- r
between Denver and Lob Anare becoming quite frequent, and they clothes
form bright spots in these work clay geles. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue '.'lothler.
lives.
o
L. L. Gatehood of Albuquerque is in
Doming ships over 100,000 head of
Insurance
town ljoklng after his
cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region In the southfinal
having
the
The ice plant is
west and cattle men all know this.
ready
will
be
connexions made and
supplying the local market
to
with distilled water ice in a few days.
Mrs. Kate Vn.nlit left today for Bur, We
lington, la. and Jac ksonville, III. for a
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37.4S7; City of Mexico 368.777.
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Dally Pullman service between St. Louis. Mo., and Mexico City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. A P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A Mexico City.
o
W. 8. MSAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas, o
--

a

The Name
Please.

Rad-cliff-

!

Tell me the name and addressof your friend in the
East who might be induced to come West this summer. I
will furnish him, or her, with complete information regarding the low excursion rates and the best routes, reserve
berths, and do everything possiole to make your friend's
journey comfortable and pleasant.
If you're going East, should be glad to do as much for
I

Ray-wood- 's

.11L 2

vou- -

a,

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
6.

W. VALLERY,

General Agent.l

DENVER.

I
S

WE,
THE UNDERSIGNED
DESIRE
I

JO HAVE
THE PLEASURE
OF EXPRESSING OUR
APPROVAL OF THE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE
-- '
.
OFFICIAL
DELEGATION OF THE
TEXAS FEDERATION WOMEN'S CLUBS.
WE WISH ALSO TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIA-TIOOF THE EXCELLENT SERVICE OF THE SANTA FE ROAD; OF THE MANAGEMENT; OF THE SPECIAL TRAIN; OF THE COURTESY OF EVERY OFFICIAL FROM
TO PORTER; OF THE PERFECTION OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT
HARVEY EATING HOUSES. MAY THE SANTA FE LIVE LONG AND
PROSPER.
MRS. PERCY V. PENNYPACKER, Pres. Texas F. W. Clubs.
MRS. ANNA McLEAN MOORES.
N

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

.....

Proprietor

Iron and B aei; Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; fchaftings, Pulleyr,
Grade 4ars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining; and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Railroad Time Tables

Printing!
?v

0

?(i Modern Type,
,f
$
J? Modern Presses,
0?
Modern Ideas,
iv

i

s

you
A Dollar ADay
FOR LIFE!
Witt Toy

vi. cation.

Mrs. G. H. Cornell and family arrived today from Chicago for a throe
.
months' visi1 with Mrs. Charles
her mot'ior.
Will Trainer bad one of his eyes
Han-foi'd-

yestenKv afternoon

while! work-

ing on his engine, by the water glass
breaking and flying in his eyes. His
injury is not serious, but has caused
tim to lay off a few days.
Miss IM:.a McBrido, who has been
visiting Mrs. Earnest Browne for the
past two weeks, returned to her home
at Espinola today.
Mrs. C. R. James left this morning
for Los Angeles on receipt of a tel-

egram announcing that her mother
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ARRlVli FROM TIIU NORTH.

No. 1, California Kx press . . . . 7:15 p.m.
No. 7, Mi x. &. Cal. Kx press. . i0:i5 p.m.
No. li, California Limited. . . . 10:o0 a.m.
L10AVK GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic KxpreBs
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
ll:D5p.m.

Chii ano l.'xprt ss
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVKS FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Kxpresf .... 7:10 a.m.
LKAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
11:45 p.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1. California Express.... 8:15 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fridays.
Local freight No. Stlt, going south,

No.

8,

was ill.
Co.
5 Petarsort Publishing
The brick work on the Poors buildNEW YORK
C.19th bt.. 4
ing on Lincoln avenue is going up fast
and is making a good showing. The
passengers.
ii9, v building there will greatly
LAND tarries
TITLE TO GOVERNMENT
F. L. MYERS. Agent.
the looks of the city.
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
Mifsos Cora and Nellie Stern left toRESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
MONUMENTS.
day for St. Louis for a visit.
ADAll kinds of stone and joable work.
Aciolph Strauss. Mrs. Coleman and
FOR FULL PARTICULARS
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
daughter, Lillie, arrived today after a DRESS
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
year's absence m Europe.
JOHN D. ACKERMAN.
H. Q. MAURINO.
Morris J. Crowley, one of Las Vegas'
o
St.,
Montgomery
old settlers and respected citizens, was Land Attorney, 606
two for 25 cents.
cigars,
Statehood
San Francisco, Cl.
tailed to bis reward this morning. He
43-4-
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Pratt &

Co.

Sole agents for casino and Oia brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second street.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
earth
rYee delivery.
Orders solicited.
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Joseph Hall, a prominent wool buyer
of Norwich, Conn., is here today, ,
James Grunsfeld, who was up north
on business, returned to the citv' lasi
night.
J. F. McNally. division superintendcnt. came in from San Martial last

j

,

-

night.

THEM WITH THESE PRICES, THEN YOU ARE OUR CUSTOMER.

to

LADIES' VICI

$2.25 to $3.00

OXFORDS

KID

LADIES' PATENT KID SLIPPERS AND OXFORDS
LADIES' SHOES, HAND TURN OR WELT

$2.50 to $3.50

$2.50 to $3.50

SHOES...'

MEN'S WORKING

$1.35 to $2.75

MEN'S DRESS SHOES

$2.00 to $4.00

MEN'S LOW SHOES

$1.50 to $3.50

CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S

75c to $1.60

SLIPPERS

DAINTY BREAKFAST

FOODS

at well at choicest delicaciea for lunch
and dinner, can always be found at
our store. We handle only first class
goods and can guarantee quality. Everything offered for tale here It strict-lfreeh and Just at represented. We
carry a large stock of telected family
and fancy groceriet. Pure teat and
coffees a specialty. Low prices, too.
Prompt service.

y

J. L. BELL

& CO.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second SL
We have just opened a new line of

Little Red School House Shoes
That are stylish and serviceable and at
the same time made In shapes that
gives the growing foot a chance to
grow. They cost no more than many
inferior brands. Come and examine
them.
5
8V4

11

to 8, $1.25.
to 11, $1.50.
to 2, $1.75.

T. MUENSTERMAN.
this price. They loo well, fit better,
On dlamonas, watcnes, etc.. or any wear best. Examine them at C. May's
good security; also househoM goods popular priced shoe store, 208 West
stored with me; strictly confidential. Railroad avenue.
Highest cash price paid for household
If you are going east do not forget
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
to get some souvenirs at A. B. WeaT. A. WRITTEN. 114 Gold avenue. ver's, 307 South First street.
In Deming the demand for rental
houses is five times in excess of the
supply.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT
Deming, the railroad center of New FOR TAILOR .MADE SUITS ROSENMONEY TO LOAN.

CITY NEWS.

Mexico.
WALD BROS.
See the newest in ladles' neckwear
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
at The Economist.
Deming, the gateway to the best Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain
Railway.
Vart of Old Mexico.
Effective June 2nd first class passen
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ger
train will leave Alamogordo at 8
ROSENWALD BROS.
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
Window shades in all colors and a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloudwidths at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad croft at 5:30 p. m., arriving at Alamo
gordo at 8 p. m.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
Passengers for these trains can take
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Deming!
Don't overlook it if you breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
are looking for a sale and paying in- dinner at Cloudctoft.
A. N. BROWN,
vestment
.
G. P. A.. E.
I. Route.
Mexican drawn woric in endless variety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Curtains! Curtains! Curtains! I!
avenue.
We are mowing up to date lace curIn Deming another good Lotel Is tains in Rrussels net, Irish point, Araneeded to accommodate the enormous bian nt, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
Increase of population.
muslla. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
lit jrfexlcan drawn work we are avnue.
o ;
showing a big assortment. Albert
Notice.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
ROSENWALD DUOS.
orders, 6 cents up, 111 North First
In Deming you can ouy lots for $100 street
which will pay you 100 per cent
less
than twelve months.
Your parcels ana
delivered
Our line of woman's $2.25 low shoes, by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
with light hand turn or genuine exten the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue,
Bion soles, are the best ever offered at Automatic phone No. 202.
1
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uJf you want to know what tinartly ilretsed tnen wear
thin teuton, atk to tee Stein LUn h Clothet."
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Men's Jersey Knit
Bathing Suits $1.25
;

Boys' Jersey Knit
Bathing Suits $1.00
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A complete

Our prices are always from 10 to 20 per cent lower than elsewhere
in the city and this special 25 per cent reduction will make our
prices less than other merchants pay for their clothing.

line of

Men's Shirt Waists
$1.75 to $2.50.

L WASHBURN.

i.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
Edwards

OQOOCOCOOOOOOOCXDOQQOCOOOCO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

MEN S SHOES
We have just added several new
lines of light weight footwear

Telephone Service

MONEY TO LOAN

Pianos.

If you are slightly interested In t..e
On diamonds, watches or any good
purchase of a piano it will pay you to
call at Hall & Learnard's.
security. Great bargains in watches
o
of every description.
Do you know that we are selling tinA. M. iNOW,
ware, granlteware, glassware and
at prices that can't be beat. Come 209 South Second street, few doors
and see at the No Name store.
north of rcstofflce.
Go to Scott's ice cream parlor and GENTLEMEN!
be refreshed with some of their cooling
Our selection of over two thousand
drinks and ice cream.
spring samples, comprising all the
o
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
We are prepared to quote figures
suitings, fancy vestings, overcoats
that will interest buyers. Hall &
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
A game the entire family tnjoys. the
talK. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
most popular game of ..e reason. Ping
215 South Second street.
Pong. For sale at S. E. Newcomer's,
next door to postomee.
r
TRIMBLE & CO.
The famous cherry pie ami straw W.
berry sherbet and cake at the Colum
Second street, between Railroad and
bus hotel tomorrow.
Copper avenue
Don't forget the dance at Orches
Horses and Mules bought and exchang
trion hall Saturday night.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
At the Metropolitan saloon tonight
Transfer Stables
a grand free lunch will be served.
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
Attend the special 25 per cent reduc
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
tion sale on men's and boys' clothing
Albuquerque, N. M.
at Golden Kule Dry Goods Company.
dish-war-

e

L

From this day on we will si ll Ham
mocks at coht. We have too many and
will sell at cost rather tlian carry over,
llawley on the corner, Gold and Sec
ond street.

COOL

8

Reduction on our Entire Stock of Men and
Boy's clothing. Nothing Reserved.

Hot lunch, free to everybody, at
Zeiger's Cafe tonight. Don't forget.

of

i-

25
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Hats and Shoes.

85c to $2.75

SHOES

8

Men and Boy's Clothing,
Furnishing Goods,

$1.75

..$1.50 to $2.25

LADIES' SHOES, McKAY SEWED

B. F. Framholz. of Little Rock. Ark.,
who was here the past few days, left
last night for Los Angeles, Cal.
A. 1). Whltson. of the Whltson Music
company, who was out of the city the
past few days, returned last night.
People going on a vacation should
have The Citizen follow them.. There
Is nothing like keeping posted when
away from home.
Mrs. C. B. Otis and daughter. Miss
Emily, are in the city from Manchester, Iowa, visiting Mrs. J. B. Fisti,
daughter of Mrs. Otis.
Miss Nellie E. Stevens, who resided
with her mother in this city years ago,
was married at Lawton. Oklahoma,
on June 5, to Vi...am J. Pearson.
Misses Ethel and Grace Fish, of Jefferson City, Mo., arrived last night and
will visit their grandmother. Mrs.
Howe, residing on South Broadway.
The press agent of Howe's shows is
M. S. McGrew. He Is aa old newspaper
publisher, and a few years ago edited
and published a paper at Clinton, 111.
F. E. Sturges, wife and son. Lloyd,
who were in the east on a visit to the
big cities, returned home last night.
They report having had a splendid
time.
Percy D. McRae. who is sheep raising in the Manzano mountains, came
in late yesterday afternoon, ami will
toy with the baby elephant at the circus this afternoon.
Douglas Johnson, who was here the
past few days cn geological matters,
left last night for Lava station, south
of the city, to study the formation of
that particular section of New Mexico.
The management of Howe's London
shows, by thoroughly drenching the
ground in their big tent this afternoon
with water exhibited a bit of foresight
which the large audience appreciated.
Miss Lucy Hazledine, daughter of
Mrs. W. C. Hazledine, and who is one
of the popular school teachers of ine
city, will leave tonight for Long Beach,
Cal. She will be absent until August.
Mrs. J. O. Gideon, uaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. V. Futrelle, who has been
absent from the city for sometime attending a conservatory of music, recocococooococoocococoooooo
turned last night from Leland, Florida.
New 'Phone OOOCOOOOOCOOOOOOO
Miss Clara Oleson, stenographer of Old 'Phone
152
59.
Governor Otero, arrived last night
from Santa Fe, to visit her sister. Mrs.
J. W.
E. V. Chaves. She will return to the
capital tomorrow night or Monday
Progressive Mortician and Em
morning.
balmer.
J. W. Bennett, the general merchant
and Indian trader at Houck's, Arizona, Open day and night.
Calls are
is in the city to- remain a few days.
promptly attended to
He says his section of the arid southwest was visited the past week by sevI Also Bell Monuments
'
eral good rains.
N. Second
Office
and parlor- The Albuquerque base ball team will
leave at 8:30 tomorrow morning for
Santa Fe where they will play against
the Santa Fe Centrals. The Santa Fe
team will play a return game here on
Sunday one week from tomorrow.
Tha score by innings of the base ball 8
game which will be played at Santa Fe
between- the Browns and the Santa Fe 8
YOU WANTT
g
Centrals will be received by Graham
Bros, at the Palace Club salooni tomor- 8
g
QUICK AND RELIABLEI
row afternoon. The bulletins 'will be
'
posted.
Aaron Rosenwald and wife, Misses
Alma and Jettie Rosenwald, Mrs. B. g THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q
testier, Mrs. H. Jaffa and son, Edgar, 0
g
hND TELEGRAPH CO.
and Mrs. David Welnmann and little
daughter are arranging to leave in a
few days for the coast resorts of southern California.

OF

COME IN AND COMPARE
$1.50

Gureaf M ottiey

S avin Sale

Shoes That Please
LADIES' DONGOLA OXFORDS

1902
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

THE FOOT, THE EYE AND THE PURSE.

14

L. H.

best popular priced shoe in the
world. We also carry the Hanan
shoe, which is the finest of all.

SIMON STFRN

B. Ave.

The B.

Clothier

OOOOOOCOOOOOOOCCO

ocococraxxxcococo

Company

Whitney

SHOEMAKER,

West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205

New & Second Hand Furniture
Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.

prepared free
Attend a specially
lunch at the White Elephant tonight.
Furniture stored and packed for
Everybody Invited.
shipment. Highest prices paid for
o
necoud-hanhousehold goods.
Keep Cool!
Wear our negligee shirts; big line of
Monarchs; only $1.23. Simon Stern
the Kailroad Avenue Clothier.
JACOB SUVA & CO.,
d

Cordial Invitation extended to old
customers and visitors to partake of
the free lunch at Zelger's Cafe tonight
o
Special sale of furnishing goods,
hats, shoes and clothing for men and
boys at the Golden Rule Dry Goods
Company. Do not miss this oppor
tunity.
FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
of bran new brevier and small pica;
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
a country newspaper outfit furnish'
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.

We consider the Douglas the

Dealers In
WHITE STONE.

WHOLESALrTrJARDWARE
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses
PLUMBERS

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.

SAN ANTONIO

THE REST BUILDING STONE IN
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
DIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,

South First street.
Phones: Aut.

Albuquerque, N. i.r.
24S; Bell, 85.

OCXOCXXOCCOCOOCXXXDCOCOCOCOC

In Deming good sate loans can bi
had at better rates than in the old es
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH tablisbed towns.
o
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
STOVE REPAIRS.
Borradaile & Co.,
Deming has now a large Ice plant
117 Gold Ave.
and electric light syntem under contract
Ruppe's druc store open all night
o
every night
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

cococoocococcxDococxaxxxxxo

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

BALLING BROU.. Proprietors.

Wedding :Cake :a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
s
baking.
guarantee
207 S. First street Albuquerque, N.
fira-clas-
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